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We have developed experimental techniques to confine two species of ultracold atoms
in trapping potentials that are independently controlled by applied radiofrequency (rf)
fields. Elementary species-selective manipulations are demonstrated for the isotopes
85Rb and 87Rb, such as changing the relative positions of the species. More detailed
manipulations are possible, such as creating a double-well potential for one species
that is overlapped with a single harmonic well of the other.

We observed that both isotopes have long lifetimes in the rf-dressed potentials
when separate; this is well known for 87Rb which has very favourable collision prop-
erties, but the stability of 85Rb in rf-dressed potentials had not previously been
demonstrated. A large rate of inelastic inter-species collisions was observed when
the clouds were brought together, and our results identify this as being due to two-
body collisions between 85Rb and 87Rb. We explain the origin of these losses using a
qualitative model. Our experimental data is compared to computations of the inelas-
tic loss rate coefficients that have been carried out using coupled-channel calculations
by theoretical chemists at Durham University.

We have created double-well potentials for ultracold atoms by dressing with three
rfs, as reported in our published work. Since this first demonstration we have elimi-
nated sources of noise from the experimental apparatus using a systematic method,
enabling a quantum degenerate gas of 87Rb to be loaded into a double-well potential
with 6.7 µm separation between the wells. This is an order of magnitude improvement
over our previously published work, and this separation is confirmed by matter-wave
interference observed between atoms released from the two wells. In the near future,
this apparatus will be able to split a quantum degenerate, two-dimensional gas, as
has been performed for one-dimensional gases elsewhere. Moreover, many technical
improvements have been implemented, allowing large amounts of data to be measured
under highly reproducible conditions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quantum-degenerate atomic gases at nanokelvin temperatures have generated an

enormous research field that has expanded rapidly since the pioneering experiments

that created Bose-Einstein condensates of rubidium [1] and sodium [2] in 1995. The

field has diversified to achieve quantum degeneracy for fermionic isotopes [3], rare-

earth metals with large magnetic dipole moments [4, 5], and ultracold molecules [6, 7].

The work in this thesis uses atoms of the two stable isotopes of rubidium to develop

sophisticated ways of manipulating and controlling the atoms. The isotope 87Rb has

atomic properties that make it extremely suitable for this work, in particular an in-

elastic collision cross-section which is much smaller than for other atoms including the

other isotope used here, 85Rb. We employ a variant of magnetic trapping techniques

in which the potential is modified by the application of a strong radiofrequency field.

This has been developed in Oxford and elsewhere using 87Rb, and this thesis reports

the first experiments for 85Rb and mixtures of both isotopes in such potentials.

Quantum simulation experiments that use mixtures of atomic species are well

suited to study the behaviour of impurities coupled to larger quantum systems. They

achieve a high degree of control over the individual constituents and their interac-

tions, provide atomically pure systems, and can directly observe the dynamics of pro-
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cesses analogous to those occuring in solid-state devices. Experiments have observed

non-equilibrium dynamics [8, 9], polaronic phenomena [10, 11] and the disruption and

localisation of phases by scattered impurities [12], while control over individual im-

purities has led to the successful doping of cold gases with single atoms [13, 14] or

observation of spin impurities propagating in lattices [15]. Impurities provide a means

to non-destructively probe the larger systems with which they interact. For instance,

an impurity tunnelling in a double-well potential can be used to measure excitations

of a larger bath within which it is immersed [16].

Such schemes require the ability to manipulate the ultracold gas in a species-

selective way. When the electronic structure of the trapped species differ this can be

performed using optical dipole force potentials, but there are many combinations of

species for which this technique cannot be used. The stable isotopes of rubidium, 85Rb

and 87Rb, are one such example, and alternative methods must be used to manipulate

these species independently.

The solution is to employ a magnetic method of trapping, and thus discriminate

between these optically similar species by exploiting the difference in their magnetic

dipole moments. Radiofrequency-dressed potentials confine atoms through a combi-

nation of static and radiofrequency magnetic fields [17, 18]. The resulting potentials

are smooth and free from corrugations which arise in optical dipole force traps, and

have extremely low heating rates due to negligible spontaneous emission [19]. The

coupling between the atom’s magnetic moment and the dressing field is vectorial,

allowing manipulations of the potential to be made using the polarisation of the rf

field [20].

A recurring theme of this thesis is developing new experimental techniques to

further enhance rf-dressed potentials, allowing these advantages to be harnessed for a

wider range of experiments. We describe how using multi-frequency radiation inreases

the flexbility of this technique, and demonstrate a double-well potential formed by

14



dressing atoms with three radiofrequencies [21, 22]. New techniques are implemented

to manipulate mixtures of 85Rb and 87Rb, and the observation of inelastic loss provides

an improved understanding of collisions in rf-dressed potentials.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. We begin in Chapter 2 by reviewing

the theory of neutral atoms interacting with a radiation field, and the formation of

rf-dressed potentials in which atoms can be trapped. This is followed in Chapter 3

by a description of the existing 87Rb apparatus used for the experimental work in

this thesis, and we describe a number of updates made to achieve stable, autonomous

operation and the simultaneous laser-cooling and confinement of 85Rb. Our multi-

ple rf implementation is introduced in Chapter 4, and we describe the preliminary

demonstration of a double-well potential and subsequent further work to achieve a

well separation that is small enough to observe matterwave interference after time-

of-flight expansion. In Chapter 5, we consider the species-selecivity of rf-dressed

potentials, devising and implementing schemes to independently manipulate the two

isotopes 85Rb and 87Rb. We observed a high rate of inelastic collisional loss for this

mixture and investigated these processes in detail, as described in Chapter 6. We

conclude with an outlook for future experiments in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Theory of rf-dressed potentials

This chapter examines the theoretical foundations of rf-dressed potentials. We start

by describing the interaction of an atom’s magnetic dipole moment with an external

magnetic field, which is central to all methods of magnetic confinement. We calculate

the energy level structure when an oscillating magnetic rf field is applied, providing

perspectives from both the dressed-atom and semi-classical models and considering

details beyond the rotating wave approximation. Having established the theory of

dressed states, it is applied to inhomogeneous static fields to explain how rf-dressed

potentials confine atoms. The combination of a static quadrupole field and rf-dressing

field is central to this apparatus, and we investigate the resulting ‘shell’ trap in de-

tail. The theory is extended to a multiple rf field, and we examine the double-well

potential that is produced when three frequencies are applied. Finally, we conclude

with a discussion of rf spectroscopy, which is used to characterise rf-dressed potentials

throughout this thesis.
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2.1 Atoms in a magnetic field

The magnetic moment ~µ of an atom interacts with an externally applied magnetic

field ~B. The Hamiltonian of this system is

H = −~µ · ~B (2.1)

This interaction is at the heart of all methods of magnetic confinement.

2.1.1 The magnetic moment

The atom’s total magnetic moment comes from those of the nucleus and constituent

electrons. The electronic magnetic moment can in turn be separated into that due to

the total electronic orbital magnetic moment ~µL and the total electronic spin magnetic

moment ~µS, defined by

~µL = −gL
µB

~
~L, ~µS = −gS

µB

~
~S (2.2)

The g-factors gL and gS are constants of proportionality that relate these quantities

to the orbital and spin angular momentum, respectively ~L and ~S with magnitudes

~
√
L(L+ 1) and ~

√
S(S + 1). A strong spin-orbit interaction couples these magnetic

moments via an interaction proportional to ~S ·~L, and the eigenstates have well-defined

electronic angular momentum ~J and electronic magnetic moment µJ . Experiments

with ultracold atomic vapors typically trap alkali atoms in their ground electronic

state1, for which the total orbital angular momentum L = 0 and the total spin

angular momentum S = 1/2; thus, ~J = ~S and µJ = µS.

Likewise, the nuclear magnetic moment µI is proportional to the nuclear angular

momentum ~I. An interaction couples the nuclear and electronic magnetic moments,

1with a notable exception of Rydberg atom experiments
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with an energy thus proportional to ~I · ~J . The eigenstates have well-defined total

angular momentum ~F , of magnitude ~
√
F (F + 1), and these hyperfine levels are

labelled by the quantum number F . In the vector model, this is represented by the

vectors ~I and ~J precessing around their conserved total angular momentum [23]. The

total magnetic moment of the atom is

~µ = −gF

µB

~
~F (2.3)

where gF is the Landé g-factor [23]. Under the application of an external field this re-

mains the case, provided the field is sufficiently weak that both nuclear and electronic

magnetic moments interact more strongly with each other than with the external

field2.

2.1.2 An atom in an external field

We now consider the application of a static, external field ~B0 = B0~eB, which is aligned

parallel to ~eB (ie B0 > 0). The energy of the atom is determined by the alignment

of the magnetic moment ~µ with respect to the external field ~B0. The eigenstates of

the Hamiltonian defined in eqn. (2.1) are the Zeeman states |mF 〉, labelled by the

projection of their total angular momentum ~F onto the quantisation axis, ~eB. For

weak field strengths3 the corresponding eigenenergies are Em = mFgFµBB0.

For states with mFgF > 0 the magnetic dipole moment is aligned in opposition

to the external field, and the energy is reduced for lower magnitudes of B0. These

so-called ‘low-field seeking’ states are attracted to regions of weaker magnetic field,

and by engineering a field minimum in free space it is possible to confine atoms in

2This is the Zeeman regime. In the Paschen-Back regime, under the influence of stronger external
fields, the magnetic moments ~µJ and ~µI instead precess individually around ~B rather than their
total, and F is no longer a good quantum number [23].

3We work in the low-field limit where only the linear Zeeman terms are important, and henceforth
neglect the quadratic and higher-order terms.
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these states using static fields. One such example is the spherical quadrupole field,

~B0 = B′ (x~ex + y~ey − 2z~ez) (2.4)

with quadrupole gradient B′, which corrals atoms around the field node at the ori-

gin, and is easily produced using two coils in an anti-Helmholtz configuration. The

potential energy in this field is

U(x, y, z) = mFgFµBB
′
√
x2 + y2 + 4z2 (2.5)

For typical laboratory conditions, macroscopic coils produce gradients B′ in the range

of 100s of G cm−1, while trapping volumes are millimeter-scale. As mFgF ∼ 1, the

potential depth is approximately a millikelvin, sufficiently deep to confine laser cooled

atoms4.

Our apparatus uses a combination of static and oscillating magnetic fields to con-

fine atoms in so-called ‘rf-dressed’ potentials5, where an oscillating magnetic field is

combined with an inhomongeous static field to produce confinement [17]. Before ex-

amining this method of confinement we will first solve the Hamiltonian of a stationary

atom interacting with static and oscillating magnetic fields. Two approaches are used.

In the first instance the dressed-atom formalism is employed, which helps emphasise

the role of the interaction between the rf field and atom. Second, we invoke a semi-

classical picture that provides an intuitive vector model of the rf-dressing process. It

may seem suprising to present the fully quantised model first, but we do so to provide

a clear picture of the atom-photon interaction that is central to rf-dressed potentials.

4Note that eqn. (2.5) does not strictly apply at high energies where the quadratic Zeeman effect
becomes important.

5Also referred to as ‘adiabatic potentials’ in the literature.
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2.2 The dressed-atom picture

The dressed-atom picture describes an atom interacting with a strong, quantised

radiation field [24]. In this context, strong means that the Rabi frequency is greater

than the separation between the energy levels. The rate of spontaneous emission is

negligible for rf transitions, and this process is excluded from the derivation presented

here6. We also neglect the motion of the atom, which otherwise weakly couples the

dressed eigenstates and causes loss from the trap [26].

The Hamiltonian for the combined atom-photon system consists of three terms

H = Hatom +Hfield +Hint (2.6)

The first term corresponds to the energy of the atom in the absence of the rf

field, ie the energies of the Zeeman substates. Without loss of generality, we align

the coordinate system such that ~ez is along the direction of the static field ~B0, such

that Hatom = gFµBF̂zB0/~. The operator F̂z measures the projection of the atom’s

angular momentum onto the ~ez axis. The eigenstates of Hatom are the Zeeman states

|mF 〉 with associated eigenenergies Em = mFgFµBB0.

The second term comprises the energy of the quantised rf field in the absence of

the atom.

Hfield = ~ω
(
a†a+

1

2

)
(2.7)

where a† and a are the creation and anihilation operators for rf photons of angular

frequency ω. The eigenstates of Hfield are Fock states |N〉 of well-defined photon

numberN , with corresponding eigenenergies (N+1/2)~ω. AsN � 1 for the ‘classical’

rf fields used in this work we henceforth disregard the negligible zero point energy of

~ω/2.

6This is valid because the Rabi frequency is much greater than the linewidth of spontaneous
emission [25]. When important, these processes can be incorporated into the model by out-coupling
photons from the field into a separate resevoir [24].
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Figure 2.1: The dressed-atom basis: Eigenenergies of the Zeeman states and
photon Fock states are shown as a function of B0; their tensor product is shown on
the right (the uncoupled states). A manifold of the uncoupled states is highlighted
in bold. The illustration is for F = 1 and gF < 0, as for the lower hyperfine state of
87Rb.

The third term in eqn. (2.6) encompasses the interaction between the atom and

radiation field. When Hint = 0 (no interaction), the eigenstates of the system are

tensor products of the Zeeman states |mF 〉 and Fock states |N〉, which we label as

the uncoupled states |N,mF 〉. The eigenenergies are given by

(Hatom +Hfield) |N,mF 〉 = (mFgFµBB0 +N~ω) |N,mF 〉 (2.8)

and illustrated in Fig 2.1 as a function of the static magnetic field amplitude, B0. They

resemble a ladder, with the repeating motif of the Zeeman energies Em = mFgFµBB0

occuring every ~ω for a different photon number. When the rf field is resonant with

the Zeeman splitting (ie ~ω = |gFµBB0|) the energies of the uncoupled states are

arranged in manifolds of degenerate states for which the integer N ′ = sign (gF)mF+N

is constant.

The interaction between the magnetic dipole moment and the field permits the

exchange of angular momentum and energy between them. For an rf field of arbitrary

polarisation, Hint takes the form [27]

Hint = λσ+(F+a+ F−a
†) + λσ−(F+a

† + F−a) + λπFz(a+ a†) (2.9)
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Figure 2.2: Atom-photon interactions: Different states (horizontal bars) of
|N,mF 〉 are coupled by different absorption and emission processes, as shown here
for one state (marked with a red dot).

where F± = (Fx ± iFy) are the raising and lowering operators for the atomic angular

momentum, and λσ+ , λσ− , λπ are the atom-photon coupling strengths, which depend

on the polarisation of the field and the volume of the field modes. We have collected

together terms to represent the rf field as a linear combination of circular polarised and

π-polarised components about ~ez. The atom may absorb a photon from the radiation

field that causes the projection of its angular momentum along the quantisation axis

to be raised (F+a), lowered (F−a) or unchanged (Fza). Similarly, the atom’s angular

momentum can be changed through emission of a photon into the radiation field (a†

terms). These processes are illustrated in Fig 2.2.

The complete dressed-atom Hamiltonian reads:

H =
gFµB

~
B0F̂z + ~ω(a†a+ 1/2)+

λσ+(F+a+ F−a
†) + λσ−(F+a

† + F−a) + λπFz(a+ a†) (2.10)

2.2.1 An approximate solution

We seek to determine the eigenstates of eqn. (2.10). As previously noted, in the

vicinity of the rf resonance the uncoupled states within each manifold of N ′ are
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nearly degenerate. They are coupled by either the σ+ or σ− component of the field,

according to whether the sign of gF is positive or negative. For this example we take

the sign to be negative, which is the case for 87Rb in the lower hyperfine state which

has F = 1, gF = −1/2. To obtain an approximate solution7, we keep only the λσ−

terms in eqn. (2.9), neglecting all others that couple states well separated in energy.

The approximate Hamiltonian is

H = ~ωa†a+
gFµB

~
FzB0 + λσ−

(
F+a

† + F−a
)

(2.11)

In this approximation, N ′ is a good quantum number as we have neglected the

terms that couple states in different manifolds. It follows that each eigenstate will

be a superposition of uncoupled states |N,mF 〉 within the same manifold. Arranging

the uncoupled basis states |N,mF 〉 according to these manifolds and representing

eqn. (2.11) in matrix form,

H =



. . .

~N ′ω + ~δ Ω√
2

Ω√
2

~N ′ω Ω√
2

Ω√
2

~N ′ω − ~δ
. . .


, in the basis



...

|N+1,+1〉

|N, 0〉

|N−1,−1〉
...


(2.12)

where we have introduced the angular detuning δ = ω − |gF|µBB0/~ and Ω =

2λσ−
√
〈N〉 with 〈N〉 � 1 the average photon number, and we have used that

√
N + 1 ≈

√
N for N � 1. The 3×3 block-diagonal Hamiltonian is easily diag-

onalised using standard methods. The eigenvalues of the dressed system are equal

7This is equivalent to taking the rotating wave approximation in the semi-classical picture, as we
will see later. Clearly the solution is exact for circularly-polarised σ− rf, for which the λσ+ and λπ
terms are zero.
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Figure 2.3: Eigenstates in the rotating wave approximation: Dressed eigenen-
ergies are plotted as a function of the Zeeman splitting for a) no atom-photon coupling
and b) non-zero coupling. One manifold is emphasised in bold. The rf frequency is
ω/2π = 3 MHz.

to

N ′~ω + m̃F~
√
δ2 + Ω2 (2.13)

where m̃F labels each dressed eigenstate in the N ′ manifold |N ′, m̃F 〉, and m̃F ∈ Z :

−F ≤ m̃F ≤ F .

These eigenenergies are plotted in Fig 2.3a as a function of detuning. The inter-

action between the atom and the rf field creates an avoided crossing at the resonance;

the eigenenergies of the coupled system are driven apart where the uncoupled states

of the manifold previously intersected. States where m̃F is positive exhibit a potential

minimum at the resonance (δ = 0), providing a mechanism to confine atoms in these

dressed states when the detuning varies with position. We return to this point in

Sec 2.4.

2.3 The semi-classical picture

An alternate perspective is provided by the semi-classical picture, which considers

quantised atomic states interacting with a classical radiation field ~Brf in the presence
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of a static magnetic field ~B0. Following equation eqn. (2.1) and still neglecting motion

of the atom, the Hamiltonian is

H = −~µ · ( ~B0 + ~Brf) (2.14)

As before and without loss of generality the coordinate system is aligned such that

~ez ‖ ~B0.

2.3.1 The rf interaction in the semi-classical picture

The rf field oscillates at an angular frequency ω with the arbitrary polarisation

~Brf =Bx cos (ωt)~ex

+By cos (ωt+ φy)~ey

+Bz cos (ωt+ φz)~ez (2.15)

The interaction energy between the magnetic moment of the atom, ~µ, and the external

field ~Brf is equal to:

Hint = −~µ · ~Brf (2.16)

where the magnetic moment ~µ = −gFµB
~F/~ as before. To evaluate the dot prod-

uct we represent the vector ~F in terms of angular momentum raising and lowering

operators:

~F =
F̂+ + F̂−

2
~ex +

F̂+ − F̂−
2i

~ey + F̂z~ez (2.17)
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and thus the interaction is

Hint =
gFµB

~
F̂+

2
(Bx cos(ωt)− iBy cos(ωt+ φy))

+
gFµB

~
F̂−
2

(Bx cos(ωt) + iBy cos(ωt+ φy))

+
gFµB

~
F̂zBz cos(ωt+ φz) (2.18)

This resembles the interaction in the dressed-atom picture, eqn. (2.9), with the differ-

ent σ+ and σ− polarisation components now corresponding to rotations of ~Brf around

the quantisation axis ~ez.

2.3.2 The rotating-wave approximation

To solve the Hamiltonian the same approximation is made as in Sec 2.2.1, and for

consistency we again take the example of 87Rb in the F = 1 hyperfine level. This was

previously motivated by only considering terms that couple nearly degenerate states

within the same manifold. We first transform into a frame x′ that rotates about ~ez

at the dressing frequency ω, through the transformation

U = e−sign(gF)F̂zωt/~ =
∑
mF

e−sign(gF)mFωt |mF 〉 〈mF | (2.19)

which transforms the Hamiltonian according to8

H → H′, H′ =
(
UHU † − i~U ∂U

†

∂t

)
(2.20)

The oscillating field of eqn. (2.15) appears different in the rotating frame. Terms of Bx

and By that co-rotate with the frame appear stationary, while counter-rotating terms

now rotate at an angular frequency 2ω. The field components parallel to the rotation

8To derive this, apply the transformation U to the Time-Dependent Schrödinger Equation
(TDSE) and rearrange to produce a new TDSE in the rotating frame.
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axis are unaffected by the transformation; those arising from ~B0 are unchanged, while

Bz terms continue to oscillate at a frequency ω. The ‘rotating wave approximation’

is now employed; all terms that oscillate in the rotating frame are neglected, leaving

a Hamiltonian that is time-independent. This can be represented as a matrix in the

basis of Zeeman states |mF = 1, 0,−1〉, in which the raising and lowering operators

are defined

Fz = ~


1

0

−1

 , F+ =


0
√

2

0
√

2

0

 , F− =


0
√

2 0
√

2 0

 (2.21)

and thus the Hamiltonian under the rotating-wave approximation is

H′rwa =


−~δ gFµB

2
√

2

(
Bx − ie−iφyBy

)
gFµB

2
√

2

(
Bx + ieiφyBy

)
0

gFµB

2
√

2

(
Bx − ie−iφyBy

)
gFµB

2
√

2

(
Bx + ieiφyBy

)
~δ


(2.22)

where as before δ = ω − |gF|µBB0/~ is the angular detuning from resonance. We

make one final frame transformation x′ → x′′, applying the operator R = e−iαFz/~ to

adjust the phase of the rotating frame such that the ~e′′x axis aligns to the horizontal

field components defined by Bx and By. With phase angle α = atan
(

By cosφy
Bx−By sinφy

)
,

the Hamiltonian transforms to

H′′rwa = ~


−δ Ω/

√
2

Ω/
√

2 0 Ω/
√

2

Ω/
√

2 δ

 = −~δF ′′z + ~ΩF ′′x (2.23)

The semi-classical dressed eigenenergies are thus m̃F~
√
δ2 + Ω2, which are consis-

tent with the result from the dressed-atom picture. The angular Rabi frequency, Ω,
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is defined [28]

Ω =
gFµB

2~

√
B2
x +B2

y − 2BxBy sin(φy) (2.24)

It is often stated that in the rotating wave approximation only components of

the magnetic field perpendicular to the static field ~B0 couple the Zeeman states and

are thus responsible for the avoided crossing [20, 28]. This statement is true, but

potentially misleading, as it suggests that any perpendicular field will suffice. For

our example of 87Rb in the F = 1 state, it is clear that the coupling of eqn. (2.24)

vanishes when Bx = By and φy = π/2. By analogy to eqn. (2.9), a clearer statement

is that a specific circular polarisation about ~ez is responsible for coupling the states

and so producing the avoided crossing. The amplitude of that circular polarisation is

related to the components of the field that oscillate perpendicular to the quantisation

axis, ~ez.

2.3.2.1 The effective field in the rotating frame

The Hamiltonian of eqn. (2.23) resembles that of a magnetic dipole in a static mag-

netic field, eqn. (2.1). The dressed eigenstates |m̃F 〉 correspond to Zeeman states

of an ‘effective field’ [29], which in the rotating frame x′′ of eqn. (2.23) is equal to

~Beff = (~δ~e′′z − ~Ω~e′′x) /|gF|µB.

Viewed from the initial non-rotating frame x, the effective field precesses around

the axis ~ez with angular frequency ω and tilt angle tan θ = δ/Ω (see Fig 2.4). When far

detuned the effective field aligns (anti)parallel to the static field ~B0; the eigenenergies

are only slightly perturbed from their undressed values and the dressed eigenstates are

approximately equal to the undressed Zeeman states in the static field9. At resonance,

~Beff is perpendicular to ~B0, and there is significant admixture of the Zeeman states

of ~B0 to comprise each dressed eigenstate.

9Note that for large negative detunings |m̃F 〉 ≈ |mF 〉, while for large positive detunings |m̃F 〉 ≈
|−mF 〉
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Figure 2.4: Beff in the rotating frame: The effective field ~Beff lies in a plane
defined by the static field ~B0 and the circularly-polarised component of ~Brf to which
the rotating frame is aligned. ~Beff precesses around ~B0 with tilt angle θ.

2.3.3 The Bloch-Siegert shift

In both the semi-classical and dressed-atom description, we applied the rotating wave

approximation to neglect counter-rotating terms from the Hamiltonian to find a neat

analytical solution for the eigenstates. The effect of these terms is to shift the position

of the rf resonance - the ‘Bloch-Siegert’ shift [30] - which can be understood using ei-

ther a semi-classical model [30, 31] or in the dressed-atom formalism [32]. An intuitive

interpretation is that the counter-rotating terms off-resonantly dress the eigenstates

in the rotating frame, causing a shift in the eigenenergies.

The Bloch-Siegert shift becomes increasingly important for dressing fields of larger

amplitudes [31, 33]. This behaviour is simple to understand from the dressed-atom

picture; the terms responsible for the shift couple states in different manifolds and, for

greater dressing field amplitudes, the energy separation between these states decreases

as the manifold is pushed apart.

2.3.4 Floquet theory

We conclude the discussion of techniques to calculate the dressed eigenstates by briefly

introducing Floquet theory [34], which is applicable for calculating the eigenstates of
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time-periodic Hamiltonians10. The technique is well-suited to numerical methods and

neglects no terms from the Hamiltonian (unlike in the rotating wave approximation),

providing accurate results for fields of arbitrary polarisation. It is also applicable to

atoms dressed with more than one frequency component [21, 36]11, and is the primary

method by which we calculate the multiple-rf dressed eigenstates. A semi-classical

theory is used here.

The Hamiltonian is periodic in time with period T = 2π/∆ω, with H(t) = H(t+

T ). Floquet’s theorem dictates that eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are of the form

H |Ψ(t)〉 = eiλt |Φ(t)〉 (2.25)

where |Φ(t)〉 has the same time-periodicity as the Hamiltonian, |Φ(t)〉 = |Φ(t+ T )〉.

The operator Û(t, t′) evolves a wavefunction forward in time from t→ t′,

Û(t; t′) |ψ(t)〉 = |ψ(t′)〉 (2.26)

Advancing the time of the system by T , an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian behaves as

U(0;T ) |Ψ(0)〉 = eiλT |Ψ(0)〉 (2.27)

and thus eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are also eigenstates of the propagator. The

characteristic exponents λ can be related to the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian [34],

with dressed eigenenergies E = ~λ. In this way, calculating the dressed eigenenergies

of the system becomes a problem of determining the eigenvalues of the operator

U(0;T ).

We determine Û(t; t + T ) by numerical integration of the Schrödinger equation.

10It is analogous to the Bloch theorem for Hamiltonians that are periodic in spatial coordinates [35].
11With the caveat that each frequency must be an integer multiple of a common fundamental,

and the periodicity of the system must be suitably short to keep the calculation times reasonable.
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As the eigenvalues are the same regardless of the basis chosen, we take the basis

of Zeeman states |mF 〉 for convenience, in which all operators of the Hamiltonian

(F−,F+,Fz) have straightforward matrix representations. Exploiting the identity,

Û(t; t′) =
∑
mF

(
Û(t; t′) |mF 〉

)
〈mF | (2.28)

and the bracketed term is determined by integrating the time-dependent Schrödinger

equation, taking each Zeeman state |mF 〉 as an initial state. Once a matrix represen-

tation of Û(0;T ) in this basis has been calculated, the eigenvalues eiλT follow from

standard matrix techniques. Note that if λ is an eigenvalue of H, so too is λ+n~∆ω,

n ∈ Z [34], and the eigenenergies thus form a ladder with interval determined by the

system periodicity.

2.4 Radiofrequency-dressed potentials to confine

atoms

We now consider how the resulting energy level structure is harnessed to trap atoms.

In the rotating wave approximation the eigenenergies are of the form

U(~r) = ~m̃F

√
δ2(~r) + Ω2(~r) (2.29)

where both the detuning and resonant Rabi frequency now carry a spatial dependence;

these result from a change in the magnitude and direction of the static field ~B0(~r)

at different positions in the trap. For states with m̃F positive, the dressed energy U

is minimum when
√
δ2 + Ω2 is minimised, creating a potential minimum in space in

which to confine atoms. The increase in energy away from this point can result from

an increase in δ(~r)2 with negligible change in Ω (the resonant configuration), or an
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increase in both δ(~r)2 and Ω2(~r) (the off-resonant configuration). In the off-resonant

case the increase in Ω2(~r) does not arise from a change in rf amplitude, which is

typically uniform over the trap. Instead, it arises through a change in direction of

the static field, which affects the vectorial coupling between the atom and rf-dressing

field. This mode of operation is most often exploited in rf dressed-atom chips, where

it is possible to change the static field direction over small length scales, and has been

used to produce a controllable double-well potential [20] that can coherently split a

BEC [37].

The dressed potentials on this apparatus operate in the resonant configuration,

with strong confinement resulting from an increase in δ away from the resonance

where atoms are trapped. This ‘shell trap’ is detailed below, after a general statement

regarding the motion of atoms in rf dressed potentials.

2.4.1 Non-adiabatic loss

We have so far neglected the impact of an atom’s motion on the rf dressed eigenstates.

For a trapped atom to remain in the same dressed eigenstate as it traverses the avoided

crossing it must adiabatically follow the local eigenstate |m̃F (~r)〉. If it does not, the

atom transitions to a different dressed state in which it is no longer confined, leading

to non-adiabatic loss 12.

The loss rate can be estimated using the well known Landau-Zener model [38, 39],

which gives the probability of a diabatic transition during a transit over the avoided

crossing, from a detuning of −∞ → ∞, as PLZ = e−2πΩ2/vLZ , where the Landau-

Zener velocity vLZ = ∂δ/∂t [18]. The loss rate decreases with increasing rf amplitude

and decreasing quadrupole gradient, which can be understood as follows. Larger rf

amplitudes broaden the avoided crossing with respect to δ, decreasing the rate of

12Hyperfine states with F > 1 have more than one trapped state for which m̃F > 0, and so non-
adiabatic transitions can also occur to other trapped states. However, atoms performing multiple
non-adiabatic transitions will still eventually reach an untrapped state and be lost from the trap.
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change of the dressed eigenenergies during the transit and thus the loss rate. The

quadrupole gradient converts the velocity of an atom in real space to the Landau-

Zener velocity, and a weaker gradient decreases vLZ. Larger rf amplitudes and weak

gradients also reduce the harmonic trap frequency, and thus the number of transits

over the avoided crossing per second. For most of this work the adiabatic loss rate is

negligible compared to inelastic loss or that due to rf noise (see Sec 4.2.1), but it is

an important consideration for future experiments (see outlook, Chapter 4).

The Landau-Zener model is only a rough approximation; atoms do not oscil-

late from δ = ±∞ with constant vLZ, and instead remain trapped within the har-

monic region of the crossing. A more thorough treatment of adiabaticity formu-

lates the effect of atomic motion in terms of a gauge potential that couples the

dressed eigenstates [40]. Furthermore, the trajectory may be non-classical, such as

in a Bose-condensate, and in this case a more detailed quantum mechanical model is

required [41], as was recently applied to dressed states [42].

2.5 The shell trap

Our apparatus uses a ‘shell trap’ formed by combining an rf-dressing field with a

static spherical quadrupole field. We define the rf-dressing field

~Brf =Bx cos (ωt)~ex

+By cos (ωt+ φy)~ey

+Bz cos (ωt+ φz)~ez (2.30)

which is the same as eqn. (2.15) but now with ~ex, ~ey, ~ez the laboratory coordinate sys-

tem (which is not generally aligned with the quantisation axis). The static quadrupole
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field is defined

~B0(x, y, z) = B′(x~ex + y~ey − 2z~ez) (2.31)

where the quadrupole gradient is B′ and ~ez is an axis of cylindrical symmetry.

The Zeeman splitting varies as a function of position, and the resonance condition

|gFµB
~B0| = ~ω is fulfilled for points on an isomagnetic surface we refer to as the

‘resonant spheroid’, defined as

r0 =
~ω

|gFµB
~B0|

=
√
x2 + y2 + 4z2 (2.32)

Atoms are trapped on the surface of this spheroid, typically congregating near the bot-

tom under the influence of gravity. Both the angular detuning δ(~r) = gFµB|B0(~r)| −

~ω and the Rabi frequency Ω(~r) have a spatial dependence. The first arises from the

variation in Zeeman splitting with position in the quadrupole field, while the spatial

dependence of Ω(~r) arises from the rotation of the static field with position.

2.5.1 Rotation of the static field

Although the rf-dressing field is uniform, the direction of the static quadrupole field

~B0(~r) varies with position ~r in the trap. Combined with the vectorial coupling of the

magnetic dipole moment, this rotation of ~B0(r) causes the atom-photon coupling to

vary with position.

To calculate the interaction term of the semi-classical Hamiltonian at a particular

point in space (x,y,z), it is first necessary to represent the laboratory rf field of

eqn. (2.30) in a coordinate system aligned to the quantisation axis. We follow the

method of Heathcote [43], and specify such a coordinate system x′ with ~ez′ ‖ ~B0. The

basis vectors of x′ are uniquely defined by the relations ~ex′ = ~ez′×~ez and ~ey′ = ~ex′×~ez′ ,

as is the transformation S : x → x′ that maps a vector from x to x′. In the rotated
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Polarisation Constraints

Circular By = Bx = B, Bz = 0, φy = π/2

Linear Bx = B, Bz = By = 0

Table 2.1: Definitions of specific laboratory-frame rf field polarisations.

coordinate system x′, the transformed rf field ~B′rf = S ~Brf is:

~B′rf =


cos(γ) cos(θ) sin(γ) cos(γ) sin(θ)

cos(θ) sin(γ) − cos(γ) sin(γ) sin(θ)

sin(θ) 0 − cos(θ)




Bx sin(ωt)

By sin(ωt+ φy)

Bz sin(ωt+ φz)

 (2.33)

which is used to calculate the interaction in the semi-classical picture gFµB at an

arbitrary position ~r, as eqn. (2.18) is valid for the rf field in the transformed frame

x′. The angles θ, γ are defined [43]

cos θ =
2z√

x2 + y2 + z2
cos γ =

x√
x2 + y2

(2.34)

2.5.1.1 The coupling strength

As a result of this rotation, the atom-photon coupling strength (quantified via the

resonant angular Rabi frequency, Ω) varies over the surface of the resonant spheroid.

Nodes are located where Ω(~r)→ 0, corresponding to a vanishing avoided crossing at

which adiabatic following cannot be sustained, leading to atom loss.

A general expression for Ω(~r) can be derived by combining eqn. (2.24) with the

components of ~B′rf [43]. Two important examples are shown in Fig 2.5, which cor-

respond to the circularly-polarised and linearly-polarised laboratory fields defined in

Table 2.1. For the handedness of circularly-polarised rf used here the angular Rabi
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Figure 2.5: The coupling strength: The variation in coupling strength over the
surface of the resonant spheroid is plotted for a) circular and b) linear polarisations
of the rf field. Dark blue colors indicate weaker coupling.

frequency at resonance obeys [28, 19]

Ω(~r) =
gFµBB

2~

(
1− 2z√

x2 + y2 + 4z2

)
(2.35)

with a maximum of Ω0 = gFµBB/~ at the bottom of the resonant spheroid, and a

node of coupling strength at the top where the quantisation axis is inverted. When

using linear polarisation, the coupling strength is [28, 19]

Ω(~r) =
gFµBB

2~

(
y2 + z2√

x2 + y2 + 4z2

)
(2.36)

with maxima of Ω0 = gFµBB/2~ at locations in the (y, z) plane where ~Brf ⊥ ~B0, and

nodes along ~ex where ~Brf ‖ ~B0.

On resonance, the energy of the dressed state U ∝ Ω(~r), and a variation in

coupling strength over the surface of the resonant spheroid exerts a ‘coupling force’

on the trapped atoms, directed from regions of strong coupling towards the nodes.

This attraction is typically undesired due to the non-adiabatic loss occuring at the

nodes, and in our trap it is fortunately overwhelmed by the gravitational force. The

force is greater for stronger rf amplitudes and quadrupole field gradients, which both

increase the gradient of Ω(~r) over the surface of the shell trap. It can be controlled
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through the polarisation of the rf field, providing a way to manipulate atoms in the

trap; for example, by varying the polarisation of the dressing field to sweep the node

of coupling strength in a circle (and thus rotate the direction of the coupling force)

to stir the atoms [44].

2.5.2 Trap frequencies and the character of confinement

Under typical operation, atoms congregate at the bottom of the shell under the influ-

ence of gravity. Atoms trapped on the lower portion of the resonant spheroid experi-

ence a highly anisotropic confinement that is characterised by strong trap frequencies

in the vertical direction (100s of Hz) and weak trap frequencies in the horizontal plane

(∼ 10 Hz). At the bottom of the shell, the vertical confinement arises from the large

energy cost associated with an increased detuning δ(~r) from resonance. The radial

confinement comes from interplay between gravitational potential energy, which pulls

atoms to the bottom of the shell, and the variation in coupling strength around the

surface of the spheroid. These different mechanisms of confinement give the shell trap

its extremely anisotropic character.

Analytic expressions for both harmonic trap frequencies are found from a power

series expansion about the potential minimum, closely following Merloti et. al. [19].

For the circularly-polarised rf field of Table 2.1 the system is cylindrically symmetric,

and the minimum is located on the z-axis at

zmin = −R = −r0

2

(
1 +

ε√
1− ε2

Ω0

ω

)
≈ −r0

2
(2.37)

where Ω0/2π = |gF|µBB/h is the Rabi frequency at the bottom of the shell, and

the ratio ε = Mg/2gFµBB
′m̃F compares the force of gravity to that exerted by the

quadrupole field. The approximation holds when ε � 1 which is true of typical op-

eration. Expanding the potential about this minimum, and evaluating the curvature
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ci = ∂2U
∂i2
|(0,0,zmin) = mω2

i gives [19]

ωr =

√
g

4R

(
1− m̃F~Ω0

2MgR

√
1− ε2

)1/2

≈
√

g

2r0

(
1− m̃F~Ω0

Mgr0

)1/2

(2.38)

ωz =2|gF|µBB
′
√

m̃F

M~Ω0

(
1− ε2

)3/4 ≈2|gF|µBB
′
√

m̃F

M~Ω0

(2.39)

The vertical trap frequency is increased for larger quadrupole gradients, which com-

press the avoided crossing with respect to z, and lower rf amplitudes, which reduce

the width of the avoided crossing in δ. Both increase the curvature cz, resulting in

tighter confinement. The radial confinement arises from the aforementioned interplay

between gravitational potential energy and coupling force. For a sufficiently low rf

field amplitude and high quadrupole gradient, the vertical trap frequencies exceed

kHz while the radial trap frequencies are tens of Hz, allowing the realisation of a 2D

degenerate Bose gas with chemical potential µ < ~ωz [19].

For a linear polarisation, ωx 6= ωy. Instead,

ωy =

√
g

4R
and ωx, ωy as before, with B → B/2 (2.40)

The confinement in ωx does not change, despite a change in the coupling strength

Ω(~r). Nodes now exist at ±R~ex where ~B0 ‖ ~Brf , and the maximum value Ω0 =

gFµB/2~. Although Ω0 decreases to half the value for a circular polarised field of the

same magnitude B, the node is located only half the distance around the spheroid,

thus the coupling force Fc = −m̃F~∂xΩ(r) in this direction is unaltered. The force

vanishes along ~ey, as the Rabi frequency is constant for all points in the plane x = 0 for

which ~Brf ⊥ ~B0. Thus, confinement along ~ey is determined only by the gravitational

potential energy.
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Figure 2.6: A multiple-rf double-well potential: A linear-polarised dressing
field with three frequency components ωi = 3.6, 3.8, 4.0 MHz irradiates a 87Rb atom
in the |F =1〉 state. The rf resonances are indicated by vertical dotted lines. The
eigenenergies are plotted as a function of the Zeeman splitting gFµBB0, with a double-
well eigenstate indicated by the bold line. Grey circles highlight avoided crossings
from higher-order interactions (see text).

2.6 Multiple rf dressing

Dressing with multiple frequency components provides increased control over the

dressed state eigenenergies. Each applied frequency is resonant with a different Zee-

man splitting, thus multiple avoided crossings can be created and individually con-

trolled with this technique [45]. We calculate eigenenergies using the Floquet method.

A double-well potential results from using three frequency components [21], with

angular frequencies ω1, ω2, ω3 (see Fig 2.6). These are integer multiples of a common

fundamental, ∆ω, which determines the periodicity of the system and thus the time

propagation used for the Floquet calculation. The dressed eigenenergies have a ladder

structure, with manifolds that repeat every ~∆ω. In the dressed-atom picture this

periodicity arises because the uncoupled states contain energy Erf =
∑

i ni~ωi in

the radiation field, where ni � 1 are the photon numbers in each field mode of

angular frequency ωi. The double-well potential occurs for those eigenstates with

energy minima at the resonances with ω1 and ω3. Increasing the amplitude of either

frequency component drives the corresponding avoided crossing further apart, and so
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increases the energy of the associated potential minimum. The barrier is formed by

the dressing frequency ω2; it is pushed lower as the amplitude of this component is

increased, and for sufficiently high amplitudes the barrier flattens.

Additional weaker avoided crossings appear in the eigenenergies, occuring at res-

onances with sum and differences of the applied dressing frequencies. In the dressed-

atom picture they arise through higher-order interactions between the atom and dress-

ing field [46]. Their presence limits the depth of the double-well potential, as atoms

with sufficient energy to reach these avoided crossings are lost from the trap. In the

limit ∆ω → 0 an infinite number of these higher-order processes cause loss throughout

the potential.

2.7 Radiofrequency spectroscopy

Radiofrequency spectroscopy is a technique that is frequently used to calibrate mag-

netic fields, where addressable transitions between energy levels lie in the range of

MHz [47]. It provides an accurate means to measure the magnitude of a static field,

or the amplitude of an rf-dressing field.

In this method a sample of atoms are held within a magnetic trap and a weak

rf probe of angular frequency ωp is applied. The separation between the trapped

and untrapped energy levels of an atom varies as a function of coordinates in the

trap. When any of these transitions become resonant with the rf probe, the atom is

ejected. After applying the probe, the number of atoms remaining is counted; this

loss is measured for different probe frequencies, from which a resonance is observed.

Any method of confinement requires that potential energy change as a function of

position. For neutral atoms this variation in potential energy is achieved through a

spatial variation of the atom’s energy level structure; for example, in a static magnetic

field trap it is the spatial dependence of the Zeeman energy mFgFµBB0(~r) that pro-
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vides confinement of the low-field seeking states. This structure also determines the

separation between eigenenergies of trapped and untrapped states, thus the potential

energy and transition frequencies at a point in the trap are related. This provides the

foundation for rf spectroscopy; the potential energy determines the density distribu-

tion of atoms in the trap, which in turn determines the proportion of atoms resonant

with an applied probe.

To discuss some qualitative features of rf spectroscopy we use the following simple

model. We start with a pure condensate of chemical potential µ0 and atom number

N . The application of an rf probe at angular frequency ωp drives atom loss at points

in space where ωp is resonant with any transition to untrapped states. We assume

that all atoms with sufficient energy to reach the resonance are efficiently outcoupled

from the trap, similar to Easwaran [47], and thus the application of the rf probe

truncates the potential to a new depth Edepth. We assume the probe is applied for

a long duration, allowing a new chemical potential to be established13, µ′ = Edepth.

From the definition of the chemical potential of the Bose-condensed state, it follows

that the new atom number N ′ obeys

N ′

N
≈
(
Edepth

µ0

)5/2

(2.41)

It is further assumed that the rf probe is ‘weak’, such that the resonant surface on

which loss occurs may be considered infinitely thin and the trapped eigenstate is not

deformed by the probe’s application. We also neglect the fact that reducing N will

change the condensate fraction, noting that the ‘cut’ may also cool the remaining

atoms and that a high condensate fraction is seen on our experiment even for deep

cuts. This model is illustrated in Fig 2.7.

We define U(~r) as the potential energy of a trapped atom in the state |m̃F 〉 = |1〉
13As noted by Fernholz [48], atoms with sufficient velocity may diabatically transit the resonance,

and thus remain trapped. We assume that over long durations the velocities and kinetic energies
are randomised by collisions, leading to further loss until an equilibrium situation is reached.
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Figure 2.7: The model used for rf spectroscopy: Dressed energy levels for F =
1, plotted as a function of detuning δ along the z-axis. A condensate is initially
trapped in the m̃F = 1 state, depicted by the light filled region indicating the chemical
potential µ0. Application of the rf probe at angular frequency ωp truncates the
potential, establishing a new chemical potential µ′ (darker shaded region). The other
dressed eigenstates m̃F = 0,−1 are shown (light grey lines) to illustrate the transition.

at the point ~r and ωp = S(~r)/~ as the corresponding angular frequency of a single-

photon transition at this position. For motion along the z-axis of our adiabatic

potential shell trap (and for the moment neglecting gravity)

S(z) =~
√

Ω2 + δ(z)2, with δ(z) = 2gFµBB
′z − ~ω (2.42)

U(z) =S(z) (2.43)

where we have taken a transition corresponding to m̃F = 1 → m̃F
′ = 0. Note that

S(z) does not go to zero at δ = 0; the value of this local minimum is Smin = ~Ω.

2.7.1 Resonant frequency and linewidth

The resonant frequency is that which causes the greatest loss of atoms. For the

stated transition in this example, the resonance occurs for ωp = Ω, as we now discuss.

Under the above assumptions, the final atom number is a minimum N ′ = 0 when the

probe is resonant at the bottom of the potential U(z), ie ωp = Ω, allowing all atoms
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to drain from the trap. Even for short probe durations, where some of the above

approximations may not hold, the final atom number is a minimum for this probe

frequency because the number density at the potential energy minimum is greatest

and so a resonance here causes the greatest outcoupling of atoms.

For a BEC in an adiabatic potential, it would be reasonable to assume that the

rf-resonance linewidth should be of order µ0/h. For typical atom numbers and trap

frequencies used in our investigation of MRF potentials [21], the chemical potential is

of order h × 1 kHz. The full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the resonance occurs

when N ′/N = 1/2, corresponding to Edepth = (1/2)2/5µ0 ≈ 0.75µ0. For U(z) = S(z)

this trivially implies that the resonance FWHM corresponds to 0.75µ0/~. However,

observed resonances are typically shifted and broadened by gravity, as we now discuss.

2.7.2 The effect of gravitational sag

When gravity is incorporated U(z) 6= S(z). Instead,

U(z) = S(z) +mgz (2.44)

This causes a shift in the resonant frequency. As the rf-dressed potential is ap-

proximately harmonic near the resonance δ = 0, we take S(z) ≈ mω2
zz

2/2 + ~Ω.

The gravitational sag shifts the minimum of U(z) to a position zmin = −g/ω2
z ,

where g is the gravitational acceleration. As a result, the resonance is shifted by

δωp = S(zmin)/~ − Ω = mg2/2ω2
z~. For example, in our demonstration of multiple-

rf dressed potentials, typical parameters are ω = 3 MHz, B′ = 82 G cm−1 and Ω =

2π × 200 kHz [21]. The angular trap frequency is ωz = 2π × 290 Hz, giving a corre-

sponding shift in the resonance of δωp ≈ 2π × 3 kHz.

Gravitational sag also broadens the resonance feature. Near the minimum of U(z)

there is a non-zero gradient in S(z) of ∂zS(z) ≈ mg. The finite width of the cloud
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∆z thus produces a first-order broadening of the resonance feature of approximately

∆ωp = mg∆z/~. For the previous example, where µ0 = 1 kHz, the Thomas-Fermi

radius of the cloud is ∆z = 1.6 µm; as a result, the resonance is broadened to ∆ωp =

2π × 3.4 kHz.

2.8 Conclusion

This chapter has presented an overview of the theory of an atom interacting with

a combination of static and oscillating magnetic fields. We examined this situation

from both semi-classical and fully-quantised pictures, and detailed specific features

of the rf-dressed potentials that result when the static field is a spherical quadrupole

field. This provides a theoretical foundation for understanding our experimental work

to manipulate atoms in rf-dressed potentials. To conclude, we outlined a qualitative

model to understand rf spectroscopy, which is a technique used to characterise these

potentials at several points throughout this thesis.
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Chapter 3

The experimental apparatus

All experimental work in this thesis was undertaken using the apparatus detailed in

this chapter. As with many cold-atom experiments, our apparatus is a two-chamber

design (see Fig 3.1). Atoms are collected in a Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT) using

laser cooling, then transported to a high-vacuum glass cell where they are confined

by a combination of static and oscillating magnetic fields and cooled by evaporation.

Our apparatus can produce pure 87Rb condensates, or cold thermal mixtures that

also include 85Rb.

This chapter begins with a complete description of the experimental sequence

used to produce ultracold atoms (Sec 3.1), with a particular focus on the production

of 85Rb-87Rb mixtures that is new to this thesis. This is followed by a summary of

the essential hardware components. These consist of a laser system to produce light

for cooling atomic clouds of rubidium (Sec 3.2); coils and associated electronics to

generate confining magnetic fields (Sec 3.3); and optical systems to image the atomic

clouds (Sec 3.4). We conclude with the design and rewrite of the experimental control

program, and the installation of interlocks and monitoring to achieve safe autonomous

operation of the experiment.

Various aspects of this machine have been detailed in previous theses. Details of
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MOT chamber

High-current coil array

Glass cell

Pyramid MOT

Ion pumps

Figure 3.1: The experimental apparatus: A laser-cooled cloud of atoms is col-
lected in the MOT, then transported to the glass cell for experimentation along the
red, dotted path. The CAD model was originally created by Sheard [49].

the vacuum system, MOT and transport procedure are found in Sheard’s thesis [49].

Explanations of the Time-Orbiting Potential (TOP), Time-Averaged Adiabatic Po-

tential (TAAP) and shell trap are in the theses of Gildemeister [28] and Sherlock [50],

and additional details of the laser system are found in Harte’s thesis [22].

3.1 The experimental sequence

The progression of a typical sequence is described in the following sections. First, a

cloud of laser-cooled atoms is collected in a MOT. These atoms are loaded into a mag-

netic trap, and transported to an ultra-high vacuum glass cell for experimentation.

Forced rf evaporation cools the cloud, first in the quadrupole trap and subsequently

in the TOP. Once the cloud reaches ∼ 1 µK, it is loaded into rf dressed potentials for

further evaporation and experiments. All sequences are written in Matlab using the
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new experimental control program1.

3.1.1 The magneto-optical trap (MOT)

Every experiment starts by collecting a cloud of laser-cooled atoms in the MOT. The

design used here is a ‘pyramid’ configuration; a single vertical beam illuminates four

mirrors arranged in a V-shaped square-based pyramid from above, and the reflection

of light from the mirror surfaces produces the five other beam directions required to

laser cool all axes of motion [51]. With only one incident beam, the Pyramid MOT is

easy to align and the operation is more robust than a standard 6-beam MOT, but it is

not possible to perfectly balance the powers of beams in each direction due to losses at

the mirror surfaces. Further, the MOT is centered above one of the mirrors (and thus

off-centre to the pyramid itself) to avoid the imperfect coating at the mirror edges.

Details of the construction and alignment procedure are found in Sheard’s thesis [49].

Loading is monitored using a CCD camera, which collects light scattered from the

fluorescing cloud to enable observation for diagnostic purposes and a calculation of

atom number from the total fluoresence [52].

In single species operation the MOT loads 4 × 109 87Rb atoms in 20 s using

light that is 22 MHz red-detuned from the cooling transition at a peak intensity of

10 mW/cm2. Resonant repumping light is required to close the laser cooling cycle and

prevent atoms from accumulating in states that are dark with respect to the cooling

light; the intensities used are typically a few percent of the cooling light intensity. The

rubidium pressure required for appreciable loading rates is maintained by running the

dispensers at 4.2 A for six and a half minutes at the end of each day.

For dual-species operation cooling and repumping light is produced for both 85Rb

and 87Rb. The 85Rb light has significantly lower intensities2, and only a small number

1for future generations of experimentalists, exact specifications of all sequence timings and values
are under version control in the ‘enterprisesequences’ git repository.

2It is created by frequency modulating the 87Rb light, see Sec 3.2 for details.
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of 85Rb atoms (around 1× 108) are collected in the MOT as a result. Their fluores-

cence signal is overwhelmed by that from the larger number of trapped 87Rb atoms.

Parameters for the 85Rb MOT are therefore optimised under single-species operation

with only 85Rb cooling and repumping light present, by disabling the modulation and

changing the offset locks to operate the cooling and repumping lasers on the 85Rb

transitions. We find it is necessary to operate at a frequency detuning of 11 MHz,

which is smaller than the optimum for 87Rb, and attribute this behaviour to the low

intensity of the cooling light, which is approximately 1 mW/cm2, hence I < Isat. The

power broadening is therefore less than the typical conditions for 87Rb, and the max-

imum scattering force that slows and captures atoms is enhanced more by a reduced

detuning. Furthermore, the smaller number of 85Rb atoms means that the cloud is

less optically thick, and rescattering of light is less important.

3.1.2 Transporting the cloud of cold atoms

Very different pressures are required for loading the MOT and subsequent experiments

in the glass cell. The first requires pressures of 10−9 mbar for acceptable MOT loading

speeds, while the second demands an ultra low vacuum of 10−11 mbar to prevent

background collisions from limiting the lifetime of trapped atoms. This pressure

differential is maintained by a ∼ 0.5 m low-conductance tube, along which atoms are

transported using a combination of mechanical and magnetic methods as discussed

previously [49, 50, 28].

The majority of this transit is performed by mechanical transport, using a mag-

netic trap formed by the MOT quadrupole coils that are mounted on the stage of a

Parker Hannefin 404 XR transport rail. First, atoms must be loaded from the MOT

into this magnetic quadrupole trap, but clouds in the MOT are diffuse due to pho-

ton rescattering within the cloud that produces an effective 1/r2 repulsion between

pairs of atoms. This reduces the phase space density, which must be increased before
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loading into the quadrupole trap to avoid heating. To do so, the detuning of the

cooling beams is increased by 50 MHz over 50 ms, which decreases the atom-photon

scattering cross-section (and thus rescattering rates) to achieve higher densities in

a ‘compressed MOT’ (c-MOT) stage. The quadrupole gradient is ramped down to

perform a few milliseconds of sub-Doppler cooling, and finally the repumper beam

shuttered to allow the cooling light to optically pump atoms into the |F = 1〉 state

over 1.5 ms. After rapidly ramping the quadrupole current from 0 A to 50 A over 1 ms

the transport-mounted quadrupole trap is loaded [28].

The optical pumping of 87Rb into the |F = 1〉 level is not perfect, and a small

fraction of atoms remain in the |F = 2〉 level. Later stages of rf evaporation prefer-

entially remove |F = 1,mF = −1〉 atoms (over |F = 2,mF = 2〉 atoms) because the

applied weak rf field is resonant at a lower potential energy [53]. The sympathetically

cooled F = 2 population is barely depleted, and towards the end of the evaporation

sequence it adds a significant heat load to the evaporation of F = 1 atoms, reducing

the final atom number in the BEC. To prevent this, these F = 2 atoms are removed

by illuminating the cloud with cooling light from the imaging probe beam for 60 ms

after transporting to the glass cell. This step became necessary after optimisations

decreased the total duration of rf evaporation from 2 min to 30 s. Presumably, during

the previous longer evaporation ramps the F = 2 atoms were lost through inelastic

collisions before the critical final stages of evaporation.

The mechanical rail translates the quadrupole trap to ferry atoms along the trans-

port path, and they exit the pyramid MOT through a small notch cut in the mirrors.

The motion is performed quickly to minimise atom losses due to collisions with back-

ground vapor. To navigate obstacles along the transport path, such as the mirrors

or sides of the differential tube, the cloud is laterally steered using a coil mounted to

the side of the transport (‘transport push’). The burst of high current in both MOT

and transport push coils each sequence causes heating, but given the 1 min sequence
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time the duty cycle is low enough that air cooling from an array of fans is sufficient,

and the coils equilibriate around 40 ◦C.

The mechanical transport travels 80 % of the full distance to the glass cell, but

the vertical imaging system prevents overlaying the transport quadrupole with that

of the high current coils at the glass cell. The remainder is completed by magnetic

transport, where the high-current Push, Auxiliary and Quadrupole coils are switched

to adiabatically transfer the trapped cloud from the transport quadrupole coils to the

center of the glass cell [49].

When 85Rb is present, these various stages of transport occur simultaneously

to those of 87Rb; 85Rb atoms are subjected to the same magnetic fields, sweeps of

the cooling light detuning and timings that are optimised for the 87Rb cloud. The

initial feasibility of these sequences for 85Rb was proven by locking the cooling and

repumping ECDLs to the 85Rb transitions without modulation, and transporting

a pure 85Rb MOT to the glass cell using the standard sequence devised for 87Rb.

The transport is not optimised to reduce heating of the 85Rb atoms, which have

a negligible heat capacity compared to the much larger 87Rb clouds that they are

in thermal contact with. The extremely efficient sympathetic cooling of 85Rb by

87Rb (see below) means that a high initial 85Rb atom number is not required after

transport.

3.1.3 Magnetic quadrupole trap

The transport procedure loads ∼ 109 atoms into the magnetic quadrupole trap at the

glass cell at a temperature that is hundreds of µK. The potential energy of an atom

in this trap is

Uquad = mFgFµB|B′ (x~ex + y~ey − 2z~ez)| (3.1)
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where the quadrupole gradient B′ is generated by the current flowing through the

high-current quadrupole coils. The potential depth is large and thus well-suited to

these initial hot clouds. Evaporative cooling using a weak rf field begins in this

potential and the quadrupole gradient is increased to the maximum field gradient

B′ = 375 G cm−1 to compress the cloud and thus maximise the elastic collision rate.

The evaporative rf probe drives loss when the rf field is resonant with the Zeeman

splitting, ~ω = gFµB|B|, and is used to remove atoms with much greater energy than

the average of the ensemble. It is turned on at a frequency of 120 MHz and swept

down to 18 MHz over 12 s, producing ∼ 50 µK clouds of 5 × 107 atoms. At lower

temperatures the evaporation becomes inefficient due to (Majorana) spin-flip losses

that occur near the centre of the quadrupole [2, 41], the rate of which increases for

colder clouds. Further evaporation must take place in the TOP trap.

3.1.4 The time-orbiting potential (TOP) trap

The TOP trap is formed by a combination of a static quadrupole field and a bias field

that rotates in the horizontal plane3, of the form

~BTOP = BTOP [cos (ωTOPt)~ex + sin (ωTOPt)~ey] (3.2)

The rotation rate ωTOP/2π = 7 kHz is less than the Larmor frequency of atoms in the

field BTOP, so that the atomic states adiabatically follow the field, but faster than the

atomic motion so that atoms experience the time-averaged harmonic potential given

by [54]

U (x, y, z) = mFgFµB
(B′)2

4BTOP

(
x2 + y2 + 8z2

)
(3.3)

3This type of trap was one of the first used for successful BEC production [1]
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Figure 3.2: The TOP trap: A rotating bias field displaces the quadrupole node in
an orbit around the cloud of atoms. Loss occurs for atoms that intersect this path,
called the ‘circle of death’. Evaporation is performed by applying a weak rf field,
which ejects atoms at the resonance (dotted black line, ‘evaporation surface’). The
radius of the resonant spheroid evaporation surface decreases as the rf frequency is
lowered during the evaporation ramp.

This results in oscillation frequencies of

ω2
x = ω2

y = mFgFµB
(B′)2

2mBTOP

, ω2
z = 8ω2

x (3.4)

The rotating bias field displaces the node in the quadrupole field away from the

potential minimum, preventing spin-flip losses which would otherwise occur in colder

clouds so that evaporation can proceed to BEC at ∼ 100 nK temperatures. The node

orbits in the horizontal plane at a radius rorbit = BTOP/B
′ (see Fig 3.2). Atoms at

positions that lie along this orbit (the so-called ‘circle of death’) are lost through the

spin-flip mechanism, imposing a potential depth to the TOP trap of

U = (rorbit, 0, 0) =
1

4
mFgFµBBTOP (3.5)

Before loading the TOP trap from the quadrupole trap, the cloud is first adiabati-

cally decompressed by reducing the quadrupole gradient to 48 G cm−1 to improve the
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mode-matching between the quadrupole and TOP potentials4. The TOP field ramps

up to BTOP = 17 G over 0.3 s; this period is kept short to minimise atom loss as the

quadrupole node spirals outwards through the cloud. The weak rf field is turned on

to resume evaporation, cutting from an initial frequency of 28 MHz to 6.5 MHz over

11 s to produce a BEC of 2 × 105 atoms5. As the ramp proceeds the harmonic trap

frequencies are tightened to further increase the elastic collision rate by increasing

the quadrupole gradient to 262 G cm−1 and decreasing BTOP to 7.5 G. The measured

heating rate for a BEC in the final trap is 40 nK s−1 at 100 nK, and the lifetime is

limited by the background vacuum pressure.

For the investigation in Chapter 6 it is important that the anisotropy of the TOP

fields is known. When the amplitudes of the TOP field in the ~ex and ~ey directions

(Bx and By) are equal the potential has cylindrical symmetry and the frequencies fx

and fy are degenerate. The anisotropy in these fields determines the ratio of the trap

frequencies along the ~ex and ~ey axes, with By/Bx ≈ f 2
x/f

2
y for small anisotropy, and

we therefore determine the imbalance by performing frequency measurements. The

vertical imaging system is used to simultaneously observe motion along the ~ex and

~ey axes of a BEC that is initially kicked by a short pulse of magnetic field from the

Push coil. The amplitude of oscillation is small to reduce the effect of anharmonicity

in the trap. The magnitude of the rotating field BTOP can be characterised through

rf spectroscopy, because the Zeeman splitting at the potential energy minimum is

equal to E = gFµBBTOP, but even for a BEC in a balanced TOP with Bx = By the

resonance is broadened by the finite size of the condensate, the quadrupole gradient

and gravitational sag (as discussed in Sec 2.7 in the context of rf-dressed potentials).

When using two species, the field magnitude is more precisely determined using the

4some heating during loading is unavoidable due to the inherent difference between the initial
(linear) and final (harmonic) potential.

5Previously, the initial TOP evaporation used the ‘circle of death’ to evaporate hot atoms by
adjusting the potential depth as a function of time. However, we found that the spin-flip loss
mechanism outcouples atoms too slowly from hotter clouds, and all evaporative loss now proceeds
using the faster outcoupling of the rf evaporation.
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positions of 85Rb and 87Rb in the Species-Selective TAAP (SSTAAP) scheme.

3.1.5 Sympathetic cooling

During dual-species evaporation, a small number of 85Rb atoms are sympathetically

cooled by the surrounding 87Rb thermal cloud. The weak rf field used to evaporate

atoms preferentially ejects 87Rb atoms in the state |F,mF 〉 = |1,−1〉, with g87
F =

−1/2, over those of 85Rb |2,−2〉, with g85
F = −1/3; the resonance between the applied

rf and the atomic Zeeman splitting occurs at a lower potential energy for 87Rb than

for 85Rb, and with both species in good thermal contact it is predominantly 87Rb

atoms of higher than average energy that are removed during the rf frequency sweep.

Sympathetic cooling between these species has been demonstrated previously [55, 56,

57]. Even for experiments that ultimately use pure 85Rb samples after evaporation,

sympathetic cooling provides a means to overcome a zero in the 85Rb-85Rb s-wave

scattering length that occurs for collision energies of 300 µK and otherwise prevents

direct evaporation without exploiting a Feshbach resonance [58, 55, 59].

Good thermal contact between the two species is essential for sympathetic cooling.

This requires a physical overlap of the two thermal clouds and a reasonable value

for the inter-species s-wave scattering length, here ∼ 250 a0 [58]. In the TOP trap

each species has different harmonic trap frequencies and thus gravitational sag. The

clouds cease to overlap when the difference in their sag is comparable to the width

of the thermal cloud, which reduces the thermal contact and thus the effectiveness of

sympathetic cooling. For our typical TOP trap parameters this occurs in the TOP

at a temperature of 300 nK. In addition, the inelastic loss rate must be low, as is the

case for these two species in static magnetic fields (see Chapter 6).

An example trajectory of evaporation is shown in Fig 3.3, alongside the 87Rb-

only BEC trajectory. Initially the atom numbers of each species obey N87 � N85,

and the evaporation of 87Rb proceeds much the same as when the 85Rb is absent.
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Figure 3.3: Sympathetic cooling in the TOP: A comparison of evaporation tra-
jectories for 85Rb+ 87Rb and 87Rb alone. The atom number of both species is plotted
as a function of the temperature, which decreases as the evaporation proceeds. The
atom number and temperature for each species is measured using resonant absorption
imaging, and either only 85Rb or only 87Rb can be observed in a single experimental
sequence. For 87Rb alone the same evaporation ramp produces a BEC of 2 × 105

atoms.

Sympathetic cooling is highly efficient in this regime, and almost no 85Rb atoms are

lost over an order-of-magnitude change in temperature. As the 87Rb atom number

is reduced to that of 85Rb, the heat capacities of the 85Rb and 87Rb thermal clouds

become comparable, causing evaporation to become inefficient with respect to loss of

87Rb atoms, ie requiring ejection of a greater number of 87Rb atoms for the same

fractional decrease in temperature. Ultimately, for a sufficiently large initial number

of 85Rb, the 87Rb is completely depleted leaving only a cold 85Rb sample. The final

temperature at which this occurs decreases as N85 decreases, because of the lower

heat load imposed on the 87Rb bath. For extremely low initial numbers of 85Rb, it is

possible to cool 87Rb below the BEC transition temperature before this happens [59].

Once the supply of 87Rb is exhausted, the rf field continues to cut into the 85Rb

distribution and cause 85Rb atom loss.
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3.1.6 Radiofrequency-dressed potentials

Most experimental work in this thesis uses rf-dressed potentials. We detail the follow-

ing sections for 87Rb atoms only; the implications of having two species are discussed

in Chapter 5.

3.1.7 The time-averaged adiabatic potential (TAAP) trap

The TAAP time-averages the rf-dressed shell trap using a low frequency magnetic

field [40], here the TOP field rotating in the horizontal plane. The resulting potential

resembles a vertical double well6, with each well located at the intersection of the

resonant spheroid and the rotation axis [61]. Although in principle the potential

energies of these wells can be balanced, for all of this work atoms are deliberately

loaded into the lower well and we henceforth neglect the upper well. The harmonic

trap frequencies, shown in Fig 3.4, are determined by the amplitude of the dressing rf

field, the quadrupole gradient and the magnitude of the rotating field BTOP. In the

limit BTOP � ~ω/gFµB they approach the harmonic frequencies of the TOP trap,

and when BTOP = 0 they equal those of the shell trap.

The TAAP is used to adiabatically load atoms into rf dressed potentials from the

TOP trap, as illustrated in Table 3.1 and discussed in Gildemeister’s thesis [28]. The

rf field of angular frequency ω is turned on when BTOP > ~ω/gFµB, such that the

quadrupole node’s radius of orbit is larger than the horizontal semi-axis of the reso-

nant spheroid; thus the resonant spheroid orbits far from the atom cloud. Atoms

are projected from the state |F = 1,mF = −1〉 in the TOP to the dressed state

|F = 1, m̃F = 1〉 with less than 10 % atom loss. The similarity of harmonic trap

frequencies between the TOP and TAAP at large BTOP prevents heating. Reducing

BTOP decreases the radius of orbit, until the resonant spheroid intersects the cloud

6Time averaging the rf-dressed potential in different ways achieves different trapping geometries,
eg a ring trap [60].
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Figure 3.4: The TAAP trap: a) An illustration of the TAAP. The resonant
spheroid (black, dotted) is swept in an orbit of radius rorbit around the vertical axis
by the time-averaging TOP field, and atoms are trapped at the lower intersection of
the spheroid with the rotation axis. A light grey dotted line shows the spheroid’s
position after half a rotation of the bias field. b) Harmonic trap frequencies in the
TAAP and c) vertical position of the potential minimum as a function of BTOP. The
vertical dotted line marks the resonance gFµBBTOP = ~ω where the spheroid touches
the vertical axis. The calculations are for a 3 MHz dressing field, of magnitude 0.57 G
and quadrupole gradient B′ = 150 G cm−1.
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Regime Schematic Eigenenergies

TOP x

y

-600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600

0

2

4

6

TAAP,
gFµBBTOP > ~ω

-600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600

0

2

4

6

TAAP,
gFµBBTOP = ~ω

-600 -400 -200 0 200 400 600

0

2

4

6

Table 3.1: Loading the TAAP: The Schematic column depicts the orbit (dashed)
of the quadrupole node (black dot), the position of the atom cloud (red) and the
resonance with the dressing rf field (black, dotted). Light grey lines show the node
and resonance half a rotation period later. The Eigenenergies column depicts atomic
eigenenergies as a function of x in solid lines. Atoms are trapped on the eigenstate
highlighted with a thick line, and the rotation axis is depicted by a solid vertical line.
Other colors and line styles are consistent with the schematic panel. See text for
explanation. Quadrupole field gradient is B′ = 100 G cm−1, ω = 2π × 3 MHz.
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when gFµBBTOP = ~ω, loading atoms into the TAAP potential minimum.

We typically load atoms into the TAAP at temperatures of 1 µK to 2 µK. Large rf

amplitudes Brf = 0.57 G (corresponding to Rabi frequencies of 400 kHz at the bottom

of the resonant spheroid) are used to reduce losses from nonadiabatic following of

atoms over the avoided crossing. Further evaporation to BEC is performed in the

TAAP rather than the shell to exploit the higher geometric mean trap frequency

which gives a higher elastic collision rate. As in the TOP trap a weak rf field is

applied, driving transitions between dressed states to eject atoms with higher than

average energy [47]. This typically uses a sweep from f = (ω/2π + 1.5 MHz) to

f = (ω/2π + 0.5 MHz) over 2 s, creating a BEC of ∼ 1.5× 105 atoms.

The TAAP is always loaded using a dressing field that is circularly polarised about

~ez to maximise the coupling strength at the bottom of the shell. A node of vanishing

coupling strength is located at the top of the resonant spheroid, and thus always far

removed from the atoms.

3.1.8 Shell trap

The shell is adiabatically loaded from the TAAP by ramping BTOP → 0, confining

atoms on the surface of the resonant spheroid. Under the influence of gravity they

accumulate at the bottom, and experience a highly anisotropic potential with weak

radial confinement (10s of Hz) and strong vertical confinement (100s of Hz). The

characteristics of this potential were examined in Sec 2.5.

An accurate calibration of the rf fields is required for the work in this thesis.

The dressing field amplitudes produced by each ~ex and ~ey coil pair are determined

using rf spectroscopy, with each coil pair measured separately to remove cross talk.

After loading a shell dressed with circularly-polarised rf the amplitude of one pair is

ramped to zero over 200 ms, leaving a BEC confined by a linearly-polarised rf field
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that is radiated from the remaining coil pair7. During these measurements we also

record the amplitude of the voltage induced in a pickup coil, calibrating it for use as

a measure of rf amplitude. As there is some ambiguity as to which rf transition was

driven during rf spectroscopy, we perform trap frequency measurements to confirm

the amplitude of the rf-dressing field.

Producing a circularly-polarised rf field requires the correct phase φy between

~ex and ~ey coils to be known. It is determined by observing the number of atoms

remaining in the shell trap after loading and holding for a long duration (typically

20 s), for different phase differences φy between the x and y dressing rf sources. The

number remaining depends on three considerations:

1. The number initially loaded from the TAAP; ellipticity in the rf field reduces

the minimum coupling strength around the equator of the resonant spheroid,

and thus that experienced by the atoms during a full period of the rotating

BTOP field. An imperfect phase decreases the number of atoms loaded due to

increased non-adiabatic loss. No atoms are loaded for φy = 0 or π, as these

linearly polarised fields have a node of coupling strength on the equator.

2. The lifetime of atoms in the shell due to non-adiabatic following, which is max-

imised for circular polarisation with the coupling strongest at the bottom of the

shell.

3. The presence of rf noise, which reduces the lifetime if resonant with transitions

to untrapped dressed states. The transition frequencies depend on the Rabi

frequency, which is a function of phase φy but also symmetric about a maximum

value φy = π/2 when the rf-dressing field is circularly polarised.

All of these contributing factors are symmetric about φy = π/2. The circular po-

larised phase is identified from this point of symmetry in the measured remaining

7The quadrupole gradient is also decreased to keep ωz constant.
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Figure 3.5: Determining the phase required to produce a circularly-
polarised rf-dressing field: Atom number remaining after loading the shell trap
and holding for a duration, as a function of the phase φy. Both circles and dots are
the same data, reflected through the line φy = π/2 to show the symmetry.

atom number (see Fig 3.5).

Having explained the different stages involved in a typical sequence we now ex-

amine the individual systems that comprise the apparatus.

Name Transition Detuning from reference
(GHz)

85Rb Cooling F = 3→ F ′ = 4 1.126
87Rb Cooling F = 2→ F ′ = 3 0
85Rb Repumper F = 2→ F ′ = 3 4.042
87Rb Repumper F = 1→ F ′ = 2 6.568

Table 3.2: Required optical frequencies for dual-isotope operation: Fre-
quency detunings are given relative to the 87Rb cooling transition, and determined
from published reference values [52].
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3.2 The laser system

A robust laser system is an essential component of a reliable BEC apparatus. Laser

light of the correct frequency and sufficient amplitude is essential to collect atoms in

the MOT and image the atomic distributions at the end of an experimental sequence.

The following specifications are required of the laser system used for our dual-

isotope experiments. First, the production of light at frequencies corresponding to

the cooling and repumping transitions for each species (see Table 3.2), with precise

control over the detunings and a linewidth much smaller than that of the transitions

(6 MHz [52]). For each species, the cooling light must be at, or near, resonance for ab-

sorption imaging, red-detuned by 22 MHz (for 87Rb) or 11 MHz (for 85Rb) during the

MOT, and swept over 50 MHz to compress the MOT before transport. The amplitude

must be sufficient to collect a large number of atoms in the pyramid MOT, typically

400 mW entering the vacuum chamber. To image the final clouds, light pulses must

be switched at microsecond timescales. Finally, during dual-species operation light

for both species must be produced simultaneously to load both isotopes into a MOT.

The previous iteration of our laser system fulfilled these criteria for single species

experiments with 87Rb. Two external-cavity diode lasers (ECDLs) were locked to

the cooling and repumping transitions, and the required frequency detunings of the

cooling light were achieved by double-passing the light through two AOMs in series,

first red-shifting the frequency of the light, then blue-shifting [22]. In general this

arrangement performed well, but losses incurred during the double pass required the

use of additional injection-locked ‘slave’ lasers, and the range of accessible frequency

detunings was limited by the bandwidths of the AOMs to about 60 MHz8. It was not

possible to scan either ECDL to the 85Rb transitions, nor was it possible to produce

light to simultaneously laser cool both isotopes.

8Additionally, some change in alignment of the seed beam for the injection-locked lasers was
inevitable as the AOM frequency was swept. The laser mode-hop free tuning range required reduced
the long-term stability of the apparatus.
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A block diagram of the current system is shown in Fig 3.6. One ECDL is locked on

resonance with the 87Rb cooling transition to provide a frequency reference (Sec 3.2.1),

against which two other ECDLs are offset locked via beat note detection (Sec 3.2.2).

The beat note frequencies are tunable over several GHz to provide light resonant with

the cooling and repumping transitions of either species and perform frequency sweeps

of the light, while the large offset lock error signal and recapture range gives stable

operation. When laser cooling of two isotopes is required, the lasers are locked to the

87Rb transitions and light for exciting transitions in 85Rb is produced as sidebands

by current modulation of two injection-locked diode lasers (Sec 3.2.3). The combined

cooling and repumping light is amplified by a Tapered Amplifier (TA) to provide

sufficient intensities for the MOT. Unmodulated 85Rb cooling light for imaging is

sourced from the cooling ECDL by changing the frequency of the offset lock.

The layout is modular with each optical breadboard serving a specific role, and

linked by optical fibres to decouple each layout. This makes the layout extensible,

reconfigurable and the system easier to understand. For example, since concluding

the work with 85Rb the injection-locked repumping slave laser was no longer required

and has been bypassed to simplify the layout. Future upgrades can be connected

quickly or interchanged with minimal downtime.

3.2.1 The reference laser

A Toptica DL Pro ECDL is used to provide a stable reference from which all other

laser frequencies are offset. It is locked to the 87Rb cooling transition using modu-

lation transfer spectroscopy (MTS), a sub-Doppler spectroscopy technique with the

advantages of a large error signal (∼ 2 V in this work) with a steep gradient and flat

background [62]. Furthermore, the signal is dominated by closed transitions which

makes it easy to isolate a unique locking point. In contrast, techniques like frequency-

modulation spectroscopy give a signal for each allowed transition between hyperfine
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Figure 3.6: Functional block diagram of the optical layout: Light propagates
from left to right along the solid lines. Dotted lines indicate feedback to stabilise the
frequency of an ECDL.

levels, and hence a crowded spectrum. The MTS signal arises from a non-linear inter-

action of the probe beam and a modulated pump beam that is mediated by atoms in a

vapour cell. A four-wave mixing process creates sidebands on the probe, and a photo-

diode measures the beat note between the probe and sidebands that oscillates at the

modulation frequency. The in-phase and quadrature components of the signal provide

a measure of absorption and dispersion arising from the optical transitions [63].

In our setup, the pump laser beam is modulated at 10.15 MHz using a Photonics

Technology 1015 EOM. The beat note phase is extracted from the photodiode signal

using a home-built lock-in amplification scheme [28]. The error signal is input into a

Toptica Digilock 110 PID module which provides feedback to servo the voltage applied

to the ECDL’s grating piezoelectric via a Toptica SC 110 module, stabilising the laser

output frequency. The Digilock unit is controlled through a computer which enables

remote operation and relocking. When locked the laser has a linewidth of 180 kHz,

determined from the root mean square of the error signal, which is sufficiently small

compared to the 6 MHz linewidth of the relevant transitions.

Light is distributed from the frequency-stabilised ECDL to the two offset lock
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units. As the power requirements for the offset locks are low the laser diode is run at

a lower current to extend the lifetime.

3.2.2 Microwave offset locks

Two offset locks were constructed to increase the versatility of the laser system for

the dual-species work. In addition, this locking technique provides greater stability

of the apparatus; the large error signal discourages the lasers from leaving lock, while

the large recapture range ensures continued operation even if they do. In future, this

arrangement can be used to provide light with a frequency detuning of many GHz for

non-destructive imaging methods such as those in refs [64, 65].

An offset lock servos a laser’s output frequency to maintain a fixed detuning from

a reference laser. When light from both lasers is directed onto the same photodiode,

interference causes the light intensity to beat at their frequency difference. In this

experiment, the ∼ GHz beat note frequencies are detected using high bandwidth

photodiodes and measured using digital microwave techniques.

At the heart of each offset lock lies a phase-frequency discriminator (PFD), which

compares two oscillating signals and outputs a signal that depends on their frequency

difference. A simple illustration of how these detectors work is shown in Fig 3.7. Two

signals of frequencies fA and fB are input into the PFD, and a rising edge on either

signal causes the corresponding charge pump to deliver a pulse of current. One pump

charges the output capacitor, while the other discharges it. If fA = fB then the signal

A causes pulses that load charge onto the capacitor as frequently as B removes it.

The phase difference between the signals A and B determines the fraction of time

that the charge remains on the output capacitor, and thus the output voltage Vout

when time-averaged is proportional to the phase difference, θ. If fA 6= fB then the

capacitor is either more often discharged (when fA < fB) or more often charged

(fA > fB), and the output voltage rails either positive or negative depending on the
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Figure 3.7: Principles of a digital PFD: Two signals A and B are incident on
the PFD. See text for an explanation. Schematic adapted from reference [66].

sign of (fA − fB); thus the device also functions as a frequency comparator.

The bandwidth of a PFD is typically limited to ∼ 100 MHz. To work at microwave

frequencies the input signal is frequency-divided using a fast digital counter, thus

converting GHz input signals into the MHz frequency range. For added flexibility,

the division ratio can differ between the two input signals, as is the case here; the

beat note frequency is divided by an integer N using a high-speed prescalar and two

digital counters [66], while a third counter divides a reference frequency fref by the

integer R. We use N � R, which allows microwave beat notes to be compared to

signals from inexpensive and agile MHz waveform generators.

An overview of the repumping and cooling offset lock components and specifica-

tions are given in Table 3.3. Both home-built lock units accept fibre-coupled light

from the reference and slave lasers via fibre-to-fibre ports on the front panel, and

light is internally combined using a fibre-coupled beam-splitter before illuminating a

fibre-coupled photodiode. The use of fibre-coupled optics here is compact, but also

practical; there are fewer degrees of freedom, and the fibre ensures both sources are

spatially mode-matched onto the photodiode to maximise the detected beat note sig-

nal. Both sources must have the same polarisation when illuminating the photodiode

to produce interference. The first unit constructed (repumping laser) used a PM
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beam-splitter, although we have since observed reliable operation using a cheaper

non-PM component for the cooling laser. The higher frequency repumping laser beat

note is detected using a ∼ 9 GHz bandwidth integrated photodiode (D2-160 ) that

outputs an amplified and digitised signal. The cooling light has a lower bandwidth

requirement; a Thorlabs DET025AFC/M biased Silicon detector is used, which is

AC-coupled with a ZX85-12G-S+ bias tee, and boosted with two ZX60-3018G-S+

low noise-amplifiers.

The implementation of our feedback loop most closely follows that of Appel [67],

though useful information can also be found in references [68, 69]. Beat note frequency

divison and comparison is performed by a PLL integrated circuit that is mounted in

an EV-ADF411XSD1Z evaluation board. The on-chip registers that determine the

division ratios N and R are programmed using the SDP-S USB connector board and

the accompanying evaluation board software, and the offset locks are operated with

a fixed frequency division ratio N/R. The target beat note frequency is equal to

fbeat = N/R× fref , and when required we manipulate fbeat by changing fref .

The output from the charge pump of the PLL integrated circuit is filtered and

integrated to produce a feedback signal to servo-control the grating piezoelectric and

current of the slaved ECDL. We emphasise that the PFD output can only update

as fast as the divided reference signal, thus fref/R provides a ceiling that the band-

width of the lock cannot exceed9. To achieve high bandwidth locking it is therefore

preferable to use high reference frequencies and to minimise R. The choice of fref here

is limited by the 20 MHz bandwidth of the waveform generator, and high frequency

components of the feedback signal must be attenuated to prevent oscillations about

the set point at the PFD output frequency. Upgrading to a higher frequency source

would increase the lock bandwidth, but the system is already sufficient to perform

the c-MOT sweeps that are the most demanding stage of our sequences. Both locking

9In reality the lock bandwidth will be limited to an order of magnitude below this update rate.
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Figure 3.8: Error signals produced by the two offset lock units: The cooling
is shown in blue and the repumper in red. The piezo voltage is not stated, as it
differs between the two ECDLs. The lasers are locked to the edges indicated by the
arrows. The left-most edge of the cooling error signal corresponds to a beatnote of
the desired frequency, but with light from the ECDL red-detuned with respect to the
reference, instead of blue-detuned. Other edges are due to the maximum or minimum
bandwidths of the offset locks.

signals are shown in Fig 3.8, and we discuss the specifics of each lock below.

3.2.2.1 The repumping laser offset lock

Light from the repumping ECDL is coupled into an optical fibre and taken directly to

the offset lock. A 10 MHz reference frequency is produced by a Stanford DS345 wave-

form generator. Light is blue-shifted 92 MHz by a single pass AOM before reaching

either the glass cell or the MOT, and thus the beat note is chosen to lock the laser

at a frequency detuning of 92 MHz below (red of) the 87Rb repumping transition.

3.2.2.2 The cooling laser offset lock

Several different optical frequencies are required of the cooling ECDL during a typical

sequence (see Table 3.4). The ADF4118 PLL integrated circuit has a minimum

bandwidth of 100 MHz, and the detected beat note must remain above this limit at

all times. To achieve this, light from the cooling ECDL is first blue-shifted by a single

pass through an AOM running at the fixed frequency of f0 = 284 MHz before entering

the offset lock. The frequency difference between the cooling ECDL and the reference

laser is thus red-detuned from the observed beat note, fcool − fref = fbeat − f0. The
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Cooling Repumper

Photodiode DET025AFC/M D2-160
(Thorlabs) (Vescent)

Bandwidth 2 GHz 9.3 GHz

Beam-splitter FC780-50B-APC custom
(Thorlabs) (Oz Optics)

PLL ADF4118 ADF4107
Frequency range 0.1 to 3 GHz 1 to 7 GHz
R 1 10
N 64 6476
Reference frequency 1.5 to 19.5 MHz 10 MHz

Table 3.3: Part numbers for the offset locks: Part numbers for construction of
the cooling and repumping offset locks, and relevant specifications.

Detuning Beat note frequency
(MHz) (GHz)

MOT
87Rb Cooling −22 0.262
87Rb Repumping 0 6.476

cMOT
87Rb Cooling −22 to −72 0.262 to 0.212

Imaging
87Rb Cooling 6 0.100
87Rb Repumping 0 6.476
85Rb Cooling 6 1.226

Table 3.4: Beat note frequencies used during a typical sequence: The stated
detunings are given with respect to the transition at zero field; after accounting for
the Zeeman shift from the imaging bias field the imaging cooling light is resonant with
the atomic transition. The 85Rb cooling light for MOT and c-MOT and repumper
light for imaging is produced by modulation (see Sec 3.2.3).
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lowest frequency beat note required during a sequence is for producing 87Rb probe

imaging light, which must pass through a double-pass AOM shutter that blue-shifts

the light by 2×95 MHz. For imaging on the cycling σ+ transition |F = 2,mF = 2〉 →

|F ′ = 3,m′F = 3〉 the imaging light must be 6 MHz blue-detuned from the zero-field

transition to account for the Zeeman shift of the ground and excited states in the

applied magnetic bias field, thus requiring a beat note frequency of 100 MHz. The

frequency reference is generated by an Agilent 33220A waveform generator, controlled

using an analog voltage output from the experimental control.

3.2.3 Generating light for simultaneous dual-species opera-

tion

To simultaneously collect both 85Rb and 87Rb in the MOT, 85Rb cooling and re-

pumping light must also be generated. These optical frequencies could be supplied

using another two ECDLs, each locked to a 85Rb transition, but this is an expensive

solution that requires a significant amount of extra optics and alignment in addi-

tion to two complete laser heads and their associated drive electronics. Alternatively

the additional components can be produced using modulation techniques, since all

required optical transitions lie within the modest frequency range of 6.6 GHz. Rubid-

ium dual-isotope setups have been demonstrated using EOMs driven with multiple

frequencies to produce the required light from a single carrier [70, 71], although the

required EOM is expensive.

A cheaper alternative is to modulate the current of a diode laser at microwave

frequencies, as has been demonstrated to produce 87Rb repumping light from a carrier

at the 87Rb cooling transition [72, 73]. Current modulation is used here to add 85Rb

cooling light as a sideband to the 87Rb cooling light, and likewise 85Rb repumper as

a sideband to 87Rb repumper, shown in Fig 3.9. The current of an injection-locked

‘slave’ diode (Panasonic LNC728PS01WW ) is modulated instead of the ECDL itself
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to avoid suppression of the sidebands, as the modulation frequency is mismatched

to the external cavity’s free spectral range [73]. The modulation also produces other

sidebands, but these are weak and far detuned from all 85Rb or 87Rb transitions, and

do not affect the operation of the MOT (although the power in these other sidebands

is effectively wasted).

A DS Instruments SG6000L signal generator produces the required microwaves

for each slave10. The output is amplified by a low-noise Minicircuits amplifier (cool-

ing ZX60-P162LN+; repumper ZX60-272LN-S+) and combined with the DC laser

current using a bias tee (cooling ZFBT-6G-FT ; repumper ZX85-12G-S+). The DC

and ∼ 10 mW microwave power is fed to the laser diode via coaxial cable which is cut

and soldered directly to the diode pins as in refs [72, 74]. This achieves sufficient mod-

ulation strengths, and further impedance matching is not required. The intensity of

the sidebands is sensitive to both the temperature and current of the injection-locked

laser, which change the free running characteristics of the laser diode and thus the

gain of each mode; for very large changes in operating conditions it is even possible

for the slave to lase predominantly at the sideband frequency [75], which is undesired

here. Maximum sideband amplitudes of about 15 % of the carrier are possible, but

beyond this the laser becomes unstable and outputs predominantly at the sideband

frequency. Depending on the number of 85Rb atoms needed, the sideband is between

5 % to 15 % amplitude. The slave lasers are enclosed in perspex boxes to improve their

temperature stability, and we monitor the sideband amplitude on an optical spectrum

analyser (OSA) throughout the day. The long-term stability is also improved by leav-

ing the slave modulation on permanently as mode hops can occur when it is switched

on and off. Unmodulated light is still available when required, eg for imaging, by

taking light from the ECDL instead of the slave output.

10The requirements of the microwave sources are not particularly high; as the linewidth of the
transition is 6 MHz it is extremely unlikely that the phase noise of any commercial synthesiser will
pose a limitation. Provided there are no spurious peaks that produce sidebands resonant with other
transitions there is little reason to use a more expensive source.
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Figure 3.9: Dual species light by slave modulation: a) Illustration of the
required optical frequencies produced from the modulated diode lasers overlaid on
a Doppler-broadened Rb spectroscopy signal. The modulation frequencies used are
labelled. b) Combined light from the modulated cooling and repumping injection-
locked slaves as observed on an OSA. The sidebands are separated from their respec-
tive carriers by an amount that exceeds the 300 MHz free-spectral range (FSR), and
only one FSR is shown. 85Rb and 87Rb cooling (c) and repumping (r) components
are labelled. The lower trace is on a logarithmic scale to make weak higher-order
sidebands visible. A moving average has been applied to the trace to smooth out
high frequency noise. Note that the relative amplitudes of cooling and repumping light
shown here are not representative of the ratio used for the MOT.
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The combined outputs from both slaves seed the TA, which amplifies the multiple

optical frequencies to provide light for the MOT. Additional frequency components

due to non-linear mixing in the TA are suppressed due to the greater than 1 GHz

separation of the components [76]. These intermodulation products are anyway far-

detuned from transitions of either species. Previous groups have observed that tem-

perature fluctuations in the gain medium of the TA change the distribution of power

between the output modes [70], however our atom numbers are sufficiently stable after

transport to suggest this is not a limitation here. Our TA also preserves the relative

amplitudes of the seed components even when saturated, as noted previously [76].

3.3 Static and radiofrequency magnetic fields

The section presents a brief overview of the hardware required to produce magnetic

fields used for trapping and manipulating ultracold atoms.

3.3.1 MOT coils

The MOT coils that provide the quadrupole fields used for magneto-optical trapping

and mechanical transport of atoms to the glass cell are mounted on a Parker Hannefin

404 XR transport rail, as described by Sheard [49].

3.3.2 High current Coils

An array of high current coils generate the magnetic fields required for the magnetic

transport of atoms to the glass cell and the final quadrupole field that confines them.

Their specifications are found in previous theses [49, 28]. The quadrupole gradient

at the glass cell with coil current I is

~Bquad = B′ (x~ex + y~ey − 2z~ez) (3.6)
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where B′ = bI and b = 1.17 G cm−1 A−1.

The current through each coil pair is controlled using a bank of MOSFETs [77]

and driven by a high-current Magnapower SQA-30-330 power supply (later replaced

with two series Delta Electronika SM15-400 to reduce noise, see Sec 4.2.1). The

maximimum field gradient we can apply is limited by Ohmic heating in the coils,

and both coils and MOSFET bank are water cooled to dissipate heat; at 330 A the

quadrupole coil equilibriates at about 70 ◦C. The coolant (Hexid A40 ) is temperature

controlled and circulated by a customised ATC K12 chiller11 at a pressure of 5 bar

and temperature of 11 ◦C.

3.3.3 The AC coil array

The AC coil array is sandwiched between the high current quadrupole coils and

surrounds the glass cell, as shown in Fig 3.10. Up-to-date specifications of the current

coil array are listed by Harte [22].

The outermost coils produce the 7 kHz rotating bias field used for the TOP trap

and TAAP trap [28, 50]. Field components along the ~ex and ~ey direction are created

using pairs of coils either side of the cell, which are connected in series to ensure an

equal current flows through both. The signal is sourced from an Agilent 33220a func-

tion generator, from which an in-phase and quadrature component is derived. Analog

mixers multiply these components with analog voltages from the experimental con-

trol, enabling individual adjustment of the ~ex and ~ey field magnitudes during the

sequence. The signals are amplified by a Crown XLR5000 audio amplifier and con-

nected to the coil pairs using a transformer to match the impedance. The maximum

TOP field amplitudes created during a typical sequence are ∼ 25 G.

The antenna that applies the weak rf fields used to eject atoms during rf evapora-

tion is a few turns of wire. The applied rf frequencies range from 0.4 MHz to 120 MHz.

11maximum flow rate 25 L min−1, 14 kW capacity
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the AC coil array: For clarity only the lower coil of
the quadrupole coil pair is shown.

No attempt is made to impedance match the coil; this would be challenging due to

the wide frequency range applied, and in any case the power is sufficient after amplifi-

cation with a 1 W Minicircuits ZHL1-2WS amplifier. A DDS unit (described below)

produces the rf signal.

3.3.4 Dressing rf fields and the rf signal chain

The innermost coils apply the radiofrequency dressing fields. The rf signals along the

~ex and ~ey directions are independently generated, and amplified using Minicircuits

LZY-22+ amplifiers which are powered using a linear power supply (SOLA HD SLS-

24-120T ). The coil pairs in each direction are matched to the 50 Ω amplifier output

using a wide-band impedance match, extensively detailed by Harte [22]. The appara-

tus achieves dressing rf fields of sufficient amplitudes to load the TAAP without large

atom loss (∼ 0.5 G) over the frequency range 2.5 MHz to 4.5 MHz.

All dressing rf signals are generated by two DDS units constructed by the Central

Electronics Group at Oxford and described in Gildemeister’s thesis [28]. As part of

the work in this thesis the pre-existing DDS control software was rewritten from
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scratch. Each unit provides 4 channels of up to 150 MHz and 0.2 V amplitude, and

is interfaced to a control computer via a National Instruments 32-bit digital output

card PCI-6534. A unit is comprised of 6 shielded submodules as follows:

• a 60 MHz clock distribution board

• a board that interfaces the high density cable from the control computer to the

unit’s backplane

• four Analog Devices AD9854 DDS chips mounted in their evaluation boards.

Each AD9854 is individually addressable, and configured by writing to registers in-

ternal to each DDS chip over the parallel backplane of the unit. Logic internal to

the AD9854, such as increasing the signal phase or updating the digital-to-analog

converter, is driven by a 300 MHz internal clock. These clocks are phase-locked to

the external 60 MHz reference clock to phase-lock the output of each channel.

Although these DDS units had been used previously for a number of rf-dressed

experiments [61, 60, 44], critical flaws in their design were revealed during this work

that required amending.

The first issue prevented triggering the DDS channels in synchronisation, and is

understood as follows (see Fig 3.11a). After all channels are configured an ‘update’ is

broadcast, which signals each DDS to operate using the new parameters. The update

signal is transmitted from the PCI-6534 card in the control computer by pulling one

digital line of the backplane high. Unfortunately, the existing hardware provided no

means to synchronise this update signal with the internal 300 MHz system clock on

each DDS chip. A delay in propagating the update signal along the backplane of the

unit results in a different phase between signal and clock for each chip. Occasionally,

the ‘update’ may arrive immediately before the rising edge of an internal clock for

some (but not all) channels. The chips for which the signal missed the edge must wait
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Figure 3.11: Sporadic phase jumps in the DDS output: a) An illustration
of the problem. The update signal has a different relative phase with respect to
the 300 MHz internal clock of each DDS channel, exaggerated here for clarity. The
figure shows it arriving just before the clock edge on channel 1, but just after for all
other channels. This causes a 1/300 MHz delay before the later channels output. b)
Measured delay between the output of two DDS channels as a function of the random
phase of the ‘update’ signal with respect to the 300 MHz internal clocks. A delay
occurs sporadically for small phases, when the ‘update’ is close to the rising edges of
each clock. The delay in propagating along the backplane causes the update signal
to sometimes arrive before the clock edge of channel 1 and after that of channel 2.

a full clock cycle to respond, producing a sporadic phase delay of ∼ 0.1 rad between

channels of the DDS.

Fortunately, the 300 MHz system clocks are phase-locked to the 60 MHz reference.

The solution was to insert a flip-flop on the digital line used to broadcast the update

signal, between the PCI-6534 and the DDS units, which is triggered by the rising

edge of the 60 MHz clock. This fixes the phase of the incoming ‘update’ command

with respect to the rising edge of the internal DDS clocks, within a region of Fig 3.11b

where the sporadic delay does not occur.

The second issue was spurious frequency peaks on the output of the DDS. This dif-

fers from phase noise on the dressing rf source, which predominantly causes heating in

the trap through dipolar excitations [78]12. The DDS was plagued with an exceedingly

poor spurious free dynamic range, and the output was littered with large sidebands at

12our in-trap heating rate of 30 nK s−1 in the TAAP suggests phase noise is not a limitation
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Scheme Connection Diagram

3 rf, double well, linear
(see Chapter 4.4)

DDS2 Ch1

DDS2 Ch3

DDS2 Ch4

DDS2 Ch2

Y

X

2 rf, 2 species, circular
(see Sec 5.4.2)

X

Y

DDS2 Ch1

DDS2 Ch3

DDS2 Ch4

DDS2 Ch2

Table 3.5: DDS connections: Configuration used for each of the rf dressing exper-
iments. The polarisation of the dressing rf field is listed as either circular or linear.

100s of kHz separation from the carrier. As discussed in Sec 4.2, severe atom loss from

the trap occured whenever these peaks became resonant with atomic transitions to

untrapped dressed states. Ultimately, these peaks were caused by switch-mode power

supplies embedded in the unit, and vanished after we exchanged them for a quieter

linear power supply. It is likely that they were undetected in earlier experiments

because the previous narrowband impedance match attenuated these sidebands and

prevented loss.

The multiple-rf waveforms are created by combining the single-frequency outputs

of multiple channels using splitters ZSC-2-2 before amplification. All channels used

for the multiple-rf waveform are phase-locked to the same 60 MHz source. Depending

on the experiment, different configurations of the DDS connections are used as listed

in Table 3.5.
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Figure 3.12: The horizontal imaging system: Lenses after each bare fibre output
collimate the beam after expansion. The probe beam diameter is 6 mm and typical
imaging powers are about 1 mW. Polarising beam splitters clean the polarisation.
For the cooling light this means that polarisation drifts in the fibre are apparent as
intensity fluctuations, rather than as a change in the effective atomic scattering cross
section. The λ/4 waveplates produce circular polarised light. A photodiode monitors
drifts in the power of the repumping beam.
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3.4 Imaging systems

A number of imaging systems allow us to characterise the cooled cloud, either in

situ or after ballistic expansion. Almost all of the work in this thesis is undertaken

using the horizontal imaging system depicted in Fig 3.12. Two 25 mm doublet lenses

of focal length 10 cm image the cloud of atoms onto the CCD at ×1 magnification,

with a resolution limited by the CCD pixel size of 6.45 µm. It is usable at all stages

of our sequences; the wide field-of-view enables imaging of large clouds immediately

after transport and also evaporated clouds over a range of different temperatures and

time-of-flight durations up to 24 ms.

There is also a high resolution vertical imaging system, which has a magnification

of ×14 and is diffraction limited to 1.6 µm; the centrepiece is a compound four lens

objective of focal length 3.76 cm, which includes correction for abberation from each

lens and the 2 mm glass cell to achieve a NA of 0.27 [79]. This imaging system also

serves to focus the light from a dipole trap based on a 2-axis acousto-optic deflector,

and further details can be found in Harte’s thesis [22]. Pulses of probe light for

both systems are switched using AOMs in the double-pass configuration to provide

fast shuttering times and a good extinction ratio, and combined with a mechanical

shutter to prevent light leakage13.

In absorption imaging a probe beam of resonant light is incident on a cloud of

atoms, which absorb light and imprint a shadow onto the probe. Imaging the shadow

reveals the distribution of atoms along the beam path. Three pictures are taken to

compose such an absorption image. The first two, one with atoms and one ‘reference’

image without, are both illuminated by the probe beam and used to measure the

optical density of the cloud. The third ‘dark’ image is not illuminated, and accounts

for hot pixels and background light illumination of the CCD. The number of atoms is

13This also enables the AOM to remain on provided the mechanical shutter is closed, which keeps
the AOM running warm.
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calculated using the measured attenuation of the probe beam and the known atom-

photon absorption cross-section. We use imaging probe beams of intensity less than

Isat and neglect the power broadening that is discussed in ref [80].

Accumulated dust on the imaging optics produces interference patterns in the

coherent probe beam. These fringes shift as the optics move from acoustic noise, and

the pattern differs between the first and second pictures. When the absorption image

is composited this produces artefacts that lead to systematic errors in the measured

atom number. These artefacts are removed by post-processing the absorption images

using principal component analysis [81, 82], in which an eigenbasis of fringe patterns

is constructed from multiple reference images (here, 50 to 200) and used to produce a

reference image that most closely matches the fringes seen in the picture with atoms.

The comparison is made using pixels far from the region of interest (and thus void

of atoms), and works well because the long-ranged correlation in the fringe patterns

allows an accurate estimate to be made of the (obscured) fringes at the location of

the atomic cloud.

Atoms are imaged using light resonant with the cycling cooling transition to give a

strong absorption signal and well defined absorption cross-section. As both 85Rb and

87Rb are trapped in the lower hyperfine states, a brief exposure to repumping light

is required to transfer the populations to the upper hyperfine states before imaging.

For 87Rb, a short 360 µs pulse is sufficient, while 85Rb requires a longer exposure of

at least 1 ms to completely repump the cloud using the weaker 85Rb sideband on the

repump laser14. Only one species is imaged at a time; the cooling transitions for 85Rb

and 87Rb are separated by 1.1 GHz which greatly exceeds their 6 MHz linewidths.

14Alternatively the repumping offset lock set point could be changed mid-sequence so that the
carrier is resonant with the 85Rb repumping transition, but the current solution has worked well.
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3.5 The experimental control system

The control system that drives the apparatus has been rewritten for the work in this

thesis, and the new approach is described here. This section is neither a program-

ming guide, nor a reference for the API itself, which already contains extensively

documented commands and classes. Instead, it aims to motivate why a rewrite was

necessary, to outline the technical details of the new implementation, and to discuss

the features and advantages of the new system.

3.5.1 The previous control system

The previous control system is described in Gildemeister’s thesis [28]. Sequences are

authored using a Labview program resembling a ‘spreadsheet’; time progresses along

columns from left to right, updating the digital and analog channels according to the

values listed in the rows. The DDS units are controlled through a separate Labview

program, which resembles a table of the amplitude, phase and frequency at different

points in time.

This implementation has a number of shortcomings:

• Prone to errors: The entire sequence was defined as a single table, with no

ability to composite sequences out of separate files. As about 80 % of the in-

structions are identical between the most basic sequence (transport to glass cell)

and the most advanced (multiple rf shells) this encouraged duplication between

sequences. For example, if a change was made to the c-MOT parameters this

had to be manually added to all sequence files in use. Over time, errors would

accumulate, and significant time was lost debugging broken sequences. In addi-

tion, the associated DDS ramps for each sequence were stored in separate files,

and had to be manually loaded into each control program.

• Hard to read: The flat table structure is not particularly human-readable, and
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it would take time to understand more complicated sequences. Columns could

be given a 7 character label, but more extensive documentation was impossible.

• Hard to work with: Often parts of the sequence would overlap, making it

hard to change the timings associated with one part without affecting others.

• No version control: Sequences were generally dumped in a folder marked

‘old’ and given a date suffix. No tool existed to identify changes between similar

sequences.

• Limited parameter sweeps: There was only a rudimentary capability to

perform sweeps, either over single analog voltages or the duration of a column.

Sweeping the parameters of rf ramps output from the DDS was not possible.

Significant time and sanity was wasted performing detailed sweeps by manual

entry.

• No history: There was no historical record of sequences that had run, nor an

easy way to associate measurements in a series with corresponding parameter

values. Significant effort from the experimentalist was required to manually

curate the data. This was also prone to error.

3.5.2 The new control system

The new control system is based on the existing hardware, which is described pre-

viously [28]. The hardware instructions are still represented in a table format that

specifies the analog and digital values at times during a sequence, but the tables

themselves are generated by a MATLAB package and configured using a high-level

application-programming interface (API) that we call ‘GLaDOS’15. The associated

Labview programs that interface the DDS units and experimental control hardware

15This is a cultural reference, rather than a meaningful acronym.
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were rewritten for compatability with this new approach and to enable remote net-

work operation and batch runs. These upgrades solved many of the previous issues

and provided numerous new features. In particular,

• Easier to use: GLaDOS provides low-level commands for control over digital

and analog channels, but also a number of higher-level commands to eg load the

MOT or produce a BEC in the TOP trap. Authored sequences are extremely

quick to read and interpret, presenting only the relevant information for the

sequence’s intended purpose. Contrast this to the ‘table’ approach, where the

important information was drowned out among the definitions for every other

channel.

• Reduced operator error rate: Sequences can be based off existing templates

through an inheritance model, which discourages duplication and so reduces

errors. For example, fixing an issue in the Transport template will also fix

this for any sequences derived from it. Individual channels can be plotted as

a function of time, and the full sequence inspected using a visual tool (see

Fig 3.13).

• Automatic data curation: Generated sequence objects are stored in the

HDF5 archival data format and minted with a unique ID that is used to asso-

ciate output such as absorption images. When a sequence is generated from a

template, every parameter is automatically saved as metadata in the file. These

can be retrieved when using the accompanying analysis MATLAB package to

identify trends or the results of parameter sweeps. Sequences and output are

stored on the departmental data server.

• Version control: Historical changes to sequences and calibrations are recorded

in a git repository. Past and current sequences can be easily compared, which
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helps when locating the cause of recent bugs. Previous sequences can be re-run

using more recent calibrations.

• Improved low-level control: Analog and digital channels can output arbi-

trary functions16. For instance, it is simple to generate a train of pulses on a

digital channel, whereas this would require many columns in the previous tabu-

lar approach. The frequencies, phases and amplitudes of DDS channels are also

controllable. For example, we used this to implement amplitude ramps defined

as a cubic spline, which are used to split a BEC in our multiple rf double-well

potential.

• Arbitrary parameter sweeps Generating batches of sequences in which any

parameter changes is as simple as writing a for loop. This greatly enhanced the

capabilities of our apparatus to perform sweeps.

This improved work flow greatly increased our efficiency, and the automatic data

curation and arbitrary parameter sweeps were necessary steps towards automatic

operation of the experiment. Before the apparatus could run remotely a number of

hardware changes were required, which we now discuss.

3.5.3 Safety interlocks

The apparatus uses a number of high power supplies, and relies on water cooling to

dissipate kWs of heating power generated by the coil array. Even so, at the highest

quadrupole coil currents used during a sequence the coils equilibriate at a temperature

of 70 ◦C after only a few seconds of operation; a failure in the cooling system would

quickly lead to disaster.

Remote operation requires an interlock to automatically intervene and shutdown

the high power supplies. The following system has been designed and implemented,

16Limited by the on-board memory of the control FPGA and the 15 µs channel update rate.
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which consists of a 2-layer ‘software/hardware’ interlock with requirements as listed

in Table 3.6. The ‘hardware’ interlock is driven by a Galil RIO-47100 programmable

logic controller17, which monitors the temperatures of 5 K-type thermocouples using

a SCB-48306 signal conditioning board. The hardware interlock trips if any thermo-

couple goes outside the temperature ranges specified in Table 3.6, and also if any are

disconnected. For good thermal contact the thermocouples are bonded to the coils

using thermally conductive cement, and the wires mechanically secured with cable

ties. A Gentech FS-01 flow switch monitors the circulation of coolant.

The ‘software’ interlock is a Labview program that reads 4 different K-type thermo-

couples connected to the experimental control computer. These values are also logged

to the monitoring database, see Sec 3.6. When the software interlock is tripped the

experimental control interrupts the currently running sequence and enters a safe state

that requires manual intervention. When either interlock is tripped the hardware in-

terlock disables all high current power supplies listed in Table 3.7, and remains in

this state (indicated by a red LED) until rebooted via manual intervention.

3.6 Remote monitoring

Good monitoring also assists in the remote operation of our apparatus. Ideally such

a system should provide historic data and not just real-time observations, to allow

problems to be identified in long, automated batches that run for durations of many

hours. It should also be reliable and easy to extend in future, and provide a well-

designed user interface to make the data easily accessible.

We use the increasingly popular combination of an InfluxDB18 database com-

bined with Grafana19 to provide an aesthetically pleasing and feature-rich interface.

InfluxDB is a time-series database that is used to store individual time-stamped mea-

17These devices have been used by another group to interlock an oven source [68]
18https://www.influxdata.com/
19http://www.grafana.com/
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Measurement Condition

Hardware
Quadrupole coil TC 8 ◦C < T < 65 ◦C

Auxiliary coil TC 8 ◦C < T < 30 ◦C
TOP coil TC 8 ◦C < T < 30 ◦C

TPush coil TC 9 ◦C < T < 45 ◦C
MOT coil TC 8 ◦C < T < 40 ◦C

Flow switch Coolant flowing
Software interlock Not tripped

Software
Quadrupole coil TC T < 70 ◦C

TOP coil TC T < 50 ◦C
MOT coil TC T < 45 ◦C

TPush coil TC T < 45 ◦C

Table 3.6: Interlock Requirements: These conditions must be satisfied, otherwise
the interlock trips to disable the high current power supplies. The software and
hardware interlocks read different thermocouples (TCs); the use of two TCs on some
coils is intentional to provide added safety. The disparity between some interlock
temperatures monitoring the same coil are due to temperature gradients across the
coils, which make the TC temperatures sensitive to their placement.

Device Usage

Crown XLR5000 TOP field audio amplifier
DE SM15-400 High current coil supply

Xantrex XFR 20V-60A MOT coil supply
Lambda ESS TPush coil supply

Table 3.7: Interlocked devices: The listed devices are disabled when the interlock
is tripped. The Crown XLR5000 does not have an in-built interlock functionality; it
is turned off by interlocking the mains supply to the amplifier.
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surements of any parameter in the lab. These correspond to physical quantities such

as temperatures, voltages, and calculated values such as the atom number in the

MOT, but also variables like the current experimental control state. The database

provides a number of interfaces over which to submit readings, though the most con-

venient is to upload data using an HTTP POST request, which is supported by most

programming languages. Grafana is a dashboard monitoring program that provides

a polished and well constructed user interface to extract and plot data from the

database. In addition to numerous plotting widgets it also provides support for user

alerts if a variable fails a conditional test, eg if the MOT atom number drops below

a certain value for a specified duration.

A number of parameters are measured and uploaded using various Labview pro-

grams. To monitor low-level sensors like thermocouples and photodiodes we use

cheap Arduino Mega2560 devices which contain 16× 10-bit analog input channels.

Although the on-chip analog-to-digital converter is inaccurate, monitoring is mostly

used to observe long-term drifts and as such absolute accuracy is not so important. A

home-made C# program interfaces with each Arduino over a USB serial port, polls the

analog channels and uploads the response to InfluxDB, with additional support for

channel configurations such as names, supersampling to increase resolution, sample

rates and conversion functions.

3.7 Conclusion

The essential components of our ultracold atom apparatus have been described, and

an overview given of typical operation. Our robust laser system is frequency stabilised

using microwave offset lock techniques and uses modulation techniques to provide

cooling and repumping light for both rubidium isotopes simultaneously. We detailed

upgrades to the control system, monitoring and interlocks that have enabled us to
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achieve remote operation of our experiment.
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Chapter 4

Multiple-radiofrequency dressed

double-well potential

We have implemented a double-well potential for cold atoms by dressing them with

multiple frequencies. This novel technique is described with particular attention paid

to technical details of the experimental work, especially the reduction of deleterious

rf noise that led to significant atom loss in the first iteration of our apparatus. Our

first experimental results with this potential have been published in ref [21], and the

methods used to calculate and interpret the rf spectroscopy measurements therein are

explained in this chapter. This proof-of-principle demonstration produced a double-

well potential with a separation that was too large for many purposes, and here

we describe the reduction of this separation to 6.7 µm which is sufficiently close to

observe matter-wave interference after time-of-flight expansion of a split condensate.

To conclude, we discuss the present limitations to our apparatus, propose further

improvements and consider the feasibility of applying the double-well potential to

tunnelling experiments.
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Figure 4.1: A 3-rf dressed double-well potential: a) The three frequency com-
ponents of the dressing field are resonant on three coincident spheroids of different
radii. Atoms are trapped at potential minima resonant with ω1 and ω3. They ac-
cumulate at the bottom of the spheroids under the influence of gravity (here, yellow
slabs). b) An absorption image of thermal atoms in the double-well potential.

4.1 A 3-rf dressed double-well potential

Our double-well potential is formed by combining a static quadrupole field with an rf

dressing field of three frequency components, ωi/2π, i ∈ [1, 2, 3] as described in Sec 2.6.

Each rf frequency is resonant with the Zeeman splitting on one of three resonant

spheroids, which are concentric (see Fig 4.1). The first and third components, ω1 and

ω3, produce avoided crossings that are potential minima for the trapped atoms, while

the second frequency ω2 produces a ‘barrier’ avoided crossing that connects these

two concentric shell traps. The relative energy of each well’s potential minimum,

and that of the barrier, are controlled through the amplitudes of each dressing rf

component, Bi. Increasing B1, B3 raises the potential energy of the well formed at

the corresponding resonance, while increasing B2 lowers the energy of the barrier.

This provides a handle with which to modify the potential as a function of time,

for example by changing B2(t) to raise or lower the barrier. It also enables us to

compensate for the difference in gravitational potential energy of the two vertically-
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displaced wells1. The ωi are integer multiples of a common fundamental frequency,

∆ω. When all gFµBBi � ~∆ω, the wells are separated by a distance of approximately

∆z = ~∆ω/gFµBB
′, corresponding to the distance between the unshifted resonances

for ω1 and ω3. At higher barrier amplitudes the wells are squeezed closer together

because of higher order interactions between the atom and the rf field which shift

each atomic resonance.

Atoms accumulate at the bottom of the resonant spheroids under the influence

of gravity, experiencing weak radial and strong vertical trap frequencies as in the

single rf shell trap2. The image of thermal atoms in the double-well potential shown

in Fig 4.1 is taken from our first demonstration of a multiple rf double-well poten-

tial [21], as described in the thesis of T. Harte [22]. The dressing-rf field was comprised

of circularly-polarised frequency components at 3 MHz, 3.6 MHz and 4.2 MHz. For the

preliminary work, this large frequency separation of 0.6 MHz that spans the full band-

width of the rf-dressing coils was chosen for three reasons. First, a large frequency

separation creates a large spatial separation between the wells, allowing atoms in each

well to be clearly resolved in-situ using our low NA horizontal imaging system3. We

also used a weak quadrupole gradient of 83 G cm−1 to further expand the separation.

Second, the depth of the double-well potential is increased for a greater frequency

separation as the higher-order avoided crossings that truncate the potential occur at

a greater frequency detuning from the resonance. Finally, the dressing rf Rabi fre-

quencies required to lower the barrier are proportional to the frequency separation,

and so working with large Rabi frequencies to guarantee that adiabatic loss is negli-

gible requires a large frequency separation. These parameters relaxed the technical

criteria required for loading the double-well potential without significant atom loss,

1This feature is particularly important for splitting a Bose-Einstein condensate, where the energy
of the wells must be balanced to within the chemical potential.

2though we stress that the condition for a 2D Bose gas that the chemical potential µ � ~ωz is
not met in any experiments discussed here.

3In Section Sec 4.3.2 we discuss methods to distinguish atoms in each well for a smaller spatial
separation that is beyond the resolution of the imaging system.
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and reduced the impact of heating on our initial loading procedures.

This work also clearly demonstrated control over the double-well potential using

the rf field, with atoms controllably transported between the wells by adiabatically

deforming the potential. In principle any combination of rf amplitude, frequency and

polarisation can be used to shape the double-well potential, but it is sufficient to only

modify the amplitudes. This is convenient, as rf frequency ramps4 can cause heating

and atom loss in rf dressed potentials [78]. Further discussion of these manipulations

is postponed until Sec 4.3.1, in the context of evenly loading a double-well potential

characterised by a smaller separation.

Although transporting thermal atoms between the wells demonstrated control over

the potential, it did not provide an accurate, quantitative measurement of the dressed

eigenenergies for comparison to theory. An alternative method was required for this

purpose.

4.1.1 Verifying the calculated rf-dressed eigenstates

To verify our model of multiple-rf-dressed potentials, we performed rf spectroscopy on

atoms trapped in the double-well potential (this technique is described in Sec 2.7). A

first-order rf transition is driven to eject atoms, with photon energy ~ωp = ∆Ei equal

to the energy difference between the initial and final dressed eigenstates [47]. The

resonance frequency shifts as the double-well potential is deformed through a change

in the dressing rf amplitudes, and we measure the transition frequencies over a range

of dressing field parameters to confirm our calculations of the dressed eigenstates. A

BEC is used to increase the resolution of the measurement (see Sec 2.7).

4The implementation of frequency ramps is also complicated by the need to compensate for the
variation in radiated power due to the changing impedance of each dressing field coil pair in the ~ex
and ~ey direction.
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A linearly-polarised rf field dresses the atoms,

~Brf =
3∑
i

Bi cos(ωt+ φi)~ey (4.1)

Starting with a BEC trapped in a shell trap created by a single dressing component

of ω1 = 3 MHz and B1 = 534 mG single rf trap, atoms are loaded into the multiple-rf

dressed potential by slowly increasing the amplitude B3 of the 4.2 MHz component to

709 mG over 150 ms, then that of the 3.6 MHz component B2 over 300 ms to establish

each avoided crossing and form the double-well potential. The atoms remain in the

initial well at all times, with the other rf components applied only to distort the

dressed energy levels. The weak rf probe was applied for 40 ms, and the remaining

atom number measured by absorption imaging after time-of-flight expansion5.

The amplitudes and phases of the 3 dressing rf components are extracted from a

voltage waveform measured on a calibrated pickup coil prior to the application of the

rf probe (see Fig 4.2a). Saturation of the dressing rf amplifiers cause both B1 and B3

to decrease by a few percent as the ‘barrier’ rf amplitude B2 increases, but by using

the pickup waveform this effect is incorporated in our calculations. We assume that

the pickup coil imparts no relative phase shift between the dressing components, and

thus that phases extracted from the pickup waveform are representative of the actual

field components. This is realistic given that this single-turn coil has a self-resonant

frequency many times greater than the dressing frequencies, and should therefore

impart a similar phase shift for each component.

Having determined the dressing rf field, we calculate the dressed eigenenergies

modulo ~∆ω using the semi-classical Floquet theory described in Sec 2.3.4. The cal-

culation is performed for points along the z-axis near the rf resonances, corresponding

to the bottom of the shells where atoms are confined. In the dressed atom picture

5to produce reasonable optical depths of order ∼ 1 for accurate number determination in absorp-
tion imaging
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the eigenenergies are arranged in an infinite ladder of periodicity6 ~∆ω. We select

one ‘rung’ of this ladder, and identify the dressed state on which atoms are trapped.

The potential energy of an atom in this state is equal to the gravitational potential

energy plus the dressed eigenenergy. We determine candidate rf transition frequencies

at the location of the potential energy minimum, reasoning that the rf probe causes

the greatest atom loss when resonant at the greatest atomic density. The transition

frequencies are determined from the energy separation between this eigenstate and

others on the ladder. This method gives the frequency of a particular candidate rf

transition, but it cannot determine which of these transitions are forbidden or al-

lowed. The selection rules for an applied rf probe depend on the photon numbers of

each rf field mode in the initial and final eigenstates, which is beyond the capability

of our present semi-classical method. They can be determined using a fully-quantized

resolvent formalism currently being developed by Dr. Yuen [46].

The calculated transition frequencies are in good agreement with those experimen-

tally observed in the multiple rf potential (see Fig 4.2b), which are extracted from the

resonance features by fitting an asymmetric parabola to the dip in atom number [22].

We find good agreement between the expected transition frequency and the observed

resonances as the amplitude B2 is changed from 0 G to 1 G and also when the phase

of the second rf component φ2 is changed7. We note that any systematic error in the

measurement of the relative dressing field phases via the pickup coil would result in

clear disagreement for this comparison, supporting our earlier assumption that the

pickup coil does not introduce a relative phase shift between dressing rf components.

To conclude, in the first implementation of the multiple rf dressing technique [21],

we demonstrated the ability to control and manipulate atoms in a double-well po-

6the periodicity arises because each bare state contains energy Erf =
∑
i ni~ωi in the radiation

field, where ni � 1 are the photon numbers in each field mode of frequency ωi.
7To understand the importance of the relative phases between the multiple rf components, con-

sider that changing the phase alters the maximum value of the dressing field, and thus the importance
of an atom’s nonlinear response. In the resolvent formalism, it can be understood as constructive
or destructive interference between different atom-photon transitions [46].
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Figure 4.2: Verifying the calculated rf-dressed eigenstates: a) A three-
frequency voltage waveform measured from the pickup coil is shown in light grey.
A black line is overlaid, plotted using the extracted amplitude and phase of each
component. b) Error bars show measured resonant frequencies of rf spectroscopy as
a function of the phase φ2. The grey line shows predicted values calculated from
Floquet theory. The width corresponds to the predicted uncertainty in the resonant
frequency due to uncertainty in the quadrupole gradient and rf amplitude calibra-
tions. For details of the fitting procedure used to extract the frequency of the rf
resonance from data, see the thesis of T. Harte [22].
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tential produced by dressing with three frequency components. The wide separation

between the wells aided the characterisation of these potentials and reduced the tech-

nical requirements, but it was too large for experiments involving interference or

tunnelling. Calculations of the rf dressed eigenenergies were confirmed using rf spec-

troscopy, and in doing so we verified our ability to determine the dressed eigenenergies

using only the waveform measured on a pickup coil. These techniques are a crucial

diagnostic for smaller well separations, where the technical constraints are more strin-

gent and the imaging resolution is insufficient to observe the individual wells in situ.

To achieve a double-well potential with a significantly smaller separation requires

a reduction in ∆ω. This results in a closer spacing of the transition frequencies to

untrapped states, and is thus more susceptible to extraneous noise. Before atoms

could be loaded into such a potential we first needed to remove deleterious rf noise

that was present on the apparatus.

4.2 RF noise and atom loss

Spurious frequency components of rf noise cause atom loss if they become resonant

with any atomic transitions to an untrapped state; even weak amplitudes correspond-

ing to Rabi frequencies of Hz are detrimental to atom number for experiments on

timescales of seconds, should they become resonant. The transition frequencies change

as we manipulate the double-well potential, including during loading of the trap, and

a large window of the frequency spectrum must be free of spurious noise to avoid

loss. Furthermore, the existence of rf transitions comparable to the Rabi frequency

of the applied rf field makes rf-dressed potentials vulnerable to noise from 10s of kHz

to MHz. This range is typically densely populated with many different noise sources

due to the widespread use of switch-mode power supplies (SMPS).

SMPS are ubiquitous because of their improved power density and efficiency com-
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pared to traditional linear power supplies [69]. They operate at switching frequencies

of around 100 kHz to resonantly drive the windings of a small transformer, typi-

cally with ‘dirty’ square-wave pulses that contain multiple harmonic components [83].

These frequencies are well above the bandwidth of most voltage regulators, and are

suppressed by filtering of the output. Unfortunately, the implementation of filter

stages in commercial power supplies is often lacklustre, allowing this noise to radiate

through the laboratory or contaminate the output or ground.

4.2.1 Eliminating spurious noise

To remove rf noise from our experiment the technique of ‘Rabi spectroscopy’ is used

to identify the frequencies responsible for atom loss. This information makes find-

ing the noise source significantly easier8. In rf spectroscopy the frequency of an rf

probe is varied to determine the (fixed, unknown) Rabi frequency of the dressing

field. Conversely, in Rabi spectroscopy we vary the Rabi frequency to characterise an

unknown, fixed external field responsible for atom loss. By adjusting the frequencies

of atomic transitions in and out of resonance the noise can be identified and distin-

guished from other losses, such as the non-adiabatic loss that occurs naturally at both

low and high rf amplitudes due to non-adiabatic following9. Sharp loss features at

intermediate dressing rf amplitudes can only be explained by the presence of external

noise.

Transitions exist at many different frequencies for an rf dressing field of given

frequency and amplitude. For example, one set of allowed transitions [47] occurs for

the set of angular frequencies nω ±mΩ = S(Ω)/~, with n integer, m ∈ 1
2
, 1, and the

transition frequency is S(Ω)/h. As before, loss occurs for any S(Ω)/h = fp, where

8It is even possible to use a portable hand-held spectrum analyser and pickup coil in a ‘mine-
sweeper’ configuration to find the electronic unit responsible.

9Very high amplitudes also lead to loss due to the vanishing radial confinement, which pushes
atoms to the node of coupling strength at the top of the resonant spheroid where non-adiabatic
following cannot be maintained.
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Figure 4.3: Rabi spectroscopy: A technique to characterise external rf noise. a)
The atom number remaining in the shell trap after 8 s of hold duration is plotted
against possible dressing rf sideband frequencies that would be resonant with atomic
transitions. The amplitude and frequency of the dressing field are varied; here, ω =
2π×4.0, 4.1 MHz are shown over a range of amplitudes. Loss features for each dressing
frequency coincide at i and ii. b) The output spectrum of the dressing rf DDS source.
Two sidebands have been identified with the atom loss features i and ii. These
spurious peaks were large enough to be clearly visible on the Fourier transform of an
oscilloscope.
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fp is the frequency of the rf noise. Observing atom loss at a given Rabi frequency

Ω/2π does not uniquely identify the frequency responsible; a second measurement at

a different dressing frequency is required to determine both n and m.

We consider a particularly problematic case in detail. Atom loss arose from a

series of sidebands on the dressing rf DDS source, where fp = ω/2π + fs and the

sideband frequency fs was fixed. The condition for resonance S(Ω) = fp implies

that observed loss at known Ω and ω suggests that candidate sideband frequencies

at 2πfs(n,m) = |(n− 1)ω ±mΩ| are suspect. To observe loss, we held a thermal

cloud at a temperature of 1 µK in a shell trap for 8 s and measured the remaining

atom number at different dressing field frequencies and amplitudes. Fig 4.3a shows

the result of plotting the atom number versus candidate frequencies fs(n,m). It

is immediately clear that the loss features of 4.0 MHz and 4.1 MHz only overlap at

fs = 350, 560 kHz. Upon inspection, these sidebands were clearly visible in the DDS’s

output spectrum (Fig 4.3b). Even though their amplitudes are almost four orders of

magnitude below the carrier, they cause significant loss. The wide-band impedance

match used for our multiple-rf dressing does not filter these sidebands. They arose

from an embedded 5 V SMPS inside the DDS crate, and vanished (along with the

atom loss) once this was replaced with a linear supply.

In general an ‘unclean’ spectrum will not have just one unwanted noise source,

but many. This can complicate the interpretation of such spectra, or even entirely

obfuscate the picture. However, we were fortunate that each spurious component had

a very different amplitude, and so caused very different atom loss rates. Starting at

timescales of milliseconds, identifying and cleaning noise, then repeating at longer

hold times allows each noise source to be addressed in turn. This technique was

frequently used to identify a number of noise sources, most of them due to SMPS.

A notable source of rf noise that we could identify but not completely remove arose

from the 10 kW Magnapower high current coil supply. This radiated many harmonics
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of 37 kHz through the quadrupole coils, creating a field at the atoms. Disassembling

the supply showed that this noise arose from an enormous 1 V ripple on a 5 V power

rail, sourced from a SMPS internal to the device10. Our hypothesis is that the large

ripple results from component degradation, a likely candidate being capacitors inside

the SMPS filter stage of this decades-old device.

For most of the work described in this thesis, we worked around this irremovable

noise source. The amplitude of the noise was attenuated by filtering through two ce-

ramic capacitors in Y-configuration between the output terminals and ground, which

sufficiently reduced the loss rate to undertake the work here. Atom loss still occurs

during ramps of the dressing rf amplitude if transitions pass through resonance with

the stronger harmonics of this fixed noise source; a discontinuity was added to our

ramps to ‘hop’ over these resonances, with a compromise found between reducing

atom loss and the heating that results from the kick. Since the completion of this

work, the Magnapower high current supply has been replaced with two Delta Elec-

tronika SM 15-400 running in parallel, finally removing this noise from the spectrum.

4.2.2 Intermodulation products

The same considerations regarding spurious noise can be extended to intermodulation

products, which are additional frequency components that result from non-linear

mixing in the rf amplifiers. They occur at angular frequencies

ωimp = n1ω1 + n2ω2 + n3ω3, n1, n2, n3 ∈ Z (4.2)

As with spurious noise, these weak field components cause atom loss when resonant

with atomic transitions and are unwanted. In producing the double-well potential we

choose three dressing frequencies that are integer multiples of a common fundamental,

10I am grateful to Bob Collins and Miles Wright from Magnapower for providing schematics.
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∆ω. The intermodulation products then only occur at ωimp = n∆ω, n ∈ Z. As ~∆ω is

equal to the periodicity of the ladder of dressed eigenenergies, these intermodulation

products can only drive transitions to an equivalent eigenstate in another manifold,

and no atom loss occurs.

4.3 A double-well potential with 6.7 µm separation

After removing rf noise we were able to successfully load a double-well potential with

a smaller well separation. The dressing rf frequency separation was reduced from

0.6 MHz to 0.2 MHz and the quadrupole gradient increased to B′ = 219 G cm−1, giving

a separation of 6.7 µm between the wells. The dressing field components at frequencies

3.6 MHz, 3.8 MHz and 4.0 MHz were calibrated using the general procedure outlined

in the apparatus section, as were the pickup coils. In this section, we unambiguously

prove that the population is split between the wells at this smaller separation, even

though the individual wells cannot be resolved in situ. By splitting a condensate, we

see matter-wave interference with a fringe spacing consistent with the expected well

separation.

4.3.1 Loading atoms into the double-well potential

Our procedure follows our previous work at wider separation [21, 22], and the final

sequence is shown in Fig 4.4. We start with atoms in a linearly-polarised single

frequency shell trap, ω1 = 2π × 3.6 MHz and B1 ≈ 500 mG, which forms half of the

double-well potential.

• First, we ramp up (from zero) the amplitude B3 of an additional ω3 = 2π ×

4.0 MHz dressing rf field while reducing the amplitude B1, which is performed

adiabatically to minimize heating. This second dressing field produces the

avoided crossing that constitutes the second potential well, although the eigen-
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states corresponding to potential minima at each resonance are not yet con-

nected.

• We apply the ω2 = 2π×3.8 MHz field, creating the ‘barrier’ avoided crossing that

links the eigenstates of each well to form the double-well potential. Significant

atom loss ocurs when the amplitude B2 = 100 mG, which appears to arise from

resonance with the remaining noise on the quadrupole coil supply. To avoid

loss, we turn on the rf field at an amplitude B2 = 230 mG. This is not ideal as

the sudden change in the potential kicks the atoms, but the resulting heating

is preferable to loss.

• B2 is increased to lower the barrier, allowing atoms to distribute between the

two wells, and after a wait to establish equilibrium we reduce B2 to raise the

barrier and separate the wells.

Typical final values are B1, B2, B3 = 277, 353, 337 mG, where B1 6= B3 compensates

the different gravitational potential energy of each well. The entire process is per-

formed with a shorter duration compared to ramps at larger separations; the trap

frequencies are higher due to lower Rabi frequencies and higher quadrupole gradients,

and the atoms are transported over a smaller distance, all of which permit adiabatic-

ity on shorter timescales. These faster times reduce the impact of the remaining rf

noise on atom number.

4.3.2 Distinguishing the wells

The double-well potential is too small to resolve in-situ using the horizontal imaging

system11. Instead, atoms from each well are first separated in time-of-flight, after

imparting a different velocity kick to each population during release, before an ab-

sorption image is taken on our horizontal imaging system. This permits standard

11it is not possible to use the vertical imaging system as the two wells are displaced along the
vertical direction
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Figure 4.4: Splitting protocol: a) Bi(t) amplitude ramps used to split a BEC
between the double-well potential. The dashed line is the amplitude of the perpen-
dicular coil which is ramped off to provide a linearly polarised dressing field after
initially loading the TAAP with circular polarised rf. b) The double-well potential
immediately before atoms are released.

time-of-flight analysis techniques to determine the characteristics of atoms in each

well, such as temperature, subject to the assumption that the kick is evenly dis-

tributed across each cloud.

To impart the kick, we ramp down the strength of the quadrupole field quickly to

90 % of its original value over 1 ms, then turn off the quadrupole field to release the

trap. This quadrupole gradient ramp sweeps the resonant spheroids outwards, faster

than the atomic motion can follow, which displaces the atoms from their potential

minima and exerts a force equal to the gradient of the potential. The final momentum

kick is the integral of this force during the ramp, and although atoms in each well

are trapped on the same eigenstate the bounds of this integral differ between the

upper and lower wells. The resulting kicks are different enough that the two clouds

separate faster than each cloud’s thermal expansion at the typical temperatures of

0.5 µK used, so that after 5 ms the two clouds are clearly distinguished. Longer

time-of-flights reduce the optical depth and thus the signal-to-noise ratio, but only
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Figure 4.5: Artefacts in time-of-flight images: See text for details. a) Sketch of
the quadrupole field as a function of time, showing slow ramp before a sudden turn off.
b) The dressed eigenenergies as a function of Zeeman splitting. Atoms (dot) follow
the eigenstates as the quadrupole field collapses, and may transition (blue arrows) to
other states at the weak crossing near ω1−∆ω. c) Time-of-flight absorption images of
thermal atoms. Crossover between adiabatic and diabatic following at turnoff occurs
near 78 mG. Each eigenstate is kicked differently as the field collapses, changing the
final position of the cloud.

marginally improve the distinction between the already well separated clouds. We

note the kicks are such that the wells swap their vertical order, with the (in situ

lower) ω3 well appearing above the ω1 well in time-of-flight.

Care must be exercised when interpreting the time-of-flight images, and we have

observed artefacts that can be particularly confusing (see Fig 4.5). Separate clouds

appear after time-of-flight for small amplitudes of B2 that are insufficient to lower the

barrier and thus load both wells, and the population distribution between the clouds is

itself a function of B2. This artefact is particularly confusing as the observed behavior

is similar to that of tipping atoms from one well to the other over a lowered barrier.

We attribute the artefact to atoms from the ω1 well either diabatically or adiabatically

passing through the weak avoided crossing near ~(ω1 −∆ω) = gFµBB(r) during the

fast ramp of the quadrupole field. If B2 is sufficiently large atoms will adiabatically

follow the higher order avoided crossing near ω1 − ∆ω, otherwise flipping to a new

eigenstate. These eigenstates exert different forces on the atoms as the quadrupole
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field continues to collapse, and under time-of-flight these kicks are transformed into

different final positions. Fortunately, the crossover between these adiabatic or dia-

batic regimes occurs at a relatively low B2 of around 85 mG for the parameter range

discussed here. Above this, the behaviour is predominantly adiabatic and there is

no ambiguity. This is sufficiently far removed from the range of interest where B2 is

large enough flatten the barrier, which occurs for values B2 > 340 mG.

Although it is often useful to separate the clouds after time-of-flight, this is not

always desired. Overlap is required for matter-wave interference, which we achieve

by turning off the rf field and keeping the quadrupole gradient on during time-of-

flight. This projects atoms from the trapped dressed state into different Zeeman

substates. Atoms in the high-field seeking state |mF = 1〉 are quickly ejected from

the quadrupole field, vanishing only after a short time-of-flight. The low-field seeking

state |mF = −1〉 remains trapped, but is not useful here. The |mF = 0〉 states from

each well fall freely together, and overlap as each cloud expands. A downside of this

method is that only a fraction of the atoms are projected into the |mF = 0〉 state we

observe, which reduces the signal to noise ratio. For our current work this limitation

is insignificant compared to those of imaging resolution and condensate fraction (see

Sec 4.5.1).

In light of the misleading artefacts arising in the horizontal imaging, we sought an

independent measurement to verify when the population has been split between the

two wells, and to identify which distributions in the absorption images correspond

to the populations of each well. The rf spectroscopy technique is once more well

suited for this task. As already noted, balancing the potential energy of each well

requires that the amplitudes B1 and B3 are different to compensate for gravitational

potential energy. Consequently, atoms in each well have different rf transitions, and

each population is independently addressable.

We perform rf spectroscopy on a cloud of thermal atoms at a temperature of
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0.3 µK after loading the double-well potential with a balanced atom distribution (see

Fig 4.6). Before applying the rf probe the barrier is raised to separate the two

potential wells, which prevents the redistribution of atoms between the wells when

a resonant rf probe induces loss in one of them. The weak rf probe is applied for

a duration of 40 ms, after which the quadrupole field is switched off to remove the

confinement. Atoms are imaged after 5 ms time-of-flight, allowing the population

from each well to separate into two resolvable distributions as before. We count

the measured atom number in these two regions of the image, and take this as a

measure of the number of atoms remaining in each well. An example absorption

image is shown in Fig 4.6c, along with the regions of interest for each well. A clear

signal is visible, with distinct resonances for each cloud identified in the absorption

image. The observed resonance features show excellent agreement with the first-order

calculated candidate transition frequencies, as shown in Fig 4.6, verifying that the

different clouds correspond to atoms from each well. A small amount of ‘cross-talk’

is apparent between the measured atom numbers of each well, which is likely to be

an artefact of the image analysis.

There may also be evidence of a higher-order transition for the lower well, labelled

‘v’ on the figure. This resonance occurs at the frequency predicted for a three-photon

transition, 3ωp = 0.102 MHz. This transition is expected to have a narrower lineshape,

here reduced by a factor of three, however the current data is not of sufficient quality

to assert with confidence that we have observed this higher-order process. As before,

we stress that our current numerical model, based on a semi-classical Floquet theory,

cannot be used to identify which transitions are allowed. It can only provide candidate

frequencies, based on the energy separation between dressed eigenstates, with no

regard to selection rules. Clearly, not all candidate transitions are observed in the

spectra, and some may correspond to forbidden processes. Nonetheless, we are able

to identify a number of transitions unambiguously. Their occurance at such low rf
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probe frequencies emphasises the importance of our earlier work to clear the spectrum

of noise; a dense forest of transitions exists, with many opportunities for extraneous

noise to have a deleterious effect on atom number in either well. For our particular

case, it shows that the spectrum must be clear over an almost continuous range from

80 kHz to 120 kHz to avoid loss in either well - and this only corresponds to the region

we actively probed, with many other transitions likely elsewhere.

4.3.3 Balancing the potential

We use the following procedure to find suitable rf amplitudes that produce a balanced

double-well potential, working with thermal atoms at a temperature of 0.5 µK and

resolving the wells in time-of-flight. First, a value of B2 that flattens the barrier is

found; we begin by deliberately unbalancing the potential energy of the two wells,

choosing a small value of B3 so that the 4.0 MHz well is energetically lower. We

then sweep the final barrier depth of each sequence by changing the maximum of

B2. When B2 is sufficiently high that the barrier becomes flat, atoms are violently

decanted from the 3.6 MHz well into the 4.0 MHz well, which is clear to see from

the velocity distribution of the cloud after 10 ms time-of-flight. Taking this value

of B2 as our maximum, we rebalance the potential energy minima of both wells,

setting B3 to a value that compensates for the difference in gravitational potential

energy. To achieve an even load, we compare sequences with different amplitudes B3,

which adjusts the potential energy difference of each minimum and affects how the

population distributes between them during the split (see Fig 4.7). As a further aide,

we record the pickup coil trace each experiment, extract the amplitudes and phases of

the multiple rf field, and use the semi-classical Floquet theory to calculate the dressed

potential. This approach allows us to quickly converge on our target potential after

only a few iterations.
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Figure 4.6: rf spectroscopy in the double-well potential: a) Spectrum of
predicted first-order transitions in each well, labelled by analytic quantities (factors of
2π ommitted for clarity). b) Points correspond to measured atom number remaining
in each well after applying an rf probe to a thermal cloud for a duration of 40 ms.
A trendline has been added to each set as a guide to the eye; it represents a moving
average over points. Heavy vertical lines correspond to expected transition frequencies
inferred from the separation between dressed eigenstates. Light lines show 3×ωp/2π
for candidate higher order transitions. Selected transitions have been labelled. c)
Calculated dressed eigenenergies used in (a). Dots indicate the position of atoms,
including gravitational sag. Arrows indentify transitions responsible for the resonance
features i-iv in (a). d) Example absorption image showing regions of interest used
for analysis.
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Figure 4.7: Manipulating the double-well potential: The rf amplitude B3

adjusts the potential energy of the lower well, which alters the equilibrium distribution
of atoms between the wells when the barrier is lowered. ai,ci) The potential energy
at the end of the sequence (solid) and when the barrier is lowest (dashed), for B3 =
105, 130 mG respectively. aii,cii) Corresponding absorption images after 5 ms time-
of-flight. b) Atom number in each well measured from absorption images as a function
of B3. The color indicates which of the two wells in ai and ci each line corresponds
to.
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4.4 Matter-wave interference

Once balanced loading is achieved with thermal atoms, we use the same sequence to

load a BEC into the double-well potential. Fine adjustment to B3 is usually required

at this stage to split the condensate evenly, since it has a lower energy scale than the

thermal cloud and is thus more sensitive to an imbalance in the potential minima.

The ramps are further optimised to minimise the rate of change of the potential,

and so reduce heating. We lower the maximum amplitude of B2 to the minimum

required to split the wells, and increase the final value of B2 to the maximum that

still separates the wells. This guarantees the full duration of the final ramp is used

in the critical splitting process.

The final rf evaporation cut is made in the TAAP stage of the experimental

sequence; the BEC is loaded from the TAAP to the circular polarised shell, then to the

linearly-polarised shell, then to the double-well potential without further evaporation.

Heating during this loading reduces the condensate fraction, and typically a large

thermal component is also visible at the end of the sequence. In spite of this, a clear

bimodal distribution12 is visible after time-of-flight expansion for the populations of

each well (eg see Fig 4.8a), as is the inversion of aspect ratio that is characteristic for

expansion of the BEC component [84].

To observe interference, we release the clouds by turning off the dressing rf field

while leaving the quadrupole field on, so that the atoms projected into the |mF = 0〉

state from each well overlap as they fall under gravity, as previously described. A

fringe pattern is observed, resulting from matter-wave interference between the sepa-

rate condensates in each well as they expand and overlap in time of flight, as shown

in Fig 4.8. The fringes align perpendicular to the separation of the wells, as expected.

For comparison, Fig 4.8b shows an image from a sequence in which splitting does not

occur - a condensate is released from only one of the wells and no fringes are visible.

12Thomas-Fermi for the BEC component, Gaussian wings for the thermal cloud
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To process the images, we examine columns of pixels from each image that in-

corporate the condensate. Each column is a measurement of optical density OD(z)

perpendicular to the fringes, from which we can extract the periodicity by taking

the Fourier transform. In Fig 4.8c, we plot the average OD(z) for all columns in an

image, and in Fig 4.8d we show the overlaid Fourier transforms from 9 such columns

(light grey). Averaging the spectral power over a number of images decreases the

relative power of the random background noise, improving the signal to noise ratio

(black line of Fig 4.8d). The peak at a wavelength of (15.6± 0.8) µm corresponds to

the Fourier component of the interference fringes, with stated error corresponding to

the half-width half-maximum of the peak. It is only visible for sequences in which

a BEC is split by the double-well potential. The fringe periodicity for matter-wave

interference is equal to λz = ht/md, for particles of mass m, time-of-flight duration t

and well spacing d [85]. The observed period corresponds to a distance between the

wells of (6.8± 0.4) µm for the 23 ms time of flight. Using the pickup coils to mea-

sure the amplitude and relative phase of the rf components, we calculate the dressed

eigenstates at the instant before our condensates are released from the double-well

potential. This gives a predicted double-well separation of 6.7 µm (see Fig 4.4), in

good agreement with the value determined from the interference pattern.

While we have observed matter-wave interference, we admit that the contrast is

extremely poor. A number of suggestions to improve the visibility are made in the

outlook.

4.5 Conclusion and Outlook

Our results prove that multiple-rf dressing is a useful technique, able to create a

double-well potential with sufficiently small separation to observe matter-wave inter-

ferometry. Combined with the anisotropic confinement of the shell trap, the poten-
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Figure 4.8: Signature of matter-wave interferometry: a) Three separate ab-
sorption images of split BECs released from the double-well potential and overlapped
after time-of-flight expansion. Interference fringes are visible, aligned perpendicular
to the vertical direction ~ez. b) Absorption image when only one of the wells is popu-
lated - no pattern is visible. c) Optical density (OD) integrated over horizontal slices
as a function of vertical position. The solid line depicts the profile of a fringe pattern
(first image of subfigure a) while the dashed line shows an image without interference
for comparison (subfigure b). d) The power P (f) of Fourier components along ~ez,
in units of optical density squared, measured from a Fourier transform of the optical
density profile for each pixel column containing the fringe pattern. Light grey lines
depict the noisier measurements from each individual column. The solid black line
shows the average power from the images in subfigure a, revealing a prominent peak
at 15.6 µm. The dashed lines are analogous for the control image without fringes
(subfigure b).
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tial could be harnessed to make inteferometric measurements of phase fluctuations

in two-dimensional potentials, analogous to those that have been performed for one-

dimensional systems using rf dressed potentials on an atom chip [86, 87, 88, 89, 90].

There is currently great theoretical interest in extending this to two-dimensional ex-

periments [91, 92, 93, 94]. Further work is required before the apparatus is ready for

such physics experiments, and to determine if the splitting is coherent, and we discuss

the next steps here.

4.5.1 Improving the quality of the fringes

Future interferometric experiments will require a significantly improved resolution

and contrast ratio compared to the interference fringes shown here. Fortunately,

a great enhancement to our apparatus is possible through a simple upgrade of the

optical system used to repump and image the atoms.

The horizontal imaging system was constructed to monitor and diagnose issues

with transport from the MOT chamber and evaporation to BEC in the TOP trap. It

was designed to image large clouds at both short and long time-of-flights, with a ×1

magnification to give a wide field-of-view. The 6.5 µm size of a pixel in image space is

well above the diffraction limit of our 25 mm diameter, 10 cm focal-length objective.

A straightforward improvement to the imaging resolution could be achieved by in-

creasing the magnification by a factor of 2. Greater magnification is also possible, but

requires more careful design as the diffraction limit is approached, or other limitations

such as spherical aberration by the walls of the glass cell.

A second, complementary approach is to expand the fringes with a longer time-

of-flight t, exploiting that the fringe wavelength λ ∝ t. The maximum t used in this

work was limited by the field of view, but a new purpose built system could observe

longer fall times, with t limited only by the fall time for atoms to reach the bottom

of the glass cell. In principle, up to around 50 ms is possible in our apparatus, more
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than doubling the fringe spacing. Use of a levitation scheme would permit even longer

times.

A third improvement is to selectively repump only atoms in a thin plane, normal

to the imaging direction. This method prevents fluctuations in the phase of the fringes

along the direction of the imaging system from reducing the observed fringe contrast.

Andrews et. al. attributed the high visibility of their interference fringes to this

technique [85].

Finally, further development of the sequences we use to load condensates into the

double-well potential will increase the fringe visibility by reducing the large thermal

population. For the sequences used here, evaporation to BEC in the TAAP trap

finished half a second before the atoms were released, and even for our low heating

rate this reduces the condensate fraction. In future, a second stage of rf evaporation

will be performed when atoms are in the double-well potential but before the splitting,

thus regenerating a high condensate fraction to improve contrast. The results of rf

spectroscopy in the multiple-rf dressed potential shows this technique is feasible.

These upgrades will allow us to determine whether the splitting process is co-

herent or not. Improving the fringe visibility is a vital step towards increasing the

information that can be extracted from the fringes as required for more detailed

interferometry experiments.

4.5.2 Stability of the double-well potential

The stability of the dressing rf fields required to produce the double-well potential

pose a limitation to the current apparatus, which relies on passive stability of the rf

amplifiers and impedance matching network to ensure the dressing rf amplitudes do

not drift with time. Long-term variations in the radiated rf power change the dressing

rf Rabi frequencies by kHz, imbalancing the double-well potential. Fig 4.9a shows the

drifts in the amplitudes of the three-frequency field as measured using the pickup coil.
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Figure 4.9: Stability of the MRF double-well potential: see text for discussion.
a) Drift in the dressing rf amplitudes over a long period of operation. The asterisk
shows a ‘mode-hop’ in the amplifier output. b) The ratio of atoms in the top and
bottom well, as a function of the difference in the drifting amplitudes ∆B1,3/〈B1,3〉
(see text for definition). The straight line is a least squares fit, and the correlation
coefficient is 0.57.

Discrete ‘mode hops’ are observed to occur in the rf amplifier, with one such event

indicated with an asterisk. The effect of these drifts on the distribution of atoms

between the wells is shown in Fig 4.9b where we plot the ratio of atoms in each well,

as a function of ∆B1,3/〈B1,3〉 = 2(B3 − B1)/〈B3 + B1〉, with the average 〈B1 + B3〉

taken over the entire series; the drift in the amplitude difference of a few percent is

enough to imbalance the double-well potential, and a correlation is observed in the

ratio of atoms split between the wells.

To achieve a more stable operation active feedback should be implemented. Each

rf amplitude could be measured from the pickup waveform using lock-in amplification

or equivalent digital techniques. A simple PID loop could then servo the amplitude

of each frequency component using a voltage controlled attenuator.
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4.5.3 Towards quantum tunnelling

A key feature of quantum double-well potentials is tunnelling and it will be possible to

achieve this with a further reduction in the distance between the wells. Theoretically

tunnelling always occurs, since an atom localised in one side of a double-well potential

must be in a superposition of the lowest energy odd and even eigenstates [95]. The

tunnelling rate J = ∆E/~, where ∆E is the difference between the odd and even

eigenenergies. When the barrier in the double-well potential is high these energies

are nearly degenerate, and the tunnelling rate is extremely low.

To estimate achievable tunnelling rates we numerically solve the time-independent

Schrödinger equation for a single 87Rb atom moving in the double-well potential,

using the Shooting method [96]. The numerics are verified by comparing numerically

calculated wave functions and eigenenergies for a harmonic oscillator potential to

their analytic solutions. We neglect gravity, noting that tunnelling favours smaller

well separations and so requires higher quadrupole gradients in which the gravitational

sag is negligible. Fig 4.10a presents the results of these calculations. Parameters used

correspond to a quadrupole gradient along the vertical axis of 2B′ = 2× 200 G cm−1.

The dressing frequencies are 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 MHz with B1,3 = 57 mG, and B2 in the range

107 to 118 mG. By adjusting B2, the tunnelling rate J is adjusted from a negligible

value to ∼ 100 Hz. The dotted line in Fig 4.10a marks realistic parameters for an

experiment; a rate of J = 30 Hz for a barrier height of 30 nK requires temperatures

that can be obtained.

Although our apparatus is capable of producing higher quadrupole gradients, we

chose a conservative value of B′ = 200 G cm−1 in combination with these rf ampli-

tudes to ensure that the constraint for adiabatic following is satisfied, providing a

sufficiently long lifetime for the trapped atoms; this constraint is stressed at greater

B′ and lower rf amplitudes. For comparison, lifetimes of many seconds have been

reported for a single rf trap at a steeper gradient of B′ = 216 G cm−1 and smaller
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Figure 4.10: Predicted tunneling rates in the multiple rf double-well poten-
tial: see text for parameters. a) Calculated tunneling rates J and barrier height as a
function of the amplitude B2 of the rf field. b) The relative stability of B2 required
to keep fluctuations in the tunnelling rate ∆J below 10 % of the rate J .

dressing rf amplitude of Rabi frequency 27 kHz (39 mG) [19]. These estimates show

that tunnelling at an observable rate is possible within this adiabaticity constraint.

It is likely that pushing these limits further will lead to even faster tunnelling rates.

It is also important to consider the experimental feasibility of the tunnelling

scheme. For example, drifts or instability in the rf amplitudes cause the dressed

eigenenergies to fluctuate, varying the barrier height and consequently the tunnelling

rate. With sufficiently large variations the rate changes to such an extent that the os-

cillatory behaviour is ‘washed out’ and tunnelling cannot be observed between consec-

utive single-shot experiments. As a measure of the resilience of this scheme we deter-

mine a threshold amount of rate fluctuation ∆J that is tolerable, taking ∆J/J ≈ 0.1

to allow a number of oscillations to be observed. The derivative ∂B2/∂J is numerically

computed and used to determine the rf amplitude fluctuation ∆B2 = ∆J(∂B2/∂J)

that would cause this fractional variation of tunnelling rate, plotted in Fig 4.10b.

This suggests that amplitude stability on the order of 10−3 is required; this is beyond

the present capabilities of the apparatus, but achievable with active feedback.
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Chapter 5

Species-Selective rf-dressed

potentials

There are many applications for species-selective potentials, and this chapter describes

the strengths of using rf-dressed potentials for this purpose. It has been shown previ-

ously that the polarisation of an rf field can be used to manipulate different hyperfine

states. We show that a single-frequency rf field combined with a time-averaging field

can also be used to independently manipulate species with different |gF|, and demon-

strate elementary species-selective manipulations of 85Rb and 87Rb. We extend the

discussion to include multiple radiofrequency dressed potentials, proposing double-

well potentials in which two species can be independently manipulated. One approach

is suitable for different hyperfine states and the other for species where |gF| differs,

such as isotopes [97]. We also examine practical aspects, and demonstrate schemes to

load these potentials from the TAAP.

5.1 Introduction

Advances in the experimental techniques used to manipulate ultracold atomic gas

mixtures have opened new pathways for the exploration of many-body quantum
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physics [98, 99, 8], thermodynamics [100, 101], and the formation of ultracold molecules [102,

59, 103]. Quantum simulation experiments that use mixtures of atomic species

promise new insight into the behaviour of impurities coupled to larger quantum

systems. Experiments in this field have observed non-equilibrium dynamics [8, 9],

polaronic phenomena [10, 11] and the disruption and localisation of phases by scat-

tered impurities [12], while control over individual impurities has led to the successful

doping of cold gases with single atoms [13, 14]. Using the impurities as a probe of

the larger system presents many prospects for future experimental work, including

the observation of impurity decoherence [104], Markovianity [105, 106, 107], and the

non-destructive probing of reservoir excitations [16] and correlations [108, 109].

Many of these experiments rely on the use of species-selective potentials to give in-

dividual control over the constituent species. This is often implemented using optical

fields at specific wavelengths chosen to have a stronger interaction with one species

than the other [110, 111]. The optical dipole force experienced by an atom depends

on the electronic structure, which determines the optical transition frequencies. For

some mixtures, the wavelengths required cannot be reconciled with the constraint of

a low heating rate, which requires a large frequency detuning of the dipole trap beam

to suppress photon scattering. For example, the trapping force is similar for isotopes

of the same element at large detunings because the ∼ GHz hyperfine structure is not

resolved.

An alternative method of species-selective confinement is to use rf dressed poten-

tials, which arise from the interaction between an external magnetic field and the

atom’s magnetic dipole moment (see Chapter 2). They are species-selective whenever

the Landé gF-factor differs between species. The method is applicable to combina-

tions of species that would otherwise experience similar confinement in optical dipole

force traps.

In examining this feature of rf-dressed potentials we consider two scenarios. The
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first confines each species in an independent harmonic well, and the wells can be

brought together or separated. This elementary species-selective operation moves the

species in and out of contact, and provides an alternative way to control the inter-

species interactions when a suitable Feshbach resonance is not accessible. Our second

scenario incorporates multiple-radiofrequency dressing to produce independently tun-

able double-well potentials for both species, and the ideas here are readily extensible

to more general potentials. The discussed techniques can be broadly categorised into

two classes, suitable when either the sign or magnitude of each species’ gF-factor dif-

fers. Either method, or a hybrid approach, can be taken for combinations of species

where both are different.

5.2 The sign of the Landé gF-Factor

The first manipulations we discuss apply to mixtures of two species with the same |gF|

but different sign (gF). Such combinations include alkali atoms in different hyperfine

states of their electronic ground state, eg |F = 1〉 and |F = 2〉 for 87Rb. As single

rf manipulations of these mixtures are established in the literature [20, 112, 113] the

discussion here will be limited to the bare principles required to understand the later

multiple rf manipulations.

In a static quadrupole field, a change in position ~r rotates the direction of the

local static magnetic field. Viewed from a frame aligned to the field, this causes a

spatial dependency of the magnitude of clockwise and counter-clockwise components

of the uniform rf field. In Sec 2.5.1.1, we showed how this gives rise to the concept of

a ‘coupling strength’ that quantifies the strength of atom-photon interactions around

the resonant spheroid. Nodes are located at points where the circular polarisation

that couples the dressed states in the rotating wave approximation has zero amplitude,

and antinodes where it is maximum.
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The sign of gF determines the handedness of the circular polarised rf field that

couples the Zeeman states, which arises through conservation of angular momentum1.

It follows that two species of different sign (gF) interchange nodes and antinodes of

coupling strength in a circularly-polarised laboratory rf field, and the derivative of

coupling strength thus pushes them in opposite directions. For example, consider

an rf field that is circularly polarised about ~ey; a force F = −m̃F~ (∂Ω/∂y) pushes

F = 1 atoms at the bottom of the resonant spheroid to positive y and F = 2 atoms

to negative y.

We typically use rf that is circularly-polarised about ~ez for both the shell and

TAAP. Tilting the polarisation axis into the (y, z) plane can be viewed as adding an

amplitude of circular polarisation about ~ey, which thus separates the minima for each

species in the ~ey direction. This technique was used to create state-dependent traps

for F = 1 and F = 2 atoms of 87Rb in ref [113]. By using an elliptical polarisation to

independently tune the Rabi frequency for each species at the bottom of the shell, it

is also possible to adjust their vertical trap frequencies ωz ∝ 1/
√

Ω.

5.3 The magnitude of the Landé gF-factor

The magnitude of gF determines the energy difference ∆E = gFµBB between Zeeman

sublevels in an applied static magnetic field ~B. When two species with different |gF|

are confined at the same location, resonances occur for different rf-dressing frequencies

(gFµBB(~r) = ~ω), thus different dressing frequencies can be used to manipulate

each species. The first use of rf-dressed potentials to manipulate two species with

different |gF| was undertaken by Extavour et. al. [114]. This atom-chip apparatus

simultaneously confined 87Rb and 40K using an Ioffe-Pritchard static magnetic field

geometry, in which the static field has a non-zero magnitude at the potential minimum

of the trap. The distinct values of |gF| for 87Rb and 40K result in different Zeeman

1for more detail, see Sec 2.2
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Figure 5.1: Manipulating species of different sign (gF) with a single rf : Two
hyperfine ground states of 87Rb are dressed with an rf field that is circularly polarised
around ~ey in the lab frame. a) Coupling strength over resonant spheroids of F = 1
and F = 2. Larger Rabi frequencies are indicated by light, yellow colors and smaller
Rabi frequencies by dark, blue colors. Nodes for F = 1 (F = 2) occur for points
along the positive (negative) y-axis. b) Potential energies plotted in the plane x = 0
for the two states. The minima for each (marked by white crosses) are displaced in
opposite directions along the y-axis. Only a portion of the lower hemisphere of the
resonant spheroid is shown. Note that the displacement is not symmetric, but larger
for F = 2 in m̃F = 2 than for F = 1 in m̃F = 1; the coupling force is larger by a
factor of 2.
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Figure 5.2: Isotopes in a single-rf shell trap: a) rf-dressed eigenstates of 85Rb
and 87Rb in the single frequency shell trap, plotted versus vertical coordinate z < 0.
A solid dot marks the potential energy minima for each species, trapped on the
solid eigenstates, and the position of each resonance is shown by a dotted line. b)
Illustration of the resonant spheroids for 85Rb and 87Rb, which are coincident but of
different radii. c) Composite absorption image of 85Rb and 87Rb atoms confined in
a single rf shell trap. The image is composed from two absorption images, each with
probe light resonant with one of the species.

splittings for each species at the trap bottom. By applying an rf-dressing field resonant

with the 87Rb splitting, Extavour et. al. were able to create a double-well potential2

for 87Rb while only mildly perturbing the 40K, to which the rf was far detuned.

In our experiment, we seek to use rf-dressed potentials to independently manipu-

late the isotopes 85Rb and 87Rb in their lower hyperfine states, with g85
F = −1/3 and

g87
F = −1/2. To achieve an interaction between these two species requires a spatial

overlap between them. Unlike in Extavour’s experiment, with our apparatus it is

not possible to achieve this overlap using static fields and a single dressing frequency.

Atoms are trapped in rf-dressed eigenstates which have energy minima where the rf

resonance condition is fulfilled, which for our spherical quadrupole static field occurs

on the surface of a resonant spheroid. The issue is immediately apparent on inspec-

tion of Fig 5.2a, which shows the dressed eigenenergies as a function of the coordinate

2The double well for 87Rb is formed using the same principles used by Schumm et. al. [37]
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z. The different values of |gF| cause the resonance condition for each species to be

fulfilled at different positions, thus atoms of each species reside at potential min-

ima on resonant spheroids of different radii. Two species, A and B, trapped in this

configuration have a large spatial separation of

∆z =
~ω

2µBB′

(
1

gAF
− 1

gBF

)
(5.1)

to first order, where 2B′ is the quadrupole gradient along the z-axis. The spatial

overlap between them is extremely poor, with little interaction possible. Although

increasing B′ decreases ∆z, it also increases the vertical trap frequencies and thus

reduces the spatial extent of the cloud in the vertical direction. Furthermore, even if

good overlap could be achieved it would not be possible to independently manipulate

the two species. For these reasons the single frequency shell trap is not well suited to

the manipulation of species with different |gF|.

5.3.1 The Species-Selective TAAP (SSTAAP)

These problems are solved by the inclusion of a time-averaging field, of the same form

as used in the TAAP trap (see Sec 3.1.7). The general approach is to load only one

of the species into a TAAP, while the other remains in the TOP far detuned from

the rf resonance3. Independent control over the TAAP species is possible through

a combination of rf-field modifications and small adjustments to BTOP, which only

weakly affect the species confined in the TOP. The choice of species that is loaded

into the TAAP is determined by the value of BTOP when the rf-dressing field is turned

on. We will discuss in detail the particular case where 85Rb is loaded into the TAAP

and 87Rb remains in the TOP, taking g85
F and g87

F to be the Landé gF-factor for each

isotope in their lower hyperfine states. The roles of each species are interchangeable

3This is similar to the scheme of Extavour [114] with the rotating field BTOP playing the role of
an adjustable bias field.
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depending on the loading procedure, as discussed presently in Sec 5.3.1.2.

5.3.1.1 Controlling the overlap

A notable advantage of this scheme is that it allows the overlap between two species to

be precisely controlled, moving them from coincidence to completely out of contact.

An experimental demonstration is shown in Fig 5.3 for the specific examples of 85Rb

and 87Rb in their lower hyperfine states. The vertical positions are determined from

a Gaussian fit to the absorption images. A small 1.4 ms time-of-flight is required to

completely repump the 85Rb, and some systematic error is expected; the collapsing

quadrupole field exerts a small kick on the released atoms, the magnitude of which

is unknown and likely varies with trap frequency, itself a function of BTOP. Three

distinct situations are apparent, separated by the resonances at ~ω = g85
F µBBTOP and

~ω = g87
F µBBTOP.

When BTOP > ~ω/g85
F µB, both species are in the TOP trap (see Fig 5.3a). De-

creasing BTOP raises the positions of both 87Rb and 85Rb, as expected; the vertical

trap frequency fz ∝ 1/BTOP increases for both species, reducing the gravitational sag

of ∆z = g/(2πfz)
2 (see dotted line of Fig 5.3d). For ~ω/g87

F µB < BTOP < ~ω/g85
F µB,

85Rb is held in the TAAP trap and 87Rb in the TOP trap (see Fig 5.3b). The po-

tential minima for both species remain constrained along ~ez, but the vertical position

of 85Rb is here more sensitive to BTOP than that of 87Rb. It is within this range

that manipulations are most species-selective. The potential energy minimum for the

TAAP-trapped 85Rb occurs approximately at the intersection of the resonant spheroid

with the rotation axis ~ez, located at

z85 = −1

2

[(
~ω

µBg85
F B

′

)2

−
(
BTOP

B′

)2
] 1

2

(5.2)

Thus 85Rb is lowered with decreasing BTOP while 87Rb continues to rise in the TOP.
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Figure 5.3: Isotope-selective manipulations using a single rf in the SSTAAP:
(a-c) Illustrations of the SSTAAP at three different values of BTOP (indicated by ar-
rows above d). Resonant spheroids (colour-coded by species, dotted) are shown for
TOP field rotation angles of θ = 0, π and the position of each species is depicted by
colored circles. d) Measured vertical positions of 85Rb and 87Rb, as a function of
BTOP. The 3.6 MHz rf-dressing field has amplitude 0.86 G, and is circularly-polarised
in the lab frame. Both species load from the TOP to the TAAP at their respec-
tive resonances, which occur at 7.7 G for 85Rb and 5.1 G for 87Rb (dotted, vertical).
Measurements are of the fitted centre of the Gaussian cloud. Narrow error bars
correspond to the 1σ uncertainty in the fitted position, and the wider bars to the
measured FWHM of the thermal cloud. The lines correspond to positions in the
TOP trap (dotted), the value of eqn. (5.2) (dashed), and full numerical calculations
that include gravitational sag and the variation of coupling strength (solid). The
slight disagreement is attributed to anisotropy of the TOP fields, here By = 1.25Bx.
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As depicted in Fig 5.3, this allows us to separate or overlap these two species. The

maximum separation ∆zmax occurs at the rf resonance for 87Rb, when g87
F µBBTOP =

~ω,

∆zmax =
~ω

2µBB′

[(
1

g85
F

)2

−
(

1

g87
F

)2
] 1

2

(5.3)

This separation can be hundreds of microns in size. Below this value of BTOP, 87Rb

also loads into a TAAP trap, and the separation between both species subsequently

decreases if BTOP is reduced further (see Fig 5.3c).

This single rf approach works particularly well for this combination of states,

where the species loaded into the TAAP (85Rb, F = 2) is initially located above that

which remains in the TOP (87Rb, F = 1) - an improved overlap is then achievable

when the TAAP species is lowered. More generally, the requirement for two species A

(TOP) and B (TAAP) in their lower hyperfine states is that FAgAF < FBgBF , so that

the maximally stretched states |F,mF 〉 = |F,−F 〉 have a smaller gravitational sag

in the TOP trap for B than A. Although varying the overlap is still possible when

this condition is not fulfilled, the two species cannot be brought to perfect vertical

overlap.

5.3.1.2 Loading the trap

Loading the SSTAAP is a straightforward extension of the loading scheme used pre-

viously to load 87Rb into the TAAP [61], and the procedure is illustrated in Fig 5.4.

Initially both species are held in the TOP trap in the maximally stretched states,

|F,mF 〉 = |F,−F 〉. The rf-dressing field is turned on, projecting atoms into dressed

states |m̃F 〉 according to their overlap 〈mF |m̃F 〉 with the initial undressed Zeeman

state. This overlap depends on the detuning from the rf resonance. As such, the value

of BTOP at the instant the rf field is turned on determines the subsequent amplitude

of each dressed eigenstate (see Fig 5.5), and so selects which species to load into the
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TAAP and which to remain in the TOP.

To place 85Rb in the TAAP, we turn on the rf field with g85
F µBBTOP > ~ω. It

is important to avoid loss of 87Rb near to the weak resonance with the harmonic at

g87
F µBBTOP = 2~ω, which occurs through adiabatic following to an untrapped state,

analogous to the ‘rf-knife’ of rf evaporation. This ‘cut’ limits the potential depth of

the 87Rb TOP trap, with 87Rb atom loss occuring unless the mixture is sufficiently

cold that atoms of 87Rb lack the energy required to reach the cut. The potential

energy of the cut corresponds to:

Ecut =
|m̃FgF|µB

BTOP

(
~ω
gFµB

− BTOP

2

)2

(5.4)

as determined from an analytical form of the TOP trap frequency and the known

position of the 87Rb harmonic resonance. The potential depth decreases as BTOP

approaches g87
F µBBTOP = 2~ω. The value of BTOP at turn on is taken to be about

half-way between the 87Rb harmonic and 85Rb fundamental resonances, at BTOP =

7
2
~ω/µB, so as to project both species into the correct dressed states and minimise

losses. The potential depth Ecut ≈ 0.009~ω, corresponding to about 1.5 µK for a

3.6 MHz rf-dressing field. To minimise atom loss we typically load mixtures at tem-

peratures of 0.5 µK.

Cold temperatures are also advantageous to maximise the total atom number

projected into the desired state; the finite width of the cloud in the TOP trap means

that atoms span a range of static field magnitudes at rf turn on, over which 〈mF |m̃F 〉

changes. For scale, this width is demonstrated for typical experimental parameters in

Fig 5.5. With rf-dressing field amplitudes that correspond to Rabi frequencies of 100s

of kHz, such as used in this work, each dressed state is a superposition of different

|mF 〉 states even when detuned 100s of kHz from the rf resonance. This reduces

our ability to cleanly project each species from an initial Zeeman state into a single
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|m̃F 〉 unless cold clouds are used. In principle the rf could be turned on with a low

amplitude, and subsequently ramped adiabatically to the higher amplitudes required

for trapping. In doing so, the initial projection into dressed states occurs for weak rf

fields where the avoided crossing is small and 〈m̃F |mF 〉 ∼ 1 over a larger region of

the trap. Unfortunately, a slower loading process leads to an unacceptable reduction

in atom number due to the inelastic loss we observe between the constituents of our

mixture. This is discussed further in Chapter 6.

A slight adjustment to the loading scheme allows 87Rb to be loaded into the TAAP

and 85Rb to remain in the TOP. In this instance, the rf is turned on with BTOP

above the 87Rb rf resonance (g87
F µBBTOP > ~ω) and below the 85Rb rf resonance

(g85
F µBBTOP < ~ω). The resonant spheroid for 85Rb already surrounds the atoms at

the centre of the TOP trap when the rf-dressing field is turned on. Subsequently

decreasing the value of BTOP loads 87Rb into the TAAP, but 85Rb remains in the

TOP.

5.3.1.3 Further control using the rf field

Control over the rf field provides an additional handle with which to manipulate atoms

confined in the TAAP, with minimal effect on those in the TOP. For example, trap

frequencies in the TAAP are strongly influenced by the dressing rf amplitude, which

enables the implementation of very dissimilar trap frequencies for the two species. One

scenario in which this is useful is to pin a handful of atoms of an ‘impurity’ species

within a larger ‘reservoir’ of a second, degenerate species. For repulsive inter-species

interactions, such as those that occur between 85Rb and 87Rb, the use of similar trap

frequencies for both species leads to expulsion of impurities by the mean field of the

condensate, which introduces an energy cost to overlapping the impurities with the

BEC4. To overcome this it is preferable to use tight trap frequencies for the impurity

4Whether a mixture of two condensed species is miscible or immiscible depends on the relative
strengths of the inter- and intra-species interactions [53, 115, 116]. Miscibility requires a repulsive
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Figure 5.5: Projection into dressed states: Several relevant quantities are shown
for 85Rb and 87Rb in their lower hyperfine states as a function of field magnitude |B|.
At the centre of the TOP trap, |B| ≈ BTOP. a) Dressed eigenenergies. The dressed
states for operation with 87Rb in TOP and 85Rb in TAAP are shown in bold. Vertical
dotted lines depict resonances with the fundamental (gFµB|B| = ~ω) and harmonic
(gFµB|B| = 2~ω) for both species. b) Overlap between the highlighted dressed states
and the initial maximally stretched, bare Zeeman states (|F,mF 〉 = |1,−1〉 , |2,−2〉 for
87Rb, 85Rb respectively). c) The relative thermal distribution of atoms over different
field magnitudes in the TOP, at a temperature of 0.5 µK and BTOP = 8.8 G (indicated
by the dashed vertical line). This is the value of BTOP used when the rf-dressing field
is turned on.
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that ‘pin’ it to the desired location, and weak trap frequencies for the resevoir. These

expand the condensate size, reducing the gradient of the chemical potential in spatial

coordinates, and thus the force exerted by the mean field on the impurities.

For illustrative purposes, we consider experimental parameters for this scenario.

The dressing field is circular-polarised, of frequency 8 MHz and amplitude 0.54 G.

The potential minima for 85Rb and 87Rb are coincident when BTOP = 16.9 G, with

quadrupole gradient B′ = 60 G cm−1. Large values of BTOP are used to disproportion-

ately decrease the 87Rb trap frequencies, and as a result a large dressing rf frequency

is required so that this large BTOP corresponds to the loading of 85Rb into the TAAP

where both species overlap and the radial confinement is greatest. We calculate that

the 85Rb trap frequencies correspond to fx = 46 Hz, fz = 39 Hz, which exceed the

predicted 87Rb trap frequencies of fx = 9 Hz, fz = 24 Hz. In particular, the radial

trap frequencies for 85Rb are approximately 5 times greater than those of 87Rb. By

varying BTOP to move the TAAP minimum, one could drag atoms of 85Rb through

the condensate of 87Rb, without allowing them to pass around the sides, providing a

testing ground for microscopic theories of superfluid drag [117, 118].

By controlling the polarisation of the dressing rf field, it is also possible to hori-

zontally displace the TAAP-trapped species with respect to the TOP-trapped species,

by exploiting the coupling force (described in Sec 2.5.1.1). However, the tight radial

trap frequencies in the TAAP limit the extent of the displacement. Furthermore, the

choice of usable rf-dressing field polarisations is constrained by the need to keep the

lifetime in the trap long; the coupling strength must remain sufficiently high to main-

tain adiabatic following over any part of the resonant spheroid that intersects with

the atoms during time-averaging. Additionally, the variation of coupling strength at

the atoms’ location during time-averaging causes the frequencies of rf transitions to

mean-field interaction for the second species to make the scenario of overlapped species energetically
favorable [115]. For very low numbers of impurities, such a term is negligible and the constituents
will separate.
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untrapped states to vary. This increases the width of the rf spectrum over which

atoms are susceptible to extraneous noise. These concerns add considerable obstacles

to implementing a relative horizontal displacement, and we have not explored this

possibility further.

5.4 Multiple radiofrequencies

The preceeding sections have examined the principles of species-selective manipula-

tions using rf-dressed potentials. The methods so far have been limited to scenarios

in which each species experiences an approximately harmonic confinement in a sin-

gle well. In Chapter 4 we showed how additional frequency components enable the

implementation of a wider variety of confining potentials. Combining these advan-

tages with the inherent species-selectivity of rf dressing provides a flexible way to

individually extend and sculpt the potentials of each species.

5.4.1 Mixtures of hyperfine states

As noted previously, when sign (gF) differs the Zeeman states of each species are

coupled by rf fields of different handedness; the dressed potentials for each hyperfine

state are individually tuned by controlling the polarisation of each rf component. It

is convenient to express the multiple rf field as

~Brf =
N∑
i=1

Bi

(
cos (ωit)~ex − sin (ωit)~ey

)
+ Ai

(
cos (ωit)~ex + sin (ωit)~ey

)
=

N∑
i=1

(
Bi + Ai

)
cos (ωit)~ex −

(
Bi − Ai

)
sin (ωit)~ey (5.5)

where
√

2Bi and
√

2Ai correspond to the circular rf field amplitudes that couple the

F = 1 and F = 2 states along −~ez respectively. The sum and difference of Ai, Bi

correspond to the magnitudes of the linear ~ex and ~ey dressing fields required of the x
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Figure 5.6: Multiple rf for two hyperfine states: A single well for F = 1 is
superimposed over a double well for F = 2. The plot shows eigenenergies along ~ez,
z < 0, and the eigenstates of interest are highlighted as solid lines. Gravitational
potential energy is not included.

and y coil pairs. When Ai = Bi, the rf component i has a linear polarisation along ~ex.

In Chapter 4 we demonstrated a double well formed by dressing with three rf

components, where control over B2 provided a means to adjust the barrier height. A

species-selective variant is plotted in Fig 5.6. The first and third frequency compo-

nents of 3.5 MHz and 3.7 MHz are linear polarised along ~ex with amplitude (Bi+Ai) =

57 mG. The second (barrier) 3.6 MHz rf component is elliptically polarised, with

A2 = 0.1 G and B2 = 0.12 G. This is sufficient to create a broad single well for the

F = 1 state superimposed with a double well for the F = 2 state.

Compared to the work of Chapter 4, the only additional requirement to lift the

degeneracy between F = 1 and F = 2 is to add a dressing component along ~ey;

this capability already exists on our apparatus in order to create circularly-polarised

dressing fields that are used when loading the TAAP and shell trap. The sequence

would follow exactly that used for splitting the BEC, plus an additional final stage
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where the ~ey-coil is slowly ramped back on at frequency ω2, lowering the barrier

for one species and raising it for the other. During the course of this work we did

not, however, possess a high-power source of microwave radiation for the controlled

production of atoms in the F = 2 state.

The parameters here have been chosen to exaggerate the differences between the

F = 1 and F = 2 eigenstates. We note that the Rabi frequencies for both species are

sufficient to maintain adiabatic following. A logical application of this technique is

to achieve tunnelling for one species, with the other acting as a resevoir, as per the

scheme of Hangleitner et. al. [16].

5.4.2 Mixtures of isotopes or atomic species

Use of multiple dressing frequencies also provides new ways to manipulate mixtures

where |gF| differs between constituents, such as for the isotopes 85Rb and 87Rb in their

electronic ground states. The simplest example consists of a magnetic quadrupole field

dressed with two radiofrequencies, which implements a single potential well for each

species with a controllable overlap and separation between them. We consider an rf

field of the form

~Brf =
N∑
i=1

Bi

(
cos (ωit)~ex − sin (ωit)~ey

)
(5.6)

with the frequency components i = 1, 2 circularly polarised in the laboratory frame.

Each of these components produces an avoided crossing near the location ~r where

the species-dependent resonance condition ~ωi = gFµBB (~r) is satisfied (see Fig 5.7).

The frequencies ω1 and ω2 are chosen to overlap the resonant spheroids corresponding

to these frequencies for 85Rb and 87Rb, respectively, as depicted in Fig 5.7c. This is

satisfied by a choice of frequencies in the ratio of the gF-factors, ω1/ω2 = g85
F /g

87
F . For

the associated experimental work, we take ω1/2π = 3 MHz and ω2/2π = 4.5 MHz.

Atoms of each species can be trapped at the location where these resonances
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overlap by preparing them in eigenstates that have energy minima there. In this con-

figuration, 85Rb is trapped in the vicinity of the resonance with the field component at

frequency ω1, and 87Rb with that of ω2. Species-selective control is attained by mod-

ifying parameters of the corresponding rf field, enabling a range of species-selective

manipulations.

5.4.2.1 Manipulations

A simple example demonstrates how the polarisation of each field component can be

used to selectively manipulate each species. In Fig 5.8 we show the potential en-

ergies of the dressed states 85Rb |m̃F =2〉 and 87Rb |m̃F =1〉 when both frequency

components are circularly polarised around ~ey in the laboratory frame, but of differ-

ent handedness. The coupling force displaces each species along the ~ey axis, but in

different directions. It is analogous to the scheme of Fig 5.1, which was applicable

to two different hyperfine states. This technique could be used to drag one species

horizontally through a bulk of another, or to selectively produce a stirring motion to

prepare mixtures with only one rotating species, or where the species counter-rotate.

In principle, each species can be vertically raised or lowered by changing the

frequency of the associated rf field component, giving precise control over their rela-

tive displacements. However, our experimental implementation is constrained by the

technical issues of noise discussed in Chapter 4, and in particular the intermodulation

products discussed in Sec 4.2.2. These constrain the mutiple frequencies to be integer

multiples of a common fundamental, which must itself be suitably high so as not to

limit the trap depth. This technical issue prevents us from independently sweeping

the frequencies ω1 and ω2 to move each species.

Instead, two fixed frequencies can be chosen to ensure that the intermodulation

products do not cause atom loss, and the relative position of the two species adjusted

over a smaller range through the amplitudes of the field components. Such amplitude
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Figure 5.8: Manipulating 85Rb and 87Rb using the rf polarisation: Potential
energies of the dressed states are plotted for 85Rb and 87Rb over the lower hemisphere
of the resonant spheroid that confines each. Dark, blue colors correspond to lower
potential energy. Each rf is circular polarised about ~ey but with a different handed-
ness. The 85Rb minimum is displaced along the negative of the y-axis, while 87Rb is
displaced in the positive direction.
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Figure 5.9: Raising and lowering 85Rb and 87Rb: The vertical axis is the displace-
ment below the unshifted resonance at z = ~ω1/2g

85
F µBB

′. Solid lines are results from
a full multiple-rf Floquet calculation while dotted lines show positions from a single-rf
calculation to demonstrate the magnitude of the shifts in eqn. (5.7). To provide scale,
the filled regions either side of the lines correspond to the harmonic oscillator length
of 85Rb atoms, and the Thomas-Fermi radius of a Bose-Einstein condensate of 104

87Rb atoms with a radial trap frequency of 9.3 Hz.
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control permits the independent adjustment of the vertical trap frequency fz for each

species, which in turn varies the gravitational sag of each cloud, ∆z = −g/(2πfz)2.

For our fixed frequencies ω1, ω2 of 3.0, 4.5 MHz the intermodulation products only

occur at integer multiples of 1.5 MHz, which are well separated from transitions to

untrapped states for low energy atoms in the trap and atom loss is avoided. In

Fig 5.9 the amplitude B1 is varied between 0.2 and 0.4 G while B2 is held at 0.6 G,

corresponding to trap frequencies f 85
z = 362 to 259 Hz and f 87

z = 180 Hz. The vertical

separation changes sufficiently to sweep the clouds between separation and overlap,

but a notable drawback of this scheme is that the vertical trap frequencies are not

free parameters, as they are constrained by the desired degree of overlap between the

two species.

Additionally, each rf resonance is shifted by the presence of the other rf field

component. This displaces the locations of the potential minima, and must be ac-

counted for to achieve good overlap in cold, degenerate samples. The leading term is

a quadratic shift, which shifts the ith resonance by δω = Ω2
j/2∆ω, where Ωj(j 6= i) is

the Rabi frequency of the other dressing rf component and ∆ω = ω2 − ω1 is the fre-

quency separation [45]. These shifts pull the two rf resonances closer together, raising

the position of the resonance associated with ω2 and lowering that of ω1 by

δzi =
~Ω2

j

4∆ωgFµBB′
(5.7)

For our parameters, the displacement caused by this effect is comparable to the

gravitational sag, as shown by the difference between the solid and dotted lines in

Fig 5.9. This ‘cross-talk’ means that the position of the second species is also affected

by the first rf component, and vice versa, causing 87Rb to rise as 85Rb moves downward

and so increasing the maximum achievable separation. If undesired, this effect could

be mitigated by changing the amplitude of the other rf component in a complementary
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fashion.

5.4.2.2 Loading

The loading scheme follows the same approach as used to load 85Rb and 87Rb in the

SSTAAP (see Sec 5.3.1.2). The rf dressing field must be turned on with BTOP at

a value that projects both species into the correct eigenstates, but also avoids loss

of 87Rb due to the weak harmonic at 6 MHz. We have successfully simultaneously

loaded both species by turning on both frequency components of the rf dressing field

with BTOP ≈ 7.1 G, which keeps the 87Rb Zeeman splitting between the resonances at

ω2 and 2ω1. After this the BTOP field is adiabatically decreased to load both species

into their respective shells.

5.4.2.3 Extension to additional frequencies

More complex species-selective potentials can be engineered by increasing the number

of dressing rf frequencies, as for the single rf case [45]. The calculated eigenenergies

using an rf field with four frequency components are shown in Fig 5.10; the lower three

frequencies (2.9 MHz, 3.0 MHz and 3.1 MHz) form a double well potential for 85Rb and

the highest (4.5 MHz) a single well to confine 87Rb at the same location. These ener-

gies are plotted against position along the vertical axis of the static quadrupole field

with gradient B′ = 200 G cm−1, and so depict the dressed eigenenergies perpendicular

to the surface at the bottom of the resonant spheroids.

All Rabi frequencies are kept in excess of 30 kHz to maintain adiabatic follow-

ing. Similar parameters for an rf-dressed potential with a single frequency have been

demonstrated experimentally, with lifetimes of many seconds [19]. The tight vertical

trap frequencies present in this scheme render the gravitational sag negligible (for

clarity we omit it from the plot). Higher-order interactions between each atom and

the rf field generate additional avoided crossings that limit the potential depths, as
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Figure 5.10: Multiple-rf 87Rb single well and 85Rb double well: The dressed
eigenstates, including the untrapped states, are shown for (a) 87Rb and (b) 85Rb, as
a function of position along the vertical axis below the quadrupole centre. The three
frequencies 2.9 MHz, 3.0 MHz and 3.1 MHz create a double well for 85Rb centred
around 160 µm (blue lines). The fourth frequency, 4.5 MHz, creates a single well
for 87Rb at the same position (purple lines). The eigenstates are similar but with a
scaling factor of g85

F /g
87
F = 2/3 for position, represented by the shifted and scaled axes.

Light grey dotted lines depict the unshifted resonances of the dressing frequencies.
Additionally, there are more levels for 85Rb in F = 2 compared to 87Rb in F = 1.
Both confinements have a finite depth caused by small avoided crossings that arise
from higher order interactions between the atom and rf field (grey circles). In (c) we
overlay the eigenstates of interest to emphasise the single well/double well structure.
The higher trap frequencies of this scheme renders the gravitational sag insignificant
here.
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for a single species.

The 87Rb atoms, confined in the single well potential, experience a vertical oscil-

lation frequency of f 87
z = 1.37 kHz. While some adjustment to f 87

z is possible through

the amplitude B4, significantly larger amplitudes cause shifts in the resonances that

will separate the two species. The height of the barrier is determined by the ampli-

tude of the second rf field, which can be varied dynamically. At a field amplitude

B2 = 0.1 G the barrier is h×29 kHz above the double well minima, each well having a

harmonic trap frequency of 1.12 kHz. Increasing the amplitude of B2 to 0.18 G lowers

the barrier to form a flat potential.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have explored a number of schemes for performing species-selective

manipulations in rf-dressed potentials. These techniques are applicable to combina-

tions of species that are not well suited to individual manipulations using optical

dipole traps, such as isotopes of a single element or different hyperfine states. The

crucial requirement is that the magnetic dipole moments of each species are dissimi-

lar, and thus that the Landé gF-factors differ between them. Separate approaches are

valid according to whether sign (gF) or |gF| differs. The complexity of these potentials

can be easily extended using additional frequency components of the rf-dressing field,

and we described examples to combine a single well of one species with a double well

of the other.

Elementary species-selective manipulations were demonstrated for 85Rb and 87Rb

in a single-radiofrequency dressed TAAP, and we also loaded these isotopes into over-

lapping shell traps, produced by dressing with a two-frequency field. Unfortunately,

inelastic loss in the mixture prevented us from exploring the proposed manipulations

further. Instead, we chose to investigate the loss mechanism in more detail, which is
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the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Inelastic Collisions in rf-dressed

potentials

The collisional properties of atoms are effected by external fields, such as when col-

lisions are dressed by optical [119], microwave [120], or rf fields [121]. Understanding

these collisions is vital to cold atom experiments, as poor collision properties prevent

the high phase-space densities required for degenerate quantum gases [122] or lead to

instability once Bose-Einstein condensation is reached [123]. Feshbach resonances are

widely used to adjust the interaction strengths between different species [124], and

often controlled using static fields. The use of rf-fields to control Feshbach resonances

has been examined in detail [125, 126, 127, 128].

An inelastic collision is one which changes the internal state of one or more collid-

ing atoms [54]. This results in atom loss when the final states are no longer confined

by the external fields, with a loss rate characterised by a rate constant k and propor-

tional to the number densities of the atoms involved. For example, for a two-body

collision between species A and B, atoms of species A are lost at a rate given by

∂NA/∂t =
∫
−nAnBkA,B

2 dV , where ni are the number densities of each species. These

changes occur through various processes, but the two most relevant to the current
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work are fast spin-exchange collisions, with rate constants k on the order of 10−13

to 10−11 cm3/s, and spin-relaxation collisions, with rates that are between 10−2 and

10−4 times slower [54].

The spin-exchange process is mediated by an interaction between the total elec-

tronic spins of the individual colliding atoms, and is typically the dominant inelastic

mechanism unless forbidden by selection rules or energy conservation. For instance,

spin-exchange is prohibited when two 87Rb atoms in the doubly-polarised1 states

|F = 2,mF = 2〉 collide in the presence of a static field; it must conserve the total

spin angular momentum, and no other channels2 exist with the same total spin an-

gular momentum projection onto the quantisation axis. Spin-exchange is allowed for

colliding atoms in the maximally-stretched lower hyperfine states |F = 1,mF = −1〉,

but angular momentum conservation requires a change in F . For large hyperfine

splittings the rate is strongly suppressed at low collision energies.

The spin-relaxation process arises from the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction.

These collisions can change not just the individual spin angular momenta of each atom

but also the orbital angular momentum of their relative motion. This allows spin-

relaxation to proceed between states for which spin-exchange is forbidden, but the

required increase in the angular kinetic energy of the relative motion suppresses this

process at low temperatures where the collision energies are insufficient to overcome

this ‘centrifugal barrier’. Although these arguments identify when each process can

occur, calculating their rates requires a full quantum-mechanical treatment of the

scattering problem.

Although the rf dressed eigenstates are superpositions of Zeeman states, spin-

exchange collisions do not occur for collisions between atoms of the same species [121,

129]. Instead, loss is predicted to be dominated by a combination of spin-relaxation

1Here, we use the terms ‘doubly-polarised’ and ‘maximally-stretched’ as defined in Pethick &
Smith [54]

2The different eigenstates of the two-atom system are referred to as channels. When the atoms
are well separated, each channel is a tensor product of the individual atomic states.
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and an rf-induced equivalent that has no centrifugal barrier to suppress it3 [130]. How-

ever, most experiments4 to date have trapped 87Rb, for which the inelastic loss rate is

small in the absence of Feshbach resonances [125] due to the similarity between singlet

and triplet scattering lengths [132]. No previous experimental work has characterised

mixed-species collisions in rf dressed potentials.

Following the procedure outlined in the previous chapter, we load mixtures of

85Rb and 87Rb into multiple rf, species-selective potentials. Despite long lifetimes of

the individual constituent species in rf-dressed potentials, we observe short lifetimes

of the mixture due to interspecies inelastic loss. To understand the loss mechanism,

we return to a simpler scheme that uses only a single dressing radiofrequency. The

background loss rate is characterised for each species, and is slow compared to the

inter-species loss rate. For our mixture of 85Rb and 87Rb, fast spin-exchange collisions

occur freely in the rf-dressed trap, even though they are forbidden in an undressed trap

comprised only of static fields; the inter-species rate constant k85−87
2 increases by at

least five orders of magnitude when 85Rb becomes near to resonance with the dressing

rf. The occurance of spin-exchange collisions is consistent with a simple model [129],

and we observe that the inelastic rate constant k85−87
2 varies with detuning from the

rf resonance. Our experimental results are compared to rates calculated by Owens

et. al. using a coupled-channel approach based on known molecular potentials for

85Rb and 87Rb [130], finding agreement within an order of magnitude.

6.1 85Rb and 87Rb in the TOP: a benchmark

Throughout this chapter we are concerned with understanding inelastic loss processes.

In general the 85Rb atom number N85 decreases over time through spontaneous loss

3Angular momentum conservation can also be satisfied by absorption or emission of an rf photon,
rather than a change in the angular momentum of the relative motion

4With the exceptions of potassium [114] and ongoing work on sodium [131]
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and collisions between trapped atoms and the background gas, at a rate given by

∂N85

∂t
=− αN85 (one-body)

−
∫
k85,85

2 n2
85dV −

∫
k85,85,85

3 n3
85dV (intraspecies)

−
∫
k85,87

2 n85n87dV −
∫
k85,87,87

3 n85n
2
87dV −

∫
k85,85,87

3 n2
85n87dV (interspecies)

(6.1)

where two-body and three-body inelastic processes are grouped according to whether

they are inter-species or intra-species collisions. The loss rates are quantified by

the rate coefficients k2, k3, where superscripts identify the participating atoms and

subscripts the total number of atoms involved. Collision rates are proportional to the

product of the participating atomic densities. The integrals are taken over the volume

of the trap to account for the varying atom number density. The ‘one-body’ loss rate

includes all processes that limit the lifetime of atoms in the trap, such as loss due to rf

noise or that due to vacuum pressure. The 87Rb loss rate is similar, but intra-species

inelastic loss rates are generally negligible due to the extremely favorable collision

properties of 87Rb. When N87 � N85, inter-species inelastic loss barely affects N87,

which decays exponentially according to the 1/e lifetime of 87Rb atoms in the trap.

The TOP is used to prepare and load cold samples of 85Rb and 87Rb into rf-

dressed potentials. Efficient sympathetic cooling has been demonstrated for this

mixture of isotopes in either their maximally-stretched lower hyperfine [57, 56] or

doubly-polarised upper hyperfine states [55] - we use a mixture of the maximally

stretched states 85Rb |F = 2,mF = −2〉 and 87Rb |F = 1,mF = −1〉. Sympathetic

cooling works well in the TOP trap because spin-exchange is forbidden for this mix-

ture, giving low inelastic rate constants for both inter- and intra-species collisions [58].

To emphasise the stability of this mixture in a static magnetic trap, we search

for evidence of interspecies inelastic loss in our TOP trap. This gives a benchmark
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against which we can compare the (significantly faster) loss rates when this mixture

is dressed with radiofrequency fields. Overlapped thermal clouds of each species are

prepared at a temperature of 2 µK with N87 � N85 in the TOP, and after holding

for a specified duration the remaining atom number for each species are measured.

The rf evaporation follows our usual sequence, with a final rf evaporation frequency

of 7.6 MHz. The anisotropic TOP field has Bx = 7.5 G and By = 9.4 G, and the

quadrupole gradient B′ = 174 G cm−1 gives harmonic trap frequencies fx, fy, fz of

45.8, 43.4, 126.0 Hz for 85Rb and 39.2, 37.0, 107.8 Hz for 87Rb, which are calculated

numerically [133]. The sample slowly heats from 2 µK to 3 µK over 80 s of hold in

the trap. At these temperatures, the in situ Gaussian widths of each cloud are

larger than the difference in their gravitational sag, ∆z = g ((2πf 87
z )−2 − (2πf 85

z )−2),

so the species remain well overlapped and in good thermal contact throughout the

duration of the hold. The temperatures of both clouds are equal, as verified from

their expansion after 3 ms and 18 ms time-of-flight for 85Rb and 87Rb respectively.

The atom number decay of each species in the TOP is illustrated in Fig 6.1a.

Both N85 and N87 decay exponentially with long time constants that correspond to

the vacuum-limited lifetime in the glass cell; fitted 1/e-lifetimes for these datasets are

about three minutes. There is no signature of interspecies inelastic loss, which would

otherwise lead to a faster relative loss rate ofN85(t)/N85(0) than ofN87(t)/N87(0). The

fact that the inelastic loss rate constants are unmeasurably small in these data implies

maximum bounds for these coefficients. For example, the overlap-weighted5 average

of the two-body interspecies rate constant, 〈k85,87
2 〉 =

∫
k85,87

2 n85n87d
3r/
∫
n85n87d

3r,

must obey 〈k85,87
2 〉

∫
n85n87d

3r � N85(0)α. At a temperature of 2 µK the initial value

of this overlap integral is
∫
n85n87d

3r = 2.7× 1016 cm−3, thus 〈k85,87
2 〉 � 7.4× 10−15 cm3/s.

In a similar way, using overlap integrands of n2
85n87 or n85n

2
87 constrains the values of

5This weighting is required because the magnetic field magnitude is not homogenous in the TOP,
and so k2 may vary as a function of position in the trap.
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Figure 6.1: Searching for inelastic loss in the TOP: A number imbalanced
mixture of 85Rb |F = 2,mF = −2〉 and 87Rb |F = 1,mF = −1〉 is held in the TOP
over 80 s. a) Atom number at different hold times for each species, three repeats
per hold time. Both decay exponentially (solid lines are best fit). No inelastic loss is
visible, and the 1/e lifetime of both species is limited by the vacuum. b) Temperature
of both clouds, measured after time of flight.
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〈k85,85,87
3 〉 � 2.7× 10−25 cm6/s and 〈k85,87,87

3 〉 � 7.1× 10−27 cm6/s for this mixture6.

Despite the use of this mixture for sympathetic cooling in a number of experiments,

the literature is suprisingly sparse when it comes to inelastic rate constants at low

fields. Most experiments using this combination are interested in operating near the

inter-species Feshbach resonance around 260 G, and measured rates are primarily

near this region [134, 135, 56, 59]. For sympathetic cooling at low fields, it appears

that inelastic 85Rb loss typically becomes the limiting factor before the 85Rb-87Rb

inelastic rate does [56], which may explain the dearth of published data on low-field

interspecies loss rates. Theoretical calculations predict that low-field dipole inelastic

collisions have a strong magnetic field dependence [136], but they still remain below

the bounds determined here [58]. Nevertheless, it is clear that collision properties are

extremely favorable for this mixture in a static magnetic trap, and a marked difference

to when the mixture is rf-dressed.

6.2 Interspecies inelastic loss in the 2RF trap

Our first observation of fast inelastic loss in rf-dressed mixtures occured when over-

lapping 85Rb and 87Rb in the 2RF trap (see Fig 6.2). Using methods discussed in

the previous chapter, we load a mixture of 85Rb and 87Rb into a 2RF TAAP, created

using a dressing field of amplitudes 0.28 G, 0.28 G at frequencies 3 MHz, 4.5 MHz to

overlap the two species. The time-averaging field BTOP was slightly anisotropic, with

Bx = 2.9 G, By = 3.6 G, and the quadrupole gradient B′ = 116 G cm−1.

We observe lifetimes of many seconds when only one species is loaded into the

trap. When both species are present, however, the lifetimes are significantly reduced,

suggesting that inter-species inelastic collisions cause loss (see Fig 6.2a). To load

only 85Rb, we increase the initial 85Rb atom number loaded from the dual-species

6We define 〈k85,85,873 〉 =
∫
k85,85,873 n285n87d

3r/
∫
n285n87d

3r and 〈k85,87,873 〉 =∫
k85,87,873 n85n

2
87d

3r/
∫
n85n

2
87d

3r
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Figure 6.2: Inelastic loss in the 2RF TAAP: a) Comparison of decay in 85Rb
atom number with and without 87Rb present. For the series with 87Rb, N87 � N85

and N87 is constant over the 1 s hold period. b) Decay of 85Rb and 87Rb due to
inelastic collisions, with initial N85 ≈ N87 so that inelastic loss is visible on both
species.

MOT and rely on the sympathetic cooling stage in the TOP becoming inefficient

so that the 87Rb population is depleted. A side effect is the difference in initial

N85 seen in Fig 6.2a for the two series. Throughout this chapter, we typically use

mixtures which have a large difference in atom number between each species, most

often N85 � N87; in this case the inelastic collisions cause a measurable decrease in

N85, but with an associated change in N87 that is too small to observe above the

shot-to-shot fluctuations in atom number. Conversely when N87 � N85 we see short

lifetimes of 87Rb. Fig 6.2b shows a sequence with approximately equal atom numbers,

in which the inelastic loss is detectable for both populations; the loss rates for 85Rb

and 87Rb are similar, which suggests that an equal number of atoms of each species

are lost during collisions in the 2RF trap. This detail is proven more rigorously in

Sec 6.4.1, where the loss mechanism is identified as two-body 85Rb-87Rb collisions.
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6.3 Inelastic loss in rf-dressed 85Rb-85Rb

To our knowledge, 85Rb has not been trapped in an rf-dressed potential before, and

therefore we investigated the collisional stability of this isotope in detail before exam-

ining that of the 85Rb and 87Rb mixture. We observe inelastic loss in pure rf-dressed

samples of 85Rb, but these occur at similar inelastic loss rates to those seen in static

magnetic field traps. As for the TOP trap, the method to load only 85Rb is to in-

crease the 85Rb atom number in the MOT and so deplete all of the 87Rb during the

sympathetic cooling stage. The TAAP for 85Rb is loaded using the same routine we

use for the TAAP for 87Rb, turning on the rf field at BTOP = 10.3 G before ramping

down to BTOP = 5.7 G during 100 ms to load the trap. The dressing rf is 3.6 MHz

with B = 860 mG.

To achieve sufficient densities to observe inelastic loss in 85Rb we adiabatically

compressed the TAAP immediately after loading by ramping the quadrupole gradient

from 116 G cm−1 to 232 G cm−1 over 100 ms. The fast increase in n85 is followed by a

rapid loss rate which slows as atoms are lost from the trap, a signature of inelastic

loss. We caution that the thermal energy of the cloud is only slightly below the

calculated depth of the TAAP potential, and loss from atoms escaping the potential

depth of the trap is indistinguishable from that due to inelastic collisions; measured

rate coefficients should be taken as upper bounds.

6.3.1 Determining rate coefficients

The loss rate of a pure sample of 85Rb atoms can be written:

∂N85(t)

∂t
= −αN85(t)−

∫
k85,85

2 n85(t)2dV −
∫
k85,85,85

3 n85(t)3dV (6.2)

which corresponds to eqn. (6.1) without terms involving 87Rb. For convenience we

introduce the normalised density ñ85(~r), writing n85 = N85ñ85, with
∫
ñ85dV = 1
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where ñ85 depends on the trap parameters and temperature of the ensemble. Thus

we can rewrite (6.2) as

∂N85(t)

∂t
= −αN85(t) −N85(t)2

∫
k85,85

2 ñ2
85dV −N85(t)3

∫
k85,85,85

3 ñ3
85dV (6.3)

= −αN85(t) −β(T )N85(t)2 −γ(T )N85(t)3 (6.4)

The temperature-dependent integrals over ñ85 for fixed trap parameters are absorbed

into the coefficients β, γ.

Figure 6.3 shows the 85Rb atom number in this tight trap as a function of time.

Immediately after the compression, when n85 is highest, rapid decay occurs which

we attribute to inelastic collisions. This quickly reduces the density, and the atom

number decreases faster than the best fit for exponential decay at these short hold

times. At longer times with reduced n85 the inelastic loss is negligible, and the

behaviour follows an exponential decay limited by the lifetime of atoms in the trap.

We measure the Gaussian width and height of clouds after 5 ms time-of-flight

expansion, and from these determine the temperature of the cloud before release.

For typical temperatures of 10 µK, the collisions are only s-wave in character. The

temperature slightly decreases over time (see Fig 6.3c), but to a reasonable approxi-

mation it can be taken as constant, so that β and γ are constant in the analysis7. The

standard deviation of T85 is only 7 % of the mean value across all hold times. Fitted

lines are shown on Fig 6.3 for four different models, which are defined in Table 6.1.

It is clear that pure exponential decay fails to capture the behaviour at short hold

time when it is dominated by inelastic loss, but the other three models are closer to

the data points.

7We ultimately seek to obtain bounds of the rate constants k85,852 and k85,85,853 so as to decide
whether the intra-species loss is negligible compared to inter-species loss in Sec 6.4.1; given that the
temperature slightly changes over time we expect a systematic error. However, the values of these
intra-species rate constants imply that the intra-species inelastic loss rate is so small compared to
the inter-species loss rate that this systematic error will not change our conclusions.
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Figure 6.3: Inelastic loss of 85Rb in the TAAP: a) Measured N85 at different hold
times (grey dots). The best fit lines correspond to exponential decay (grey, solid),
2-body (dotted, black), 3-body (dashed, black) and the full model (solid, black), as
defined in Table 6.1. b) A plot of the best-fit residuals for each model. The initial
rate is well described by the full model, but underestimated for the 2-body model
and overestimated for the 3-body model. c) Measured temperatures T85 at each hold
time. At longer hold times the lower atom number reduces the signal, and the fit
becomes less stable.
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Model Constraints

exponential α 6= 0, β = 0, γ = 0
two-body α 6= 0, β 6= 0, γ = 0
three-body α 6= 0, β = 0, γ 6= 0
two- & three-body all free

Table 6.1: Constraints of eqn. (6.4) used for the four different fit models.

Distinguishing between pure two-body and pure three-body loss (or combinations

thereof) is a notoriously difficult task [134, 135, 56]. As noted by Roberts, the rapid

increase in loss rate at higher densities prevents the preparation of significantly denser

samples that would otherwise make the distinction between two- and three-body

processes trivial [135]. Although more dilute samples can be used, this often results

in loss dominated by one-body processes, concealing that due to inelastic collisions.

We fit eqn. (6.4) to the observed decay of N85 for each model with constraints as

defined in Table 6.1. All models incorporate a one-body loss term (α) to account for

the finite lifetime of atoms in the trap.

Our data, with four repeats per hold time, is not of sufficient quality to confidently

select one inelastic model as superior. A χ̃2-test of the best-fit residuals at the 5 % level

of significance would marginally reject pure two-body and pure-three body models

but accept the fit model with both rates. This goodness-of-fit test considers the

significance of the test statistic χ̃2 =
∑

i r
2
i , where the residual ri = (yi−y(xi))/αi for

dependent variable xi, and measurements yi of the independent variable with best-

fit value y(xi) and uncertainty αi [137]. However, it is of questionable validity to

apply a χ̃2-test with only four repeats per hold time; the unknown variance α2
i of the

parent distribution must be estimated from the variance of the observed values, and

is underestimated for small numbers of repeats, in turn overestimating the residuals,

inflating
∑

i r
2
i and with it the statistical significance of rejecting the two-body or

three-body models.
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Fit Parameters Overlap integrals Rate Coefficients

B α β γ ñ2
85 ñ3

85 〈k85,85
2 〉 〈k85,85,85

3 〉
(G) (mHz) (µHz) (pHz) (106 cm−3) (1012 cm−6) (10−13 cm3s−1) (10−25 cm6s−1)

0.54 35(4) 0.26(5) 0.36(12) 1.00(12) 1.6(3) 2.6(3) 2.3(6)
0.64 36(4) 0.24(5) 0.43(13) 0.94(10) 1.3(3) 2.6(3) 3.2(7)
0.86 15(5) 0.21(6) 0.45(19) 0.87(10) 1.2(2) 2.4(3) 3.8(9)
1.07 18(4) 0.23(5) 0.55(17) 0.93(12) 1.3(4) 2.6(3) 4(1)
1.21 23(6) 0.34(8) 0.42(35) 0.98(28) 2(1) 3(1) 3(2)

Table 6.2: Measured inelastic rate constants for 85Rb in the TAAP, assuming both
two-body and three-body loss, for different dressing rf amplitudes B.

Two-body Three-body Overlap integrals Rate Coefficients

B α β α γ ñ2
85 ñ3

85 〈k85,85
2 〉 〈k85,85,85

3 〉
(G) (mHz) (µHz) (mHz) (pHz) (106 cm−3) (1012 cm−6) (10−13 cm3s−1) (10−25 cm6s−1)

0.54 24(3) 0.40(2) 54(2) 1.02(5) 1.00(12) 1.6(3) 4.0(5) 6(2)
0.64 19(4) 0.43(3) 54(2) 1.02(6) 0.94(10) 1.3(3) 4.6(6) 8(2)
0.86 0(5) 0.39(3) 33(1) 1.0(1) 0.87(10) 1.2(2) 4.5(6) 8(3)
1.07 5(2) 0.43(2) 34(1) 1.20(8) 0.93(12) 1.3(4) 4.6(6) 9(3)
1.21 16(3) 0.46(2) 42(1) 1.50(7) 0.98(28) 2(1) 5(1) 9(7)

Table 6.3: Measured inelastic rate constants for 85Rb in the TAAP, assuming either
two-body or three-body loss, for different dressing rf amplitudes B.
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The fitted parameters β and γ from each model are used to calculate the overlap-

weighted averages of the rate constants 〈k85,85
2 〉, 〈k85,85,85

3 〉, where 〈k85,85
2 〉 = β/

∫
ñ2

85dV

and 〈k85,85,85
3 〉 = γ/

∫
ñ3

85dV . As before, we define 〈k85,85
2 〉 =

∫
k85,85

2 ñ2
85dV/

∫
ñ2

85dV

and 〈k85,85,85
3 〉 =

∫
k85,85,85

3 ñ3
85dV/

∫
ñ3

85dV , which accounts for spatial dependence in

either rate constant within the trap, eg due to the inhomogeneous field. These values

and associated errors are listed in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 for five different dressing rf

amplitudes. The pure two-body and three-body decay models provide upper bounds

for the rate constants, which are used to discount 85Rb-85Rb loss from the analysis of

inter-species loss in Sec 6.4.

The best-fit parameters minimise the square sum of the normalised residuals,
∑
r2.

The stated uncertainties of Table 6.2 correspond to the change in each parameter that

is required to increase the minimum value of
∑
r2 by 1, while freely adjusting the

other parameters to minimise
∑
r2 [137]. The uncertainties in the overlap integrals

are dominated by variation in the temperature T85, and a fluctuation in the BTOP field

that influences the harmonic trap frequencies. We quantify these using the following

Monte-Carlo method. The integrals are calculated for many randomly drawn values

of T85 and BTOP, from which the distributions of the overlap integrals are found.

T85 is randomly drawn from a normal distribution with the same standard deviation

and mean as the measured values. The uncertainty in the TOP field is systematic8,

with an anisotropy of By/Bx = 1.25 (with 1 % standard deviation), and Bx = 5.74 G

(2 % standard deviation). The 234 G cm−1 quadrupole gradient and properties of the

dressing rf field contribute negligible uncertainty. We take the standard deviation

of the calculated distribution as the uncertainty, not the standard error, due to the

inclusion of systematic errors. These uncertainties are combined in quadrature, along

with the uncertainty in the fit parameters, to give those of the k85,85
2 and k85,85,85

3 rate

8We later discovered that one of two Crown XLR5000 audio-amplifier channels used to produce
the TOP field was faulty, producing an anisotropy of By/Bx = 1.25 and increasing the uncertainty
in the TOP field. This has since been fixed.
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constants.

Suprisingly little data is available for the undressed loss rate of 85Rb at low field,

and we reiterate that most experiments using 85Rb work at higher fields to exploit the

intra- or 87Rb inter-species Feshbach resonances. Values of k85,85
2 = 3× 10−14 cm3/s

and k85,85,85
3 = 5× 10−25 cm6/s at a static field of 2 G are given in Papp, PhD the-

sis [56]. Values of k85,85
2 = 2× 10−13 cm3/s and k85,85,85

3 = 2× 10−24 cm6/s at a field of

100 G, far from the 85Rb-85Rb Feshbach resonance on the low-field side, are reported

by Roberts [134]. The rates that we measure for rf-dressed atoms are of similar mag-

nitude to these. Although the rf dressing may itself influence the inelastic loss rate,

within our uncertainties we do not observe a dependence of rates on the amplitude

of the dressing field.

It is unusual that the temperature of 85Rb slightly decreases over time as inelastic

loss typically leads to heating because density-dependent loss favours removal of atoms

of below average energy at the centre of the trap, and energy released from a change

in an atom’s internal state can be imparted as kinetic energy. A likely cause is

that there is also loss due to the finite potential depth of the TAAP, allowing the

most energetic atoms to escape and providing a cooling effect (evaporation). Under

extremely different TAAP parameters, this effect has previously been used to cool

87Rb to degeneracy [44]. The trap depth here is 30 µK, calculated numerically, which is

comparable to the 10 µK temperature of the clouds. This loss cannot be distinguished

from that directly caused by inelastic collisions. It is hard to quantify the size of this

systematic error, and as such our best-fit k85,85
2 and k85,85,85

3 rate constants should be

interpreted as upper bounds that assume the finite trap depth causes no loss.

The characterisation of inelastic loss of 85Rb in the rf-dressed trap forms part of

our complete investigation into inelastic loss in our 85Rb-87Rb mixture. From these

results, we conclude that for the next interspecies rate experiments the density of

85Rb is sufficiently low that it is safe to neglect loss from 3-body and 2-body inelastic
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collisions of this isotope when measuring the interspecies 85Rb-87Rb loss.

6.4 Inelastic loss in rf-dressed 85Rb-87Rb mixtures

We now examine the inter-species inelastic loss of rf-dressed atoms. Overlapping

the clouds of the two isotopes 85Rb and 87Rb in the shell trap requires the use of

a dressing field with multiple frequency components as described in Sec 5.4.2. This

provides a method for species-selective manipulations, but is not the best choice

for an investigation into rf-induced inelastic loss where the additional frequencies

make a theoretical treatment of the loss process more complicated. Therefore, having

observed inelastic loss in the 2RF trap, we returned to a simpler, single-rf situation

to investigate further. The SSTAAP, described in the previous chapter, allows the

two species to be overlapped while dressing with only a single rf component, and also

provides a way to tune the magnitude of the static field at which collisions occur.

This trapping scheme was exploited for the results reported in the remainder of this

chapter.

6.4.1 Identifying the inter-species loss mechanism

The first step towards understanding the mechanism behind the rapid inter-species

loss between 85Rb in |F = 2, m̃F = 2〉 and 87Rb in |F = 1, m̃F = 1〉 is to identify

the nature of the collisions. It is reasonable to assume that only two- and three-body

collisions are significant; although collisions involving more atoms can occur [138, 139],

they typically require higher densities than used here, or Feshbach resonances, to

proceed at an appreciable rate.

The identification of the dominant loss mechanism is easier when using a strongly

number-imbalanced mixture, such as N85 � N87. The decrease in N85 over time

provides a clear signal from which to measure the inelastic collision rate, which follows
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eqn. (6.1), and small 85Rb atom numbers reduce the significance of 85Rb intraspecies

collisions. Collisions also lead to loss of 87Rb, but for N85 � N87 the change in total

87Rb atom number is not observable within the shot-to-shot variations, and N87(t)

stays approximately constant over the hold times of interest when the lifetime of 87Rb

is much larger than for 85Rb.

Our experimental method is as follows. We load atoms in the states 85Rb |F=2,mF=−2〉

and 87Rb |F =1,mF =−1〉 into the TOP trap and perform rf evaporation on 87Rb

to produce cold mixtures at temperatures of 0.5 µK. The 3.6 MHz rf-dressing field is

turned on with an amplitude of 0.85 G, projecting both species into dressed states

and loading the SSTAAP. The TOP magnetic field is ramped down over 400 ms un-

til the magnitude of BTOP equals 7.3 G9, giving good overlap of the thermal clouds

of each species. The trap frequencies for 85Rb |F = 2, m̃F = 2〉 are fx = 45 Hz and

fz = 55 Hz, and for 87Rb |F = 1, m̃F = 1〉 are fx = 16 Hz and fz = 40 Hz, as measured

directly by observing oscillations of atoms in the trap, and these agree with numerical

calculations of the potential. The quadrupole gradient is 70 G cm−1.

We vary the hold duration t between experimental runs, before releasing the atoms

to measure either N87 or N85 using absorption imaging. Different hold durations,

and repeats thereof, are combined to form a series in which N85(t) is measured.

The density n87 is varied for each series by changing the relative atom numbers of

85Rb and 87Rb that are initially loaded into the MOT, which affects the number of

87Rb atoms remaining after the sympathetic cooling stage. The 87Rb time-of-flight is

chosen as a compromise between signal-to-noise ratio (which favors denser clouds at

shorter flight durations) and the desire to reduce systematic errors in the temperature

measurement from time-of-flight expansion (which favors longer times). All series

use a 87Rb time-of-flight in excess of 20 ms, where the systematic error is negligible

9The problems with the TOP audio amplifier were not yet discovered at this stage. The TOP
field for these measurements was anisotropic, such that By = 1.25Bx. The field amplitude quoted
here is for Bx.
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compared to the shot-to-shot variation of temperature T87 within each series (average

standard deviation 6 % of mean). Measurements of the temperature of the 85Rb

atoms have larger systematic uncertainties because the small atom number, typically

3× 104 atoms, requires short time-of-flight to achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio in

the atom number measurement. The 85Rb atoms must be illuminated with repumping

light for 1.5 ms before imaging to allow sufficient time for the weak resonant laser

sideband to completely drive atoms into the upper hyperfine level. The shortest

possible duration, 1.5 ms, is used for all sets bar two with higher N85 where 5 ms is

used.

6.4.1.1 Determining the dominant loss mechanism

To determine which is the dominant loss mechanism, we rewrite eqn. (6.1), gathering

together terms with the same power of n85.

∂N85

∂t
=− αiN85

−
∫
n85

(
k85,87

2 n87 + k85,87,87
3 n2

87

)
dV

−
∫
n2

85

(
k85,85

2 + k85,85,87
3 n87

)
dV

−
∫
n3

85

(
k85,85,85

3

)
dV (6.5)

The terms that contribute significant loss are revealed by identifying an appropriate

fit model for N85, and the scaling of the fitted rate parameters with n87.

The series with only 85Rb present (see Fig 6.4) determines the background lifetime

at these trap parameters in the absence of 87Rb. The atom number undergoes an

exponential decay with a 1/e-lifetime of 48 s that is significantly longer than when

87Rb is present. The width of the imaged cloud in time-of-flight approximately doubles

over the 45 s hold time, suggesting that heating occurs over this timescale. It is

plausible that heating arises from ambient 50 Hz mains noise, as both vertical (45 Hz)
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Figure 6.4: Benchmark for the lifetime of 85Rb alone in the SSTAAP:
a) Measured N85 at different hold times, logarithmic vertical axis. The fit lines
correspond to a pure exponential (solid, black), a two-body plus exponential model
(dashed, red) and a three-body plus exponential model (dotted, blue). The best fit
for each model has a loss rate dominated by the exponential term, and all fit lines are
almost perfectly superimposed as a result. b) Measured Gaussian width at different
hold times (a proxy for T85). A quadratic fit is shown.
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and horizontal (55 Hz) trap frequencies are near by. Assuming that T ∝ w2, where w

is the width after time-of-flight expansion, the temperature over time is well described

by a quadratic function. We see no sign of 85Rb inelastic loss at these densities.

To obtain upper bounds for the inelastic loss rates, we fit models that include

exponential decay and either a two-body or three-body loss term, and which account

for the in-trap heating10. Although these constraints are not as tight as those of

Sec 6.3.1, they are taken at a temperature that is similar to other series in the present

investigation11, whereas the results of Sec 6.3.1 are measured at 10 µK. The best-fit

parameters are consistent with two-body and three-body inelastic loss rates of zero,

but the associated uncertainties are large due to the heating that reduces
∫
ñ2dV and∫

ñ3dV at longer times. For an initial temperature T85(0) = 1 µK, these uncertainties

impose upper bounds of k2 < 1× 10−12 cm3/s and k3 < 7× 10−23 cm6/s, assuming

that any inelastic loss is either purely two-body or three-body.

On the other hand, N85 decreases quickly in the presence of 87Rb, depicted in

Fig 6.6a. This loss greatly exceeds the rates due to two-body and three-body 85Rb

inelastic collisions alone. The small 85Rb atom numbers (103 to 104 atoms) result

in low signal-to-noise ratios, and multiple repeats at each hold time t are required

to extract the general trend. Assuming T85 = T87, which is constant over these

timescales, and the above upper-bounds on k85,85
2 and k85,85,85

3 , we find that on average

a maximum of only 2 % of the initial loss rate can be attributed to two-body 85Rb

collisions, and 6 % to three-body 85Rb collisions12. If instead using the maximum

values of k85,85
2 and k85,85,85

3 determined in Sec 6.3.1, the two-body and three-body

10corresponding to ‘two-body’ and ‘three-body’ models of Table 6.1, also including the fitted
time-dependence of T85.

11The constant k3 ∝ a4 [140], which is independent of temperature in the limit T → 0 where
collisions become purely s-wave in character. Likewise, k2 is constant in the limit of T → 0, provided
there are no resonances [130]. To err on the side of caution in our analysis, we also use these looser
constraints on k85,852 and k85,85,853 principally because they are measured at a lower temperature.
Either values reach the same conclusion - that 85Rb intra-species inelastic loss is negligible compared
to the interspecies 85Rb-87Rb loss.

12predicted two-body and three-body rates for each series compared to the best-fit exponential
loss rate of N85 at t = 0.
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85Rb loss amounts to only 0.5 % and 0.08 % of the initial loss rate respectively. We

conclude the overwhelming majority of 85Rb loss arises from inelastic collisions with

87Rb, hence eqn. (6.5) approximates to

∂N85

∂t
≈−

∫
n85

(
k85,87

2 n87 + k85,87,87
3 n2

87

)
dV

−
∫
n2

85

(
k85,85,87

3 n87

)
dV (6.6)

Both T87 and N87 are constant over the measurement period within each series.

The measured widths of the 85Rb clouds after short time-of-flight also suggest it is

valid to take T85 as constant, although these fits become unreliable at long times

where N85 has been greatly reduced. The quadratic heating rate observed for 85Rb

alone in Fig 6.4b supports this assumption over short timescales of seconds. Thus

the overlap integrals
∫
ñi85ñ

j
87dV are also constant, and eqn. (6.6) is recast as a rate

equation for N85 of the form ∂N85(t)/∂t = −αN85(t)− βN85(t)2.

The task of identifying the appropriate decay model is complicated by the ex-

istence of two trapped states for 85Rb, |m̃F = 1〉 and |m̃F = 2〉, both of which are

observed in the rf-dressed trap (see Fig 6.5). In-situ images reveal two Gaussian dis-

tributions, with centres separated in the vertical direction by about 60 µm, consistent

with our expectations for the gravitational sag of each state. At short hold times a

greater number of atoms are in the |m̃F = 2〉 state; loading parameters are chosen

to optimise the overlap with the initial state in the TOP, 〈mF = −2|m̃F = 2〉, and

thus most atoms are put into |m̃F = 2〉. However, a small number are loaded into

|m̃F = 1〉 due to the non-zero overlap of 〈mF = −2|m̃F = 1〉. The in situ width of

this distribution is also wider than that of the |m̃F = 2〉 state, indicating that the

population in the |m̃F = 1〉 state is characterised by a higher temperature. This is

also expected; at TAAP load the potential energy for the initial |mF = −2〉 state in

the TOP closely resembles that of the |m̃F = 2〉 state, but not that of the |m̃F = 1〉
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state. The sudden mismatch between the distribution of atoms and the confinement

when the dressing field is applied increases the potential energy of atoms projected

into the |m̃F = 1〉 state, heating the cloud. Furthermore, additional atoms are likely

supplied to the |m̃F = 1〉 population via inelastic loss from the |m̃F = 2〉 state. These

atoms also receive excess potential energy, in addition to any energy released from

the inelastic collisions themselves.

Ideally, the decay of only the |m̃F = 2〉 state would be observed for comparison to

eqn. (6.4). However, even in situ both 85Rb distributions overlap due to the increased

temperature of the |m̃F = 1〉 cloud, and it is not possible to completely separate them

and only count atoms in the |m̃F = 2〉 state. Instead, the sum of atom numbers in the

two states N85 = N1 + N2 is observed. Our trap parameters are chosen to maximise

the overlap between the distributions of 85Rb in |m̃F = 2〉 and 87Rb in |m̃F = 1〉, but

this gives worse overlap between 87Rb and 85Rb in |m̃F = 1〉, which sags below the

|m̃F = 2〉 cloud. Although initially N2 � N1, inelastic 85Rb-87Rb collisions proceed

at a slower rate for the |m̃F = 1〉 state due to this poor overlap, and it typically lingers

long after the |m̃F = 2〉 cloud has completely vanished.

To reveal the inelastic loss mechanism we compare the goodness of fit for two

models of N85 decay, both of which account for the individual populations of the two

trapped states. The first ‘two-exponential’ model is one in which both N1(t) and

N2(t) decay by exponential loss,

N(t) = N1(0)e−α1t +N2(0)e−α2t (6.7)

which is applicable when either the terms k85,87
2 or k85,87,87

3 dominate the inelastic loss.

The time constants α1 and α2 differ for both 85Rb states due to their different overlaps.

The time-independence of α1 and α2 implicitly assumes that the distributions (and

hence temperatures) are also constant, so that the overlap between 85Rb and 87Rb
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does not change. We have not included a term to account for scattering from |m̃F = 2〉

into |m̃F = 1〉. This may seem odd given that initially N2 � N1, but we emphasise

that the impact of N1 on the total atom number only becomes visible when N1 is

comparable to N2, by which time the largest change in N2 has already occured. Thus,

it is likely that this scattering just changes the fitted value N1(0).

In the second model loss is proportional to N2
i ,

N85 = N1 +N2, and Ni(t) obeys
∂Ni

∂t
= −βiN2

i − αNi (6.8)

which is appropriate when the k85,85,87
3 term dominates, and termed the two-N2 model.

The constant α is not a fit parameter, and corresponds to the measured 48 s natural

lifetime of 85Rb atoms in the trap. As before, the two coefficients βi account for

the different overlap and rate coefficients of the two 85Rb states, and we continue to

neglect the population exchange between |m̃F = 1〉 and |m̃F = 2〉.

The presence of two clouds increases the difficulty of differentiating between these

models. For example, the two-exponential model resembles a curve with rate propor-

tional to N2 if the coefficients N1 and N2 are similar, and for many of our data sets

it is impossible to distinguish between the two models. A clear distinction is only

apparent when N1(0)� N2(0). For those data sets where the difference in population

is sufficiently large, we find a clear preference for the two-exponential model (see eg

Fig 6.5c). This suggests that the dominant mechanism of inelastic loss involves a

single atom of 85Rb, as the loss rate is proportional to n85.

To determine the number of 87Rb atoms involved, we observe the change in loss

rate as a function of nmax
87 , the peak density of 87Rb. These measurements are taken

over a shorter range of hold times for which N2 > N1 that is sufficient to clearly ob-

serve the fast exponential decay behaviour, corresponding to the loss rate of |m̃F = 2〉.

A function of the form Ae−αt + c is fitted to N85(t) to extract the exponential rates
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Figure 6.5: Identifying the loss mechanism: a) Absorption images showing the
density of 85Rb after a short 1.5 ms time-of-flight, after different hold times (labelled).
85Rb atoms in |F = 2, m̃F = 2〉 are visible as a bright spot that quickly decays away.
A broader cloud, composed of 85Rb |F = 2, m̃F = 1〉 atoms, lingers beneath (to the
left in the images). For ease of comparison, the reference z = 0 is taken to coincide
with the |F = 2, m̃F = 2〉 cloud, and a Gaussian blur has been applied to more clearly
see the diffuse |F = 2, m̃F = 1〉 cloud above noise. b) The presence of both clouds is
easier to see when each image is integrated along the shorter dimension. The black
lines show the zero for each profile, and the horizontal axis limits are the same as for
(a). c) The total atom number within a circle of radius 20 pixels, centered on the
|m̃F = 2〉 cloud. The measured decay is consistent with the two exponential model
and does not agree with the two-N2 model. This dataset is not the same as that
plotted in (a) and (b) - it used a longer 4 ms time-of-flight to reduce the effect of the
|m̃F = 1〉 cloud on the measured atom number in |m̃F = 2〉.
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α, with the constant c representing the small number of 85Rb atoms remaining in the

|m̃F = 1〉 state that decays slower than these time scales13. The best-fit exponential

decay constants for 85Rb lifetime, as a function of peak 87Rb density nmax
87 , are shown

in Fig 6.6. The loss rate increases linearly with n87, from which we conclude that a

single 87Rb atom participates in the inelastic process. In conclusion, a model assum-

ing only collisions involving one 85Rb atom and one 87Rb atom is sufficient to explain

the observed fast N85 decay in the presence of 87Rb.

6.4.2 An intuitive model for the two-body loss

An intuitive picture explains the collisional stability of pure 85Rb or 87Rb in an

rf-dressed trap, and the instability of their mixture. The idea was first suggested

by Agosta et. al. [120] in the context of a microwave dressed trap and explored in

greater detail by Moerdijk et. al. [121] and Suominen et. al. [129], and has so far

only been applied to collisions of a single species. In the rotating wave approximation

the dressed eigenstates |m̃F 〉 of a single atom are equivalent to Zeeman states in an

‘effective field’ Beff , which is coplanar to the quantisation axis ~B0 and the rotating

rf field ~Brf . The effective field is rotated from ~B0 toward ~Brf by a tilt angle θ, and

precesses around the axis ~B0 at the dressing rf frequency. The tilt angle θ depends on

the resonant angular Rabi frequency Ω and angular detuning from the rf resonance

δ, where tan θ = Ω/δ. At large positive (negative) detunings, Beff is (anti)parallel

to the static field direction, and the dressed states are approximately Zeeman states,

|m̃F 〉 ≈ |mF 〉.

The toy model requires two assumptions. The first is that the length-scale of

the collision interaction is small compared to any inhomogeneity in B0, so that the

magnitude of B0 is the same for colliding atoms at different positions [86]. The second

13Consistent with our earlier deductions, a fitmodel with constant offset and loss rate ∝ N85

provides a better fit to these datasets than a fitmodel with constant offset and loss rate ∝ N2
85.

However, the statistical significance was not sufficiently large to confidently select one fitmodel over
the other for these sets where n87 is varied.
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Figure 6.6: Loss of 85Rb at different densities nmax
87 : a) Decay of N85 in the

SSTAAP when overlapped with a 87Rb cloud. Three different densities are shown to
demonstrate the significant change in rate. The fit lines correspond to the best fit
for Ae−αt + c, see text. b) The change in measured exponential rate constant α as
a function of the peak density of 87Rb in the trap, nmax

87 . The solid black line shows
a best-fit linear model, the dashed line a quadratic model, both intercept the point
(0,0).
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is that the time-scale of the inelastic collision is fast compared to the static field’s

Larmor frequency, the dressing frequency and the Rabi frequency Ω/2π [121], such

that the dynamics resulting from these fields may be neglected during the collision

itself (the ‘degenerate internal states’ approximation). When two atoms of the same

species collide, the tilt angles of both are matched (see Fig 6.7). Each atom, being in

a dressed state, has a well defined angular momentum projection onto the direction of

the effective field, with F̂eff |m̃F 〉 = m̃F |m̃F 〉. The total angular momentum of both

atoms therefore also has a well defined projection F̂ tot
eff = F̂ β

eff + F̂α
eff along this axis

with good quantum number M eff
F = m̃F

α + m̃F
β. When both atoms are in states of

maximum m̃F the expectation value of F̂ tot
eff is an extremum. Inelastic collisions must

conserve the projection of angular momentum M eff
F , but there exist no exit channels

for the collision which have the same value as the entrance channel. Rapid inelastic

loss mediated by the spin-exchange mechanism cannot happen.

This is not the case when collisions occur between two species with different gF.

For example, consider when |gF| is different and thus both Ω and δ differ. The tilt

angles of each species’ ‘effective field’ are not equal, and they rotate around B0 with

a constant difference in tilt angles ∆θ = θα − θβ = arctan Ωα/δα − arctan Ωβ/δβ. In

general no frame exists in which the angular momentum projection of both atoms

are good quantum numbers, let alone that both are extrema. Other exit channels are

now accessible by spin-exchange, and loss proceeds quickly. When |gF| is the same

but sign (gF) differs the tilt angles are matched - but the effective fields precess in

opposite directions about B0, and the problem persists. Likewise, when dressing with

two rfs each species’ effective field precesses at a different frequency around B0, so

that rapid loss remains even if the tilt angles are matched through an appropriate

choice of rf amplitudes. In short, the effective fields are only co-linear at all times if

the gF-factor is the same for both species, which exactly contradicts the requirements

for species selectivity in rf-dressed potentials.
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Figure 6.7: Precession of the rotating frames: Precession of the effective fields
about the (grey) quantisation axis of the static field are shown for two atoms (dark
and light blue). Subsequent images show the two rotating frames at a later time, t.

Even though this model is crude, it predicts some general features of the two-

body loss rate between rf-dressed mixtures of 85Rb and 87Rb in a static field B0 (see

Fig 6.8). When above the 85Rb resonance, ie g85
F µBB0 > ~ω, both species have a

large positive detuning from resonance and both tilt angles are small. Although not

perfectly colinear, the effective fields point in similar directions and spin-exchange

is suppressed. If B0 is decreased towards the 85Rb resonance the difference in tilt

angles ∆θ increases, and the inelastic loss rate should increase. This continues past

g85
F µBB0 < ~ω as the 85Rb effective field aligns antiparallel to the static field. The

difference in angles ∆θ reaches a maximum in the region between the rf resonances for

each species, giving a maximum to the inelastic loss rate. Further decreasing B0 now

decreases ∆θ, as the tilt angle of the 87Rb effective field increases faster than that of

85Rb. Finally, when B0 is significantly below the 87Rb resonance, both effective fields

align antiparallel to B0 and the spin-exchange mechanism is again suppressed. The

rf amplitude dictates the rate at which both tilt angles change with respect to B0;

we thus expect a larger rf amplitude to smooth these changes in k85,87
2 over a greater
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Figure 6.8: Expected behaviour of k85,87
2 versus B0: a) The effective field’s

tilt angle θ for both 85Rb and 87Rb is plotted as a function of static magnetic field
magnitude B0. The dressing frequency ω = 3.6 MHz. b) Qualitative sketch of the
expected dependency of k85,87

2 . See text for discussion.
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range of static fields.

In the SSTAAP, the role of the static field B0 is taken by the time-averaging field

BTOP. Above the 85Rb rf resonance, changing BTOP allows the dependence of k85,87
2

on the frequency detuning to be measured, as described in the next section. It is not

possible to measure loss rates for g85
F µBBTOP < ~ω as the two species separate.

6.4.3 Measuring the two-body inelastic rate constant k85,87
2

With 85Rb-87Rb collisions as the dominant loss mechanism, eqn. (6.1) approximates

to

∂N85

∂t
≈ −

∫
k85,87

2 (~r)n87(~r)n85(~r) dV (6.9)

Measuring the inelastic loss rate reveals the rate constant k85,87
2 . As before, only the

ensemble average 〈k85,87
2 〉 can be inferred; inelastic collisions take place over a range

of different static field magnitudes due to the finite temperature of the cloud and

the quadrupole gradient. k85,87
2 is a function of many parameters, but since many of

these carry a spatial depence k85,87
2 is written as an explicit function of position in

eqn. (6.9).

To measure k85,87
2 for different parameters, the SSTAAP is operated with g85

F µBBTOP >

~ω and close to the 85Rb resonance g85
F µBBTOP = ~ω. In this configuration both 85Rb

and 87Rb remain well-overlapped in the TOP, with BTOP determining the static mag-

netic field magnitude B0 at which collisions occur. The adjustment of each species’

position with BTOP (such as described in Sec 5.3.1, and illustrated in Fig 5.3) is here

an unwanted side-effect that varies the overlap between the species and thus modifies

the rate of inelastic collisions. Nonetheless, normalising measured rates with respect

to this change enables the dependence of k2 on B0 to be explored.

The experimental method follows closely that of Sec 6.4.1. A mixture of 85Rb

and 87Rb is loaded into the TOP, and cooled through rf-evaporation of 87Rb to about
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0.4 µK. The 3.6 MHz rf-dressing field is turned on, and 85Rb and 87Rb atoms projected

into dressed states |m̃F = 2〉 and |m̃F = 1〉 respectively as before. BTOP is ramped

down linearly over 100 ms to a final value, typically between 7.8 G to 8.5 G, where

the number imbalanced mixture (N87 � N85) is held and loss observed. A ‘series’

in this context refers to a selection of sequences with same final value of the control

parameter BTOP. The quadrupole gradient used is 116 G cm−1.

We measure the 85Rb-87Rb inelastic loss rate by fitting Ae−βt + c to N85(t). The

loss rates of 85Rb range from 1 Hz to 30 Hz depending on the value of BTOP. As it

is feasible that changing BTOP could also vary the lifetime of 85Rb, for instance due

to the presence of rf noise or an increased loss rate through non-adiabatic following

as the TAAP regime is approached, we also take rough measurements of the 85Rb

lifetime in the absence of 87Rb, which confirm that interspecies inelastic collisions

remain the dominant cause of loss.

To accurately calculate the overlap integral
∫
n85n87dV requires knowledge of

each species’ distribution. In Sec 6.4.1 it was assumed that T85 = T87. Here, the

distribution of 85Rb for each series is determined by measuring the expanded cloud’s

width after various time-of-flight durations, and fitting to the cloud’s expansion rate.

The low signal-to-noise ratio at small N85 restricts the maximum time-of-flight to

7 ms, above which Gaussian fits become unstable. It also prevents measuring T85 at

hold times where the population of 85Rb has been diminished, and all measurements

of T85 are therefore taken immediately after the BTOP ramp when N85 is greatest. On

the other hand, T87 is accurately determined from individual images after a single,

long time-of-flight; the large atom number N87 gives a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio

for fitting after a long 24 ms time-of-flight expansion, where the in-trap size of the

cloud is negligible with respect to the expanded cloud width.

Determining the density distribution of each species also requires knowledge of

the confining potentials. It would have been too time intensive to directly measure
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the trap frequencies of both species at each value of BTOP and rf amplitude. Instead,

numerical methods are used to calculate the confining potentials of both species, and

the spatial offset between them. These agree with trap frequencies for both 85Rb

and 87Rb reported in Sec 6.4.1 and with previously measured trap frequencies in the

TAAP [28, 61].

6.4.3.1 Discussion of results

The measured 〈k85,87
2 〉 versus static field magnitude 〈B0〉 is presented in Fig 6.9 for

three rf amplitudes. Both quantities shown are overlap-weighted averages, 〈x〉 =∫
xn85n87dV/

∫
n85n87dV . There is evidence that the inelastic rate constant increases

at smaller detunings from the 85Rb rf resonance (at 7.7 G), as predicted from the

intuitive model. We did not find a noticeable dependence on rf amplitude (as discussed

further at the end of this section).

The methodology used to determine the error bars of Fig 6.9 considered that

errors in both overlap-weighted average quantities depend on the uncertainties in the

distributions n85 and n87, which themselves depend on the temperatures of the atomic

distributions and properties of the trap. As before, a Monte-Carlo approach is used;

integrals are calculated for randomly drawn temperatures and trap parameters, and

repeated many times to determine the distributions of 〈B0〉 and 〈k85,87
2 〉. This method

also accounts for any correlations between errors in these two variables, although the

distribution of individual simulations in Fig 6.9 suggests there is little correlation.

The error in 〈B0〉 is taken as the standard deviation of 500 Monte-Carlo calculated

values14. For the error in 〈k85,87
2 〉, the standard deviation of the Monte-Carlo values as

a percentage of the mean is combined in quadrature with the percentage uncertainty

in the fitted exponential rate parameter. The distribution of points increases at

smaller values of BTOP because the position of the 85Rb potential minimum (and

14The variances used for the Monte-Carlo parameters are a mixture of systematic uncertainties
and shot-to-shot variation, which is why we take standard deviations as our final uncertainties here.
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Figure 6.9: Change in two-body rate constant with static field: The overlap-
weighted average of the inelastic rate constant 〈k85,87

2 〉 is plotted against the overlap-
weighted average of the static magnetic field 〈B〉 for three values of rf amplitude Brf .
Each light dot on (a-c) is the result of an individual Monte-Carlo calculation, which
are used to determine the uncertainties in 〈B〉 and 〈k85,87

2 〉 (see text). d) The data
shown in (a-c) is combined onto a single plot. No clear dependence on rf amplitude
is noticeable.
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thus the inter-species overlap) becomes more sensitive to fluctuations in BTOP. A

0.5 % systematic error in the magnitude of BTOP is included.

The distribution of T87 is determined from the set of 87Rb absorption images at

long time-of-flight, with mean typically around 0.4 µK. The fitted temperatures of

85Rb are between 0.7 µK to 1 µK, and typically show some anisotropy in the horizontal

and vertical directions. These features are likely the result of heating during the short

loading ramp, which causes large changes in the 85Rb trap frequencies. This heating

is reduced for longer ramp durations, but this leads to increased inelastic losses during

loading and results in unacceptably low signal-to-noise ratios for the measurements of

N85(t). The anisotropy is neglected in the analysis, with T85 taken as the mean of the

fitted horizontal and vertical temperatures. It is hard to quantify the variation in T85

to use for the Monte-Carlo method, as the uncertainties in the fit parameter do not

neccessarily represent the shot-to-shot variation in T85. We combine in quadrature

the relative uncertainty of the fit parameter with that of the standard deviation of

T87, reasoning that the shot-to-shot fluctuations in T85 cannot be smaller than the

T87 reservoir even when the uncertainty of the fit is small.

Given the sensitivity of the overlap with BTOP, extra care is taken to characterise

any variation of this field. The field magnitude in both ~ex and ~ey directions is mea-

sured on a calibrated pickup coil each sequence, from which the mean and variance is

determined and used in the Monte-Carlo calculations. Variation of the rf frequency

and amplitude is neglected; both are defined with an accuracy far beyond that which

is required for the current experiment, and have negligible shot-to-shot variation. So

too is the quadrupole gradient B′.

No rf amplitude dependence is visible in Fig 6.9, although we predicted a larger rf

amplitude would smooth out the dependence of k85,87
2 on the static field magnitude at

which collisions occur. It seems likely that a broadening of 〈k85,87
2 〉 from the thermal

distribution of the cloud dominates that arising from the rf amplitude. In Fig 6.10
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of overlap by magnetic field magnitude: A his-
togram showing the relative weights n85n87 given to each magnetic field magnitude
during the overlap-weighted average of 〈B0〉 and 〈k85,87

2 〉 due to the thermal distribu-
tions of both species in the trap.

a histogram of the static field magnitude B0 is shown, weighted by n85n87, showing

that for these thermal distributions the region of overlap is spread over a range of

static fields B0 that is comparable to the rf amplitude.

6.4.4 Comparison to a coupled channel model

The toy model of Sec 6.4.2 gives an intuitive picture of why the interspecies loss is

rapid, but it is not able to make quantitative predictions for the rate constant. When

this is required a full quantum mechanical scattering calculation must be performed.

Owens et. al. have recently extended such calculations to examine inelastic loss in rf

dressed traps of a single species [130], using a dressed-state formalism to incorporate

the energies of the rf photons and atom-photon interaction. A large number of possible

exit channels exist, varying in both dressed-state photon number and the state of each

atom. The total calculated loss rate is the sum of that from each separate exit channel,
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Figure 6.11: Comparison to coupled channels for 350 mG series: Predicted
loss rates are compared to those measured on the apparatus.

which individually have different rate constants. This model includes the evolution

of the internal states due to the rf field during the collision.

We compare our measured rates to analytical predictions from the theoretical

model developed at Durham University [130], which have kindly been provided by

Owens himself [141]. The predicted rates (and error bars) are determined using a

Monte-Carlo method that incorporates the systematic errors and shot-to-shot noise

variations identified in the previous section, taking the exponential loss rate to be∫
k85,87

2 (B0)ñ85ñ87N87dV , with k85,87
2 (B0) specified by the calculations. The measured

rates are well within an order of magnitude of the predicted inelastic loss rate, which

is impressive considering that the theoretical model determines rates from ab initio

calculations using only the molecular potentials with no free parameters. There does

appear to be a systematic factor between the measured and predicted rates, the source

of which we have not yet been able to identify though work is ongoing. Predicting

k2 to within an order of magnitude is sufficient for planning an experiment, and the

model is able to do this.
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6.5 Conclusions and Outlook

In this chapter the inelastic loss of mixtures in rf-dressed potentials has been investi-

gated. Mixtures of 85Rb and 87Rb atoms in the maximally-stretched, lower hyperfine

states are collisionally stable when confined by static fields, and no measurable in-

terspecies inelastic loss occurs the TOP trap. By contrast, the lower hyperfine states

of these isotopes undergo rapid loss in an rf-dressed potential, which we identified

as arising from 85Rb-87Rb inelastic collisions. A simple model gives an intuitive ex-

planation for these losses, and suggests fast inelastic loss by spin-exchange collisions

can proceed when the Landé gF-factors of the species differ. Thus, the requirement

for species-selective manipulations using rf-dressed potentials is incompatible with

that of collisional stability of the mixture. Consistent with this model, the measured

inelastic loss coefficients increase near the rf resonance for 85Rb, but we cannot ob-

serve any dependence on the rf amplitude which may be obscured by the thermal

distribution of the atoms. Finally, comparisons were made to the predicted rates of

a coupled-channel model.

In future, we may capitalize on our well characterised rf-dressing apparatus to

improve these measurements, providing a rigorous test of the coupled-channel model.

Rather than using the rf-dressing fields for confinement, a crossed-beam dipole trap

would keep the 85Rb-87Rb overlap constant as the static field is changed, reducing

systematic errors and permitting the investigation of k85,87
2 (B) over a wider range of

fields for which 85Rb and 87Rb would separate in the SSTAAP. Some of the required

optics was installed during previous alignment of an imaging lattice. The large pre-

dicted values of k85,87
2 would produce measurable loss rates even with low densities,

thus sub-optimal loading is acceptable. Producing the magnetic field by using an

existing Helmholtz coil pair, with minimal quadrupole gradient, would reduce the

spread of static field magnitudes experienced by the atomic distributions.

Although problematic for 85Rb-87Rb, inelastic loss is not necessarily the definitive
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end of species-selective rf-dressed potentials. Preliminary lifetime measurements of

rf dressed 87Rb|F = 2〉 impurities in contact with a 87Rb|F = 1〉 BEC have shown

1/e-lifetimes of about a second. While some reduction in inter-species overlap may

result from the expulsion of the impurities by the mean field of the condensate, this

is a promising result that suggests using mixtures of the 87Rb hyperfine levels in rf-

dressed potentials may be workable. One possible explanation is that although spin-

exchange collisions can occur between constituents of this mixture when rf-dressed,

they naturally proceed at a slow rate. Low spin-exchange rates in 87Rb hyperfine

mixtures have previously been reported [53, 142], and attributed to the similarity

of singlet and triplet scattering lengths in 87Rb-87Rb collisions [132]. Alternatively,

the simple model that suggested fast loss when sign (gF) differs may not be valid.

Further work is required to characterise this mixture, which was not possible within

the time available. It would also be interesting to see if spin-exchange occurs between

rf dressed mixtures of 87Rb and 41K; the gF-factors of these species can be matched15,

which may suppress spin-exchange according to the simple model.

There is also great interest in Feshbach resonances induced by the applied rf

field [125, 126, 127, 128], and our measurements provide a benchmark against which

to test theories of rf-dressed collisions. Trapping atomic mixtures in an rf dressed

potential that induces a Feshbach resonance (such as that between 87Rb |F = 1〉 and

|F = 2〉 states occuring at 9 G) could provide an additional means to control the

interactions between the constituent species.

15up to a small correction because of the slightly different nuclear gI -factors
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis describes experimental work to extend the technique of rf dressed poten-

tials to multiple frequencies, allowing the low heating rates, stability and smoothness

of these potentials to be harnessed in a greater range of experiments. A double-well

potential was produced by dressing atoms with a polychromatic field of three fre-

quency components, with the energy of both the wells and barrier tunable by mod-

ifying the rf-dressing field. After a preliminary demonstration of the technique [21],

the separation between the wells was reduced to 6.7 µm which is sufficiently small to

observe matter-wave interference between the two components of a split condensate

after time-of-flight expansion. In principle this separation can be reduced further to

achieve quantum tunnelling between the wells in future experiments.

We investigated the species-selecitivity of rf-dressed potentials, especially when us-

ing multiple frequency components [97], and proposed a number of schemes in which

species with different magnetic moments can be individually manipulated using com-

binations of time-averaging and rf-dressing fields. In implementing these techniques

for 85Rb and 87Rb, we observed fast inelastic loss between components of the mix-

ture. We show the loss is caused by two-body 85Rb-87Rb collisions, and interpret the

results as evidence that rapid spin-exchange collisions occur for co-trapped species
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with different gF-factors. The rate constants we measure provide a benchmark for

theoretical models of dressed collisions being developed by collaborators at Durham

University. Although loss is unwanted, a better understanding of these processes will

offer new insight into manipulating Feshbach resonances with rf fields. We predict

that loss will limit the applicability of the proposed species-selective methods, but

they remain viable for hyperfine mixtures of 87Rb in which the inelastic loss proceeds

slowly.

Our work to upgrade several components of the BEC machine has resulted in a

stable apparatus that is capable of automated operation, providing a strong founda-

tion for the next experiments. The increased scope of magnetic potentials when using

the novel techniques described herein provides a number of exciting opportunities for

future research.

7.1 Future experiments

7.1.1 2D gases

The anisotropic confinement of the shell trap is well suited to the production of quasi

two-dimensional (2D) gases [19]. With further work, our double-well potential will

provide a system in which a quantum-degenerate 2D gas is split and subsequently

recombined. This naturally lends itself to interferometric measurements of phase

correlations in a 2D system, similar to ground-breaking experiments performed for a

one-dimensional system [86, 87, 88, 89, 90].

7.1.2 Quantum-tunnelling

After improving the stability of the multiple-rf dressing field, experiments involving

quantum tunnelling will become accessible by a further reduction of the double-well

separation. The difficulties encountered so far have been technical rather than funda-
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ω1 ω3

Figure 7.1: A time-averaged ring with multiple dressing frequencies.: The
time-averaged ring potential is illustrated in red. Resonant spheroids for ω1, ω3 are
shown in solid black, with the barrier resonant spheroid ω2 shown as a dotted line.
Their positions after half a rotation period of the time-averaging field is shown in
grey. The dashed line shows the locus of the quadrupole node during time averaging.

mental, and it would be interesting to determine the minimium achievable separation

before non-adiabatic losses become unsurmountable. This technique may compare fa-

vorably to optical potentials that require a stable alignment and are adversely affected

by interference arising from defects along the optical path. Tunnelling of vortices has

been examined theoretically [143], and the multiple-rf double-well is well-suited to

this proposal; controlling the rf-dressing field to rotate only one half of a split BEC

would permit the seeding of vortices in one well, and angular momentum exchange

between the two populations may allow the vortex to tunnel through the barrier.

7.1.3 Combining time-averaging techniques with multiple-rf

dressing

Although used in this work primarily to load atoms into shell traps, TAAP traps

are capable of producing double-well potentials [61] and large diameter rings [60]

with proven applications in interferometry [113]. Combining these techniques with

a multiple-rf field would create a greater number of potential minima, a fact noted

in the original TAAP proposal [40]. Multiple concentric ring traps would be useful
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for interferometric measurements of rotation; simultaneously observing interference

fringes using rings of very different radii (and thus enclosed areas) provides a high

dynamic-range of sensitivity, similar to recent work in an accelerometer using two

species diffracted with different momentum kicks [144].

The ring radii characteristic of single rf TAAP traps are not well suited to trap-

ping annular BECs; the large circumference gives a low chemical potential, and it is

technically challenging to keep the trap sufficiently level to keep the BEC connected

around the ring [60]. Dressing with multiple frequencies may provide a solution (see

Fig 7.1). The principle is to trap atoms on the overlapping paths traced by two res-

onant spheroids as a horizontal bias field rotates. The radius of this time-averaged

ring trap is determined by the difference in the dressing frequencies. For example,

the dressing field used to create our 6.7 µm double-well potential would here produce

a ring of diameter 6.7 µm. It may be possible to observe spotaneous emergence of

angular momentum Josephson oscillations between two coupled superfluid rings [145].

Other possibilities exist for this configuration. Unlike when time-averaging a

single-rf shell, the instantaneous potential does not posses a cylindrical symmetry

about the ~ez axis. Displacing the instantaneous minima up and down as the hori-

zontal field rotates, eg by using a vertical time-averaging field, could produce one-

dimensional lattices with periodic boundary conditions around the circumference of

the ring. Further work is required to determine if this scheme will have acceptable

non-adiabatic loss rates.

7.1.4 Experiments with mixtures

Inelastic loss in the rf dressed potential has limited the range of experiments that can

be undertaken with 85Rb and 87Rb in this thesis, but mixtures of 85Rb and 87Rb atoms

in the maximally stretched states of the lower hyperfine level are collisionally stable

in static magnetic fields. Experiments in which species-selectivity is not required,
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such as trapping impurity atoms in a vortex lattice of a second species [146], can still

be undertaken in the TOP trap.

Preliminary observations show that inelastic collisions between the different hy-

perfine states of 87Rb do not suffer from rapid losses when the mixture is rf-dressed.

Future experiments should characterise this loss in detail, but this system appears

extremely promising for species-selective manipulations on our apparatus, capable

of examining quantum quenches [147], the self-trapping of impurities in the conden-

sate [148], or the superfluid drag force exerted on impurities [149]. F = 2 impurities

can be controllably created using a microwave transition, with an ability to selectively

drive the transition in either well of our double-well potential to control the location

at which the impurities are produced.

The ability to tune the double-well potential experienced by each species provides

a capable platform for future experiments involving impurity atoms coupled to a large

Bose-Einstein condensate reservoir. In the absence of tunnelling, insights can be made

into Markovianity [104, 105, 106, 107] or the chaotic behaviour of a reservoir coupled to

two separate quantum systems (here, the two wells) [150]. Conversely, with tunnelling

between the wells, demonstrations of non-destructive thermometry and probing of

excitations [16], of many-particle correlations [108], and collective decoherence [104]

are possible.
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